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?e~ceptions of Self in Adults wi.-tr.l. ioite:::'e.c./ Jifficu.lties 
R. Laura Clark 
?his study examines the perce ):'ions of self in t'l[Q ;ro'J.ps of 3.:11,11 ts wi t~ 
literacy difficulties. 
'ihe methodologies used include interviews, the re)ertory ;rid, <,-senck' s 
Personality Inventory (:i;.P.I.), Levenson's Ir~ 2...'lci self re,;:_ort questic:13. 
111e interviews build on, and extend, wO::-tc c3.rrie,i out by Charnley (1973), 
the only Ph • ..Jo to j"e.te, in the fielJ. of 3.2-"u"lt lite:':::.cJ '. 
The research pioneers the use of the repertorJ grid. techniClue in studies 
of adults with literacy difficulties. 
The theoretical framework for t~le thesis is the Learned =-ielplessness model 
(Seligman, 1975) 3.l1d its reformul8.tion (Abr2lllson, et 3.1, 1978). Le 'C.rnei 
hel~lessness can ir.'.pede le3.2.':cung by affecting self esteem nS6'3.tivel:" and 
inhibitin(: cognitive, effi)tional 9,..;,;.Q :::lOtivB.tional develol)TIlent. 
The stlJ.dy seeks to establish ~ 31llon~ other pe:'ceptio:1s of self: whether 
respondents exhibit signs of le3.rneci ~'1elplessnes8. 
The findings incl'lde 2. tendency for the salll?le to score more hi ;hl~r on 
neuroticism, as measured by the E.P.I., t~13.11 the general P'::;2::mlqtion 
established by Eysenck. 
iUl the respondents cons -"-ier there !'lB.J. been ~i i:::;rove:.::lsnt in their 
literacy skills. 
The majority viewed the ':Jresent self' less ~leg2tively than the 'self 
prior to tuition', as shown by the former bein;5 rated ne2Xer than the 
lat ~er to the ide?,l self on the re~lert Jry grid. 
,d. ::u::lOri ty w=re de2:ned to show conti~luin; le3.rnei hel:ples_':'1es S 3.8 evidenced 
by their attricntions for li ter.:..cj- j,'3ilure G"iven in t~le self report 
Questions, the locus of control orie::1tatLms 0:1 l.eve:r.L::Oon 's I?C 3c ::,le e.ni 
continuing negative )erceptions of self on t:2 re)erlor
v
' grid. 
~hi3 continued learned hel;lessness, des ~]i t e i!J.)roved lit er::'8? s'c::iLLS, 
has implications for the tutors of~i'~l ts with li ter2.c;y- d-ifficul ties. 
These imolications are disc'.ls3edo 
-" 
Teaching strate&i-es which cou~d be adoptei t-.:: overcome le3.rnei !"ell~lessness 
are o1J.tlined .. in the final chapter. 
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Introduction 
This study examines the perceptions of self of two gro~ps of literacy 
students. The motivation for the study arose from the writer's experience 
as an adult literacy tutor when, observing students over a number of years, 
she became interested in the possibility of initiating a research Ilroject 
to exrunine the students' perceptions of self. 
The field of adult literacy is an extremely under researched area. This 
study has built, where feasible and relevant, on the work of Charnley 
(1978), the only Ph.D. to date, in this area in this countrJ. 
The theoretical stance which underpins the design and framing of the 
hypotheses for this thesis is the notion of learned helplessness. This 
theory was expounded by Seligman (1975) and developed further by Abramson, 
Seligman and Teasdale (1978). 
Learned helplessness theory notes that a person's behaviour is partly 
infltenced by how much control he perceives himself to have over any situatio 
in which he finds himself. An important aspect of the theory is the way in 
which failure is attributed, as this relates to a sense of control. This 
applies especially in a failure situation, since a particular attribution 
for failure will oe likely to affect self esteem and impede the individual 
from reaching his full cognitive, emotional and motivational potential. 
Therefore, a major concern of this study is the way in which adults with 
literacy difficulties attribute their failure in this area. 
It is an a priOri assumption in this study that adults who have been 
through the education system in this country, attending school for nine, 
ten or eleven .;/e3.rs, and ending their time thc:re 'JIlable to cope adeq.uatel./ 
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with literaoy, have experienoed a sense of learned hel}less in the 
area of literaoy. 
The study has sought ways of eluoid~ting learned helplessness in the 
respondents, as ',{ell as examining other peroeptions of self. Consideration 
has been given to strategies whioh oould De adopted oy adult literaoy 
tutors to alleviate learned helples-jness in their students. 
The design for the layout for the thesis was shaped with several 
oonsiderations in mind. Among these was a desire to make the information 
as easily accessible as possible. The grOU~)S to be studied and the 
methodologies adopted also imposed their own restrictions. 
The work was conducted with two groups. The first group waS very small (10) 
drawn from the literacy classes at whioh the researcher was a tutor. The 
seoond, muoh larger sample (49) oame from different schemes in various parts 
of the oountry. The two groups were studied separately, the research being 
oonducted in two phases. One of the advantages of studying two groups of 
such diff9rent size waS that it allowed for the inclusion of methodologies 
usually belonging in either the qualitative or quantitative paradigms in 
eduoational research (Rist, 1977). The size of the first sample allowed time 
to be 8.iJent on interviews, which enabled an analysis of the transcripts which 
resembled the case study approach familiar in 1ualit~tive studies. The 
size of the second sample provided soope for quantitative analysiS, includin(! 
a statistical analysis of data colleoted using Eysenck's Personality 
Inventory and Levenson's Internality, Powerful Others and Chance Scale. 
A further methodology used - the repertory grid - oould -oe said to ,lridge 
the two paradigms because Personal Construct Theory, upon which the crid 
is based, does not split the cognitive and affective into different do~~in2 
and the grid allows '.;.ualit2..tivt: data to ~)e obtained but in a Wa;[ th'lt is 
0lJen to strllctured anal,Isis which is favoured 'c:,y t~;e qu:mtitativ€' :;.))ro3.c:-I' 
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It was felt that using a variety of methodologies would allow for the 
~ergence of perceptions of self across the broadest possible spectrum. 
As well as the two groups in the study being examined separately, some of 
the hypotheses framed for testing with the first sample were expanded for 
the second sample, so not all methodologies used were applied to both groups. 
Therefore, one logical wq in which to write up the research would have 
been to treat it as two separate studies. 
The writer chose not to do this as she felt that, where relevant, direct 
comparison between the two groups would be more difficult for the reader 
if he needed to turn from one part of the thesis to another. It would also 
have entailed considerable repetition where the methodologies for both 
groups were the same. Instead, it was decided to divide the work into 
sections according to the methodology applied. Since two paradigms were 
being bridged this seemed logioal, allowing those most interested in the 
qualitative approach, for example, to turn to the chapter detailing the 
interviews, while perhaps only glanoing at the chapter giving the statistical 
results of the hypotheses in the fo~ demanded by the quantitative approach. 
Thus, the fina! l~out decided upon was as follows. 
Chapter One. The Lite=ature Search, 
In the first chapter the literature search is reported. The baok:ground in 
adult literacy is documented and aims and objeotives and notions of suocess 
in 1i teraoy schemes considered. 
Chapter Two. Hypotheses a....'1Q l.:ethodolog,¥. 
The second ohapter identifies the by'potheses upon which the study is based 
and disousses methodologies adopted for the study. 
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Chapter Three. Interview Chapter, 
The third chapter details the design, sample, procedure and analysis and 
discusses the results of the interviews conducted with t:-le first s3lIlple. 
Chapter Four. ~.P.I., Levenson's IPC Scale and Self Re~,ort~uestions_ 
The fourth chapter eX9ands the rationale for adopting t1.1e lllethodologies 
:Sysenck's Personality Inventory, Levenson's IPC 3cale and self re)ort 
questions and discusses the sample, procedure and administration of these. 
Chapter Five. Reoertor,y Grid Chapter. 
The fifth chapter (divided into two sections, one group in each section) 
considers the design of the repertory Irid, procedure, elicitation of the 
grids and analysis and discussion of the results. 
Chapter Six. Statistical Analyses. 
The sixth chapter forms a statistical analysis of t::e hypotheses for both 
phases of the study. 
Chapter Seven. Results and Implic2tions of findings. 
The seventh chapter summarizes the results of the study and considers the 
implics.tions of tt:e findings. SUJ~estions are made for further research. 
- ,1 -
The Literature Search 
The Literature ~earch 
~esearch which explores the affective domain and reading achievement has 
not been as extensive as the correlation uf ~erce_tual, linguistic snd 
cognitive factors to such achievement. Athey (1976) has )()inted out t:lat 
while the relevance of the latter domain is i 'Illledi:-ttely obvious some 
research,-'rs and others are liable to be more skeptical about the usefulness 
of research in the affective domain. She notes, "By increasing our 
knowledge of the affective state ••• we oroaden our understanding of ... 
total functioning in the academic si tU9.tionrt. (p. 352). Intellectual 
variables do not operate in isolation; they are modified Jy the individual's 
attitudinal and personality characteristics and, therefore, both domains 
need to be given eQual consideration in the search for ways to improve 
reading performance. 
Studies in the affective field have sometimes 2roduced contradictory 
findings. For example, despite a well established link oetween low self 
esteem and academic aC:lievement (Calpan 1969, Coopersmith 1967, Cummings, 
1971, Lamy 1965, Purkey 1970) there are still studies which find no 
association between these two variables (Badwal 1969, Beebe 1972, Chang 
1976, LaBelle 1970). The ~)roblems inherent in this field of research 
relate to difficulties in definin3' what is meant oy such ter:ns as 'self' 
and 'self conce)t I (see appendix I for a full discussion) and the uJlC-'rtain 
validity and different item content of the measures of self esteem used. 
The proliferation of a varietJ- of measurement techniques (see Cohen 1976, 
for full details of these), many of t:lem researcher desi::..;ned. for a 
_,articular project, mean that t~ere has been verJ little replication of 
studies. These factors are likely to increase any existin6 skepticism, 
and growth in the fielQ could be enco'lra"S'ed .Jy replic::..tin; ~lseful reSelircn 
fmc.. at t emptin6 to st and",rdi ze measurement tec:l.:1i ,:ue:::: ''''~lo' 1'8 )r!l cti c 3. [) le. 
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Most studies to date have investigated the self concept of school children 
which means that the technique used mq. not be suitable for use with 
adults. To the writer's knowledge onl:yone study, to date, has attempted 
to develop a self ooncept measure for use with adults in a basic education 
programme. (Cunningham 1973). However, the technique was considered by 
Cunningham to need further refinement before it co..:.ld be usefully a)plied. 
The literature search revealed that studies, to date, in adult literacy 
have been limited both in number and in scope. There has been one study 
to Ph.D. level in this oountry (Charnley 1978). The present study sought 
wB3s of replicating and extending some of Charnley's findings which were 
obtained using interviews as the main methodology. This study pioneered 
the use of the repertory grid technique in adult literacy work. How the 
decision was made to use this te~que and how the theoretioal framework 
for the a.na.lysis of the data. collected for this study was decided upon 
will become clearer in the following explication of the l1teratuxe search. 
Self Concept and Reading 
Research literature shows that good readers have, generally, more positive 
self concepts than poor readers (Athey and Holmes 1969, Lockhart 1965, 
Lumpkin 1959, Malmquist 1958, Padelford 1969, Seq 1960, Zimmerman and 
Allebrand 1965). These studies sug~t that important factors relating 
to reading achievement include self confidence, self reliance and feelings 
of adequacy and personal worth. 
It is also suggested that underachieving readers exhibit negative feelings 
about themselTes and their world and rurther they are often immature and 
1mpulsiTe. CAthey and Holmes 1969, Brucklin 1963, Herbert 
1968, Lookhart 1965, Schwyart 1967, Sopis 1964, Toller 1967, Zimmerman 
and Allebrand 1965). 
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:Bructiin, (1963) and Sopis, (1964,) suggestErl that the negative feelings of 
a poor reader applY' onlY' to his iaage of himself as a reader. But Herbert 
(1968), used the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (Fitt 1965) which includes, 
as well as a total self concept measure a measure for family, sooial, 
pbysi cal, personal, aoral and ethical self. In a study of fifty, fourt een 
year olds in America, he found that only the total self concept correlated 
significantly with reading comprehension. Schwyart, (1961) and Toller, 
(1961), suggest that as well as exhibiting negative feelings towards 
themselves generally, underachieving readers exhibit impulsivity and 
immaturity. Wattenburg and Clifford (1964), suggest that measures of self 
worth are more accurate than IQ in predicting fUture academic achievement. 
Reading and Counselling 
Because of the established relationship between a negative self concept and 
poor academic perfoDMance some attempts have been made to c~ a pupil's 
self-conoept through cOUllSellingo (Bruce 1958, Pigge 1910). A study with 
particular reference to reading has been carried out in this country by 
Lawrence (1971, 1912, 1973). Four groups of primary school children 
retarded in reading were established, twelve children in each group. The 
four groups were all subjected to a different treatment programmea 
group 1 - remedial reading only 
group 2 - remedial reading and counselling 
group 3 - counselling only, from a psychologist 
group 4 - no special treatment. 
At the end. of six months group 2 showed a significant rise in reading and 
improved self iaages as measured bY' the Children's Personality ~estionnaire. 
Sinoe it was felt impraoticable to use trained personnel for individual 
counselling in this way a further experiment was set up using untrained 
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pers'Jns. The results of t':!.:s dt<Jdy we;::..., not SJ c::"e:-..r Q1.It and :::'awre~ce 
SlJ:3'~e8t ei th'1 t the physical conditions uruierll::ich t':!e cL~11lSellin:: t ~ 'JK 
.;>lace a..l1d t:le )ersonali ty of the cO.1Jl::;eller ·.1{ere ve!:,,· i!!l.:-lO:'t~t. A t::-:ird 
study was conducted using four village schoJls with two :natched groups 
wi thin each schoJl, one grou.;? receiving c r_' .nselline from a ;erson 
rec<'J:l:llended as suitable by the heachnaster. In this study trlere was a 
si~ficant rise in t'i.e cO i.11lSelled cTOUr in three OJ.t of the fo,_cr scho _ls. 
La~rence concluded t~J.dt cnildren ret=:.rded in rc::aciing often ~ave 
'unsatisfied emotional needs I whic':l sho .lId oe taken into acc(lmt when 
planning a remedial ... JroGT3..':lI:le. ne felt that co<mselling cO;11d be carried 
out by , suitable ancillar'J 'rJ.elpers', but t:iat the o:'ganisation 8.."'ld selection 
of the children should be carried out in associatiJn with an educational 
:sychologist to eliminate children in ~eed <Jf a different sort of help. 
Unfort'..lD.ately, no follow u~-' work seems to ~ave ~een d_"ne. However, one of 
the difficulties inherent in SlJch a task wO.l_ld. be defining wh .. t 
consti tuted ' suitable ancillar,/ llelpers t, since tnis is vita '_ly important 
to the final result. The attributes recrLlired do not appear tJ have ~ee!l 
adequ:::.tely defined. in Lawrence's work. 
Studies including self conce r)t which are :; ..'ecific to Adult Li terac~'l 
Studies of s21f conc2pt whicn are s..;>ecific to adult literacy include 
30yce et al (1~7J), Cunningham (1973), SQall (1970), Zahorchak (1977). 
nowever, these studies deal with the self concept as one consideration 
among mal1Y others not relevant to the affective domain, which is the focus 
of this study. Also, the work was c3Iried O.lt in America where there is 
no adult literacy programme resembling the one in this countr,y, therefo;::e, 
direct comparisons are not possible. 
- '--~ -
Berger (1968) in a atu~ of college students with reading difficulties, 
stressed the iaportance of promoting a positive sense of identity. 
Vangieri et al (1977), investigated the relationship between :readiD8 
abili ty and aelf concept of academic &bill ty for 188 black and white aale 
adult basic education students who were grouped according to colour and 
whether they :read aboTe or belOlf their grade leTel. Teats used were the 
Kelson Denny Reading Test and the Michigan State Self Concept of Academic 
Abili ty Scale. Low :reading ability oorrelated with a 101t' concept of 
&cadElllio acbievement which was significantly lower in the case of whites. 
Maxtin (1978), investigated the psycho-social characteristics of 72 
students aged between 16-70 receiving adult basio education (ABE) in America. 
All students were given a self description questionnaire aDd an educational 
experienoe questionnaire was also administered to detemine the extent to 
which the students believed. their education was causing them to deal 
\ 
posi ti Tely or negati vel,. with trust, autonomy, in! tiati ve and industry. 
It is suggested that ABE programmes are doing yell in promoting posi tiTe 
'\ , 
pS7cho-social development and control of 'negatiTe influences'. It could 
be said, however, that the use of & questionnaire to collect such data 
gives rather an incomplete pioture. The suggestion seems to be that mere 
partioipation in ABE is adequate for improveaent to occur; this seems an 
unfortunate notion to foster. 
Some of the differences between adults and children are stressed by 
Cunningham (1973). She sugges ts tha. t the &dul t needs to aoquire and 
:retain a greater degree of confidence and to experience greater feeling 
of suocess. She goes on to note that .ABE programmes must perfom a 
socialization, as well as an eduoatiTe, funotion. This point is noted 
either explieitly or implicitly by other studies and should be an important 
oonsideration in programme planning. 
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~a.nU and ?ud er (1977), SJ.lS_",'9;:;t the. t 9.S well as ne-ding to overcome t!-le 
self image of being illiterate, other ~)erson9.1i ty factJr::o which interfe 2:'e 
with le rnin3' are alienation, av, idance, aggression towards authority :L'li 
fear of school. They stress that in order to achieve, the illiterate 
has to break out of a t slough of despair t • 
This slough of despair cOllld be described 9.S a feeling of helplessness or 
a lack of 9. sense of control of mastery over one's environment. It is an 
affective attribute w~ich is conside~ed by this study to be of ~ajor 
importance in as~essing perceptions of self which could affect )rogress 
towards becoming a participating,literate member of society. 
It, therefore, seems relevant at this )oint to consider studies which have 
investigated how feelings of ~el)lessness re18.tes to academic achievement. 
Reading and Locus of Control 
The importance of a sense of ::laster~'- of the environment in academio 
achievement is discussed by Bee et al (1969), Crandall et al, (1965), 
Feshback, (1-n5), Milner, (1963), Seligman, (1975,1978). 
Colem8,n (1966) in a large scale nat Lonal survey conducted in America, 
suggested that a school pupil's belief in his control over his destiny 
was more important tc 9.chievement than any other school factors measured 
in the study. These included facilities and teachers. 
Studies showing that poor readers manifest less sense of master~- of the 
e~vironment include Abrams (1969), Blackham (1955), Carter (1964), 
Ta.berlet (1953). i:ntwhisle (1971) :VPJthesized how Rotter's 
(1966) notion of locus of control may affect reading. He 
s1.l0'0'ests th3.t, generally, mh: dIe cl a2S )~rent8 1:e3.cn t:Jeir children 
to eXl,ect meaning and order in their daily liv~s and t) develo~ 
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strategies for coping with any disruption which occurs. It ie suggested 
that such children will view reading as a tool containing its OllU 
consistency and order and this will help to create enthusiasm for reading. 
The alternative is to view reading as one more chore imposed by an 
authOrity figure and therefore, the tasle is not viewed with enthusiasm. 
Rotter suggested that children will work harder at tasks if they believe 
that they, rather than chance circumstances or the teacher, are 
responsible for the success they achieve. This notion of internal and 
external control leading to success has been studied in relation to 
academic york (e.g. Sowell et al, 1979) and specifically to reading by 
Nicholl 1979. In the latter study 540 New Zealand children in the 2nd, 
4th, 6th and 8th year of formal schooling were investigated for development 
of their OllU success or failure in reading (as measured by teacher's 
rankiD8) and their ca.u.sal attributions for their success or failure in 
reading. Girls were found to be more highly rated by themselves and their 
teachers and also 1Ilore likely to explain their reading perfo:mance USing 
internal criteria suoh as ability. 
There are two studies which have examined, among other notions, that of 
internal or external control in relation to adults with literacy difficulties 
(Boyce et a1 1910, Shearon and Puder 1970). The data for both these 
studies was gathered in Carolina, US1. In Boyce's study 381 tunc tionally 
illiterate people were given pre and post tests to ascertain the effect of 
adult basic education on selected non-cognitive factors. As well as 
internal/external control of the environment these included self concept 
were found in the latter two, the 
findings relating to control of the environment were felt to be too 
inoonsistent for hypothesis forming. This lighlights the problems which 
are inherent in such data gathering and confirms the importance of an 
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a.ppropria.te methodology for obtaining suob data. (The author's study' 
applies techniques whioh have not preTiously been used in this field for 
data gathering. It is hypothesized that a consistent pattern in external/ 
internal control of the envirollll3 nt will emerge). 
Shearon and Puder (1910), in a stu~ of 360 students, 34 teachers and a 
control group of 30, gave pre-tests and post-tests following 60 hours of 
instruotion. They tested, among other ooncepts, the self oonoept and 
internal/external oontrol. They found positive and negative Changes in self 
oonoept and 'improvement in internal and external control'. These findill8S 
confliot with Ba,rce's st~ and Shearon and Puder conclude that a 
longitudinal, evaluative stu~ would only be possible if inadequacies in 
the current instrumentation could be corrected. As well as the 
diffioulties with data collection tachni~es there is a.lso the problem 
of defining what is meant by internal and external control. These problems 
seem to be overcome by using Seligman's theoretical framework which has 
clearly defined these terma within his model of learned helplessnesso 
Seli~ (1968, 1915) uses the tera learned helplessness to describe the 
behaviour of a subj ect lackin8 a sense of mastery of the enrlronment. 
Seligman, et al (1918) hypothesized that learned helplessness and its 
~ 
generalizability were dependent on how a person attributed blame in a 
situation of failure. If the blame was internalized self esteem would be 
affected negatively, if blame was externalized self esteem would remain 
unaffected. He added the dimensions stable/unstable and global/specific to 
the existing internal/external dimensions in order to retine theae 
latter notioWi. As Seligman's model is so important to the analysis of 
the data in this thesis his teDllS will be explained in more detail here as 
well as in the later relevant chapter. 
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Seligman (1915) original~ used the term learned helplesaness to desaribe 
an interference with escape aToidance behaviour produced in dogs by previous 
inesoapable shook. Seligman notes, 'tyhen an a.nim.a.l or person is faced with 
an outoome that is independent of his responses he learns that the outcome 
is independent of his responses." (op.cit p6). He stated that 
laborator,y experiments on helplessness produce three defioits, t~hey 
undermine the motivation to respond. They retard the ability to learn that 
responding works and. they result in emotional disturbance, primarily 
depression and anxiety" (op. cit. p.6). The original hypothesis has been 
reformulated: (Abramson, Seligman and Teasdale 1918) "The helpless 
individual first finds out that certain outcomes and responses are 
independent, then he makes an attribution about the cause. This attribution 
affects his expectations about future response-outcome relations and 
thereby dete~nes the chronicity,ganerality and to some degree,the intensity! 
of the deficits." (p.56). It is important how general the given 
attribution is because, "a global attribution implies that helplessness 
will occur aoross ai tuations, whereas a specific attribution implies 
helplessness oDl7 in·the original situation". (op.cit. p.51). This global/ 
speoifio dimension has been added by Abramson et al, to the dimensions 
external/internal, stable/unstable, already explained by Attribution 
theorists. (e.g. Weiner 1974). Abramson et al, point out that "when a bad 
outcome occurs", the individual can interpret this in several ways. Take 
the situation in which X failed an examination. Here are SODle possible 
al ternative attributions. X ~ say "I failed. the exam beoause I am stupid". 
Laok of ability is a global, stable a.nd internal attribution, which means 
that feelings of helplessness will ocoar across situations. If X stated 
"I failed the exam beoause I had a headaohe tt this is a specifio, unstable, 
internal attribution which need not apply to other situations. X may aay 
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"I failed the exam beoause they set bad exam papers 11. This attribution 
is specifio, stable and external and need not apply to other situations. 
I! X stated HI failed the e:xam because it's Frida3' 13th and that's 
unluolcy"", this is a global, stable, externa.l attribution which will apply 
to other ai tuations oocurring only on that dq. 
Of these attributions the one which is most likely to affect self esteem 
is a global, stable,internal attribution sinee this oan apply to every new 
situation. Abramson et al, hypothesize that in order to reach full 
potential in the cognitive and motivational d~ains, self esteem should be 
positive and, therefore, any helplessness experienced should be attributed 
in suoh a way that it does not affeot self esteem. 
Dweok (1975) used this hTpothesis to see if it was possible to alleviate 
a sense of learned helplessness in ohildren who had failed in arithmetio 
by re-shaping their attributions for failure. Twelve children at two New 
Haven public schools who were notorious for 'giving up and daydreaming' 
during arithmetic lessons were divided into two groups. One group was 
labelled 'sucoess only' (SO); the other group was named 'attribution 
retraining' CAR). Both groups were given 25 d8J"S special tra.ini.ng, but 
the first group received only problems they oould successfully oope with -
any failure was glossed over or blamed on the problem. The second group 
were also given the same problems but twioe a day they were given problems 
beyond their ability. When they failed they were told "time's up you didn't 
finish in time, that means you must try harder". This training of the AR 
group to attribute their failure to their own lack of effort (rather than 
to lack of ability ) resulted in their showing no impaim.ent following 
failure in later tests whereas the SO group oontinued to 'go to pieoes' 
after failure. This result, as well as oorrelating with Seligman's hypothes: 
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has interesting implioations for teaching adults with literacy difficulties. 
It may be that, especial~ where most tutors are part of a volunteer work 
force (perhaps untrained) well meaning tutors may gloss over problems 
leaving the student with a negative self concept and a continuing sense of 
learned helplessness, even within the framework of improved literacy skills. 
At an anecdotal level it is possible to speculate that this may be one 
reason why so many tutors report that their students are reasonably 
competent when Yorkill8 in the company of their tutor but are unwilling to 
use their literacy skills out of the tutor' s comp~. No study, prior to 
the present one, has examined learned helplessness in relation to adults 
wi th literacy diffi aul ties. But one study, using a different methodology 
to the one planned. tor this thesis, has examined. the notion in relation to 
children and reading ability. 
Butkowsky and Willows (1979) selected 72 boys from 4 public schools in 
Amerioa in largely middle olass areas. They were placed in three equal 
sized groups of good, average and. poor readers on the basis of their scores 
on IQ and. reading tests so that the child' s IQ was used as a predictor of 
his rea.ding potential and his score on the reading test as an index of his 
reading perfomanoe. The children, all boys, were given solvable and 
unsolvable anagrams, the results being manipulated. Subjeots were asked 
how they thought they would perform prior to the task and on oompletion 
of the task they were asked to attribute the reason for their success or 
failure. 1 z% of good. readers, 13% of average readers and 6a% of poor 
readers gave internal attributions. The h1Pothesis was confinaed as the 
poor readers displ~ed more oharacteristics indicative of learned 
helplessness and low self conoept of ability. These inoluded "significantly 
lower initial esttaates of success, less persistence, attributions of 
failure to lack of ability and sucoess to factors beyond personal control". 
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This notion that the way in which a. person attributes his failure, can 
shape his future sense of lIaStery of the environment and, therefore, his 
learning strategies and self concept, seem of fundament a1 importanoe to 
understanding those nth learning diffioulties. It was decided that 
Seligman's learned helplessness and attribution model would fo~ the 
structure upon wbioh the methodology for this study would be iashio.l18d. 
Before reviewing the hypotheses and methodologies adopted for the stu~, 
brief consideration will be given to the aims and objectives and notions 
of success which shape adult literacy tuition in this countryo 
Background to the stugl Aims and Objectives in Literacy Schemes for Adults. 
The oOliparati vely rapid growth and the particular structure of the adult 
li teraC1' campaign in this country ha.s meant that only lilli ted attention 
has been paid to the frami ng of aims and obj ecti ves. This lack of clear 
aims and objectives has permitted the growth of different contrastive 
views of suocess. These views have been influenced by the two main, 
worldwide programmes in adult literacy, namely, UNESCO and that of Frier~ 
Although, because of the nature of UNESCO projects there are some variations 
in methodology and ideology, the basic ideology is economic and oentres 
on producing a qualified york force. The person without literacy is 
viewed as a problem; the aim is to inculoate literacy sldlls and suocess 
is achieved when this is accomplished. The rationale is summed up by 
Mahieu (1969), "Beoause functional literacy is regarded as contributing to 
development it must be furthered in areas where modernization is in 
progress and where a high percentage of adult illiterates constitute a 
partioularly serious obstacle to the implbtentation of certain projeots tf • 
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Friere's pS7cho-social approach includes inculcation of skills, but this is 
not the sole purpose of the programme. The structure of his teaohing 
method renects this. Words are selected which fonll 'a minimal linguistio 
uniTerll.'. liext, based on pragmatic and phonic values, USing generative 
words and. a genera_tive theme, a basic teaching vocabulary is construoted. 
Friare's aims include encouraging peopJe 1:0 believe in themselves and their 
culture. This process of ~onscientization' is said to give people the 
freedom to iaprove their existential existenoe. Skills evaluation is not 
the only measure of sucoess, the 'practice of freedom' and 'critioal 
conscirusness' would be evidenced in other ways than the fomal achievement 
tests applied to their reading skills. (Friere 1970, 1972). 
The major study of adult literacy in this oount~, to date, has more in 
sympathy with this latter approach. Jones and Charnley (1978, 1979) use 
education to mean 'eduoare'. The study included the profiles of 68 
students as described by 49 tutors, interviews with 35 students and. second 
interviews, approximately one year later, with 19 of the original 35. Jones 
and. Charnley conolude that individuals without literacy skills are 
happy, well adjusted members of sooiety; tIThey were not and. did not 
perceive themselves as being problem people" (p. 23, 1978). In defining 
success for adults receiving literac.y tuition they isolate five .ategories 
for success - affective personal achievement, affective social achievement, 
socio-economio achievements, cognitive achievements and enactiTe 
achievements. They place particular emphasis on the first of these - the 
student's feeling of confidence. Their interpretation of the interviews 
they recorded is that this was considered bl' the students to be the most 
important result of their attendance for literacy tuition. Jones and 
Charnley (1979), oonolude that 'real gains may be made in the absence of 
teclLnioal &ccomplishmen~s' since a person may feel more confident as a 
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result of participating in adult education, even if their literaoy skills 
have not iaproved. 
Jones and Charnley haTe carried out valuable pioneer work in this field. 
However, as no example transcript of the interviews is available for 
perusal with the Cha.rnl.ey's Ph.D. it is difficult to ascertain how clearly 
the feelings of confidenoe were stressed. Interviews carried out by the 
writer confi:med Charnley's finding that students do stress feelings of 
confidenoe. However, by applying to the transcripts the theoretical stance 
provided by attribution theor,r and learned helplessness aDd by croas 
referenoing to the results ob-:ained from the repertory grid study a more 
complex pattern emerges. 
It oan be seen that there are two main approaches to adults nth literacy 
problems, one is a skills centred approach, the other is person centred. 
There is nothing new in such a. diviaioJl-in education, both sides have 
advooates and defined systems of olassroom management, both have had a 
share of popularity. The s1 tuation in education for a.d.ul ts reraains less 
clear cut beoause there has been no olear statement of aims, objeotives 
or needs. 
The identification of needs is fundamental to planning useful programmes 
(Smith 1969). Go~ (1916) suggests that for these adults there are 
three needs: reported. needs, expressed needs and observed needs. 
Reported needs are those judged by informed observers to be neoessary or 
useful. These inolude various tests devised to measure the needs of an 
adult in sooiety (Bentovim 1974, Harris et al 1971, Merrit 1975, Moyle 
1911). 
Expressed needs inolude those to whioh the learner gives priority and 
inoludes the rea.sons that students have given for coming forward to help 
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(Gazin 1980, Jones and Charnley 1978, Radcliffe 1976). Obrlousll', there is 
a danger here, as Mason-Attwood. and Ellis ~ 971) note; adults stated needs 
may sometiaes be superficial and often adults need asssistanoe to recognize 
their real needs. 
Observed needs inolude frequency of usage, difficulty and usefulness of 
words. (.Bullock Report 1975, Friere 1972, Marlow 1954, McNally & Murray 
1962, Mitzell 1966, Murphy 1973 ). 
The needs fooussed on in this study will be those put forward by the 
students themselves, but the general situation in adult basic education 
still laoks clarification. Zimmerman (1972), pointed out that the truism 
Itif you're not sure where you're going you're likely to end up some 
place else" is particularly appropriate to planning a.nd cu.rriCulUil 
development in this field. Kedney (1974), adds "without due attention to 
the needs ands interests of adult learners and their effeotive translation 
into aims and objectives the provider.., alaG end up some place else and 
alone". (p. 29). This study aims to contribute to this field by detailing 
some of the needs factors as expressed by the respondents. While 
recognizing that this gives only a partial picture it is hoped to add 
useful knowledge to a field urgently requiring research and a.na.l.y-sis. 
Teaching Methods 
The recognition that there is a difference between teaching adults and 
teaching children has not always been stressed in the literature 
available to adult literacy tutors. The use of a largely volunteer 
labour force, not trained teachers, means that most of the advice is 
ooncerned with practicalities, such as how to identify specific skills 
problems presented by the students, or preparing work cards eto. When 
mention is made of the special needs of adults it can suggest rather a 
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dauntingly nege.tive attitude, as is 8x)res.:led by Davidson (1~~72). 1e notes, 
"the cwnulative effects elf their develOl)ment, of t::.e environmental and 
soci::..l reI ·1.tionships include a faulty ana. incomplete develo ~Jment ·:f audio 
and visual skills, poor perce)tual discrimination skills, an imooverished 
... 
languace, a lack of classifJing, reLiting eJld inte1gratin.; knowled~e 'l...rd a 
low tolerance of frustration" (.9. 109) • Alternatively ~ 1'lace (1979) suggested 
en e'lually one sided picture of the student with literacy difficulties 
as :{ victim of society. Jonesmd Cha.rnley in _JortraJing students 'not 
3..8 .uroblem ,'Jeople' offer a fuxther ~)erspective. All these views have some-
thing to contribute, but they would gerhaps be :lore valuable if considered 
as an amalgam. 
Adul ts wi thOll.t access to literacy in a literate society are ~)roblem people 
to some extent. They may also 'possess some or 3. Ll of the difficul c, ies 
swmnarized by David.son. But v~)lunteer tutors need most of all to be 
reminded th9.t the rela.tionshil) with their stud.ent is adult to adult and 
must rest on ? sense of mutual res Ject and contribution if the student is 
to continue his studies to an indelJendent conclusi:m. The paternalistic 
atti tude whicb may be a function of a sati3f3ctory child/adult learning 
relationsilip will not hell-' an aj1.11 t li terac . ./ st1.ldent to achieve the sense 
of mastery necessary for him to ~je able to funct::"on eventually wi thO,.lt the 
constant oacking Jf ~-'- tutor. ?ro~r,c.s:3.Yill, of C·j lrse, be slow, but until 
there is R deeper understanding of adult literacy students and an 
al)precic:.tion of what the role of a tutor e.'l.tails the picture re:n~ins _,'-"rtly 
obscure. Unless tutors are given a much fuller i;Jicture ·.Jf the ~)erce)tions 
of self held by adul ts with Ii teracf lifficul ties it is li...Ylli kely t'r}'-'.. t m911Y 
of them will be fully aware of how "lspects1f the affective iomain may 
influence the student f s le::trnil1G' and general progress. 
Thic: stuu.y :lopes to :103 ·-1. 11 le t~1 contribute in thi3 di 'ecb.'m. 
CHAPrER TWO Hypotheses and Methodology 
This ohapter details the hypotheses for the first and second phases of 
the thesis. It describes how the methodologies for the stu~ were 
arrived at and discusses how the groups of students to be studied were 
defined. 
The researoher's experience as a literacy tutor and the opportunity this 
gave for the observation of students over a number of years led to the 
development of a desire to initiate a research programme examihing the 
perceptions of self in adults with literacy difficulties. This interest and 
the results of a literature search in the field of reading and the 
affect i ve domain, and a.dul t li teracy, led to the design. of the study and 
formation of the following hypotheses: 
HYpotheses for the 1st phase of the studY' 
mothesis lA 
The distanoe between the respondents I ideal self and the self prior to 
tui tion will be greater than that between the ideal self and the present 
self on the repertory grid. I.e. respondents will view themselves less 
negatively after tuition than before, as expressed on the repertory grid. 
The sample will be selected to ensure they have received tuition for at 
. - -
least one year. 
Hypothesis 1] 
The sample will saore more highly on neuroticism, as measured by ~senok's 
Personality Inventory than the normal population as established by 
Eysenck. 
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~<?thesi. 1 C 
The degree of neuroticism, as measured by the EPI, will oorrelate positiTely 
with the distance between the present self and ideal self elicited by the 
repertor,y grid; those scoring highest on neuroticism being furthest aw~ 
from their ideal self. 
Hypothesis JP 
Those respondents who give continuing negative peroeptions of self in 
the repertory grid are likely to be those who, in the interview, 
perceived the cause for their past literacy failure to have an internal 
locus of control orientation. (Internal and external locus of control 
being defined by Abramson et alts model, 1978). 
As well as testing the above hypotheses the first phase of the study 
sought to replioate and extend. some of the findings from Charnley's 
study in the field of adult literacy, in tbis country) by conducting 
interviews with the respondents which examined their perceptions of 
school, parents, siblings, partner, work, past literacy failure, present 
tuition, expectation for the future, and impact, if any, on the 
respondents' life of any perceived improvement in their literacy skills. 
The second phase of the study tested hypotheses 1 A, 1 B and 1 C with a larger 
sample. 
In order to olarify links between the repertory grid and locus of control 
orientations, the fourth hypothesis (1D) was redefined and became two 
separate hypotheses, 20, and 2E. It was surmised that if these hypotheses 
were oonfimed it could indioate that the repertory grid may be of future 
use as an additional methodology in studies of learned helplessness. 
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The need for suoh alternatiTe techniques has been stressed by Seligman et 
al, when they noted, "An iJlportant future tasle will be to develop an 
adequate technology for measuring attribution expeotations lf • (p.19, 1980). 
Therefore, it was felt that as well as amalgamating the grid findings 
with Terbal reports, an alre~ established locus of control measure should 
be used as a confirmatory tool in these hypotheses. The measure chosen 
was Levenson's IPC Scale (this will be disoussed in detail in Chapter Four). 
Sinoe it was not praotical to use interviews with the second, much larger 
sample, self report questions were used to ascertain relevant, Terbal 
information previously obtained by interview. 
In order to clarify the hypotheses for each stage of the study, those 
belonging to the first phase are prefaced with the number one, those 
belonging to the seoond phase .. i th the number two. 
The hypotheses for the seoond. phase of the study were as tollows. 
Hypotheses_for the second. phase of the studY. 
1i.ypothesis 2!.. 
The majority of the sample will show a greater distance between the ideal 
self and the self prior to tuition than between the ideal self and the 
present self i.e. they will view themselves less negatively after tuition 
than before, as expressed on the Kelly Repertor,y grids. 
N.B. All the sample will have received at least one year's tuition. 
Hypothesis 2B. 
The sample rill score more highly on neuroticism as measured by the EPI 
than the normal population as established by Eysenck. 
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Hypothesi. 2C. 
The degree of neurotioism as measured by the EPI will oorrelate positively 
with the distanoe between the present self and the ideal self, as measured 
by the Kelly Repertory grid, those sooring highest on neurotioism being 
furthest aw~ from their ideal self. 
1iypothesis 2D, part 1. 
There is a relationship between oloseness to the ideal self, as measured 
by the repertory grid, and the attribution for literaoy failure given on 
the self report questions. Those olosest to the ideal self being more 
likely to externali •• the reasons for their literaoy failure. 
HYpothesis 2D, part 2. 
Those olosest to their ideal self, as reported on the repertory grid, are 
more likely to be those who see themselves as having more oontrol over 
their own life than either powerful others or ohance on Levenson's IPC Scale. 
HYpothesis lEt part 1 
Those who interna.lize their reasons for failure on the self report questions 
are likely to be those who see powerful others arul/ or ohanoe as having 
oontrol in their life, as measured by Levenson's IPC Soale. 
aYpothesis lE, part 2. 
Those who internalize their reasons for literacy failure on the self report 
questions are likely to be those who show no ohange towards the positive 
pole on one or more oonstructs between the elements '.AS I USED TO BE BEFORE 
CLASSES' and t AS I All NOW' on the reportory grid. i. e. They will have 
oontinuing negative perceptions of self. 
N.B. Positive means more desirable to the respondent. 
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If these hypothese are confirmed they would have implications for the tutors 
of adult literacy. For example, if continued learned helplessness is 
indicated by the respondentt 
a) Showing a t andenoY' to see chance a:nd./ or powerful others as more dominant 
than the self in controlling their life. 
b) Replying to the self report question asking them to attribute their 
past literacy failure with an internal, stable attribution. 
c) Replying to the selt report question asking if they perceive an 
improvement in their literacy skills,in the affi~ative. 
d) Showing continuing negative perceptions of self on the repertory grid 
this will suggest that for some respondents skills improvement alone is 
not enough to free them from a sense of learned helplessness. 
It has been noted that Seligman states that in order to reach full potential 
students should be free of internal attributions which are likely to 
affect general self esteem negatively. 
The implioations of these findings for tutors would be that in incorporating 
the knowledge of learned helplessness into their teaching model they would 
have to adopt strategies for teaching which are perhaps more familiar in 
oounselling, where an awareness of the client's affective needs is accepted 
as relevant. Details of what these strategies mi.ght. entail will be 
considered in depth in a later chapter. 
Deciding the Methodology 
Because of the accepted link between a negative self conoept and poor 
reading and the role of counselling in attempting to overoome this negative 
self concept,the search for suitable methodologies for this study began 
with a search of the literature on counselling. 
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Although the study was not attempting to .hanae the self ooncept through 
counselliag it was felt that the person centred approaca, intrinsic in 
counselling would be lIost likely to yield a methodology in which the 
respondent waa as aotive participant. This was seen to be iIlportant in 
order to obtain meaningfUl data in a stu~ of perceptions of self in 
adults with literacy diffioulties. A methodology which fitted this criterion 
was the Kelly Repertory Grid (discussed in more detail shortly). 
Most studies in the field of adult literacy to date (e.g. Gazin 1980, 
Radcliff~ 1916) have used questionnaires to obtain their data. These 
questionnaires are not usually researcher administered and while they oan 
be useful in obtaining oertain data (e.g. Goman, 1919) they are not 
sui taqle for yielding the depth of information sought by this studJ". 
Therefore, it was hoped that it would be possible to include interne" 
among the methodologies adopted for the study, since the internew technique 
overcomes the objections raised by questionnaires and enables more 
detailed data to emerge by allowing probe questions, elaboration and explanatior 
Interviews have been used successfully to obtain information in at least 
one study of adult literacy. (Charnley, 1918). In his Ph.D. Charnley re-
ported incr~asesin self esteem in his respondents and suggested that this 
incNase in self esteem was more important than skills improvement. This 
writer wished to replioate part of his work conoerned with increase in 
self esteem. But the methodology used by Charnley, of oollecting interviews 
froll thirty five subjects and then attempting to interview the saJlle 
respondents a yea.x later, seemed unsa.tisfactory and cumbersome for a 
number of reasons. One of these being the difficulty of tracill8 the 
respondents after a. year. Charnley was only able to interTiew nineteen of 
the original thirty fiTe students and he was in an exceptionally favourable 
position to elicit general co-operation as he was involved in monitoring 
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the establishment and ooordination of literacy olasses at the time of their 
inoeption (in the sense that the government provided mone7 for a literaoy 
projeot. In some a.re&8 classes had been established previously). 
However, a tecbniquQ which has been USQd successfully in counselling 
and been subsequently adopted in eduoational research (e.g. Keen 1979, 
Nash 1973, Pope 1978, Byle and MacDonald 1977) seemed partioularly suitable 
for this stu~ as it overoame the necessity for two interviews, as well as 
having Ill8.DJ" other advantages. This teohnique is called the Kelly 
Repertory Grid (1955). As well as overcoming the neoessity for two 
interviews the grid has other advantages. The repertory grid technique 
describes the world as it is viewed by the respondent, not as the researcher 
imagines the respondent views it. It is, therefore, useful in reducing 
researoh,:::r bias. It is a technique in which the subject partioipates 
fully and it is one of the least overtly direotional methods of data 
colleotion. Although it has not been used previously in the field of 
adult literacy, a stu~ using the teohnique has been applied with ohildren 
experienoing literacy diffioul ties. ~le aDd MacDonald (197'1) found, USing 
this teQhnique with a sample of nine year old boys in England, that those 
with reading diffioulties identified aore with their peers than did a 
matohed sample of boys without reading difficulties. Because of the 
structure of the repertory grid suoh data oan emerge without the necessity 
for posing a question whioh may seem direotional. It, therefore, gives 
access to alternative as well as oonfiDBatory data,to that likely to ariss 
from questionnaires or interviews. 
In oounselling,this established teohnique is used with olients to elicit 
peroeptions of their past, present and ideal self. It seemed that such a 
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technique could replicate inforRation sought by Charnley without having to 
conduct two interviews with each respondent. Instead, the subjeot would 
be seen after he had received tuition for same time and perceptions of hie 
past, present and ideal self oould be ascertained Simultaneously. (The 
validity of oolleoting such information in this w~ is well established 
in the counselling field, e.g. Bannister and Fransella, 1911). The grids 
oould also yield other perceptions of self from the adults rlth literaoy 
difficulties which would be pertinent to the study. 
However, in order to ensuxe as much authentioity as possible where the 
elements were to be supplied, interviews were to be used with the first 
sample so that areas of concern could be elucidated from the interviews 
and. then presented to the respondents as elements in the repertory grid. 
A seoond. reason for using interviews in the first, smaller sample was that 
it would be possible to spend some time interviewing respondents and, there-
fore, a direct oomparison could be made betWeen some of the findings in 
Charnley's st~, the comparison being more relevant as the same methodology 
would be employed. 
However, it was not considered practioal to use interviews for the second. 
phase of the study with a much larger sample. (There were 49 respondents in 
the second sample. 18 respondents were interviewed for the first ssaple 
and 10 also oompleted repertory grids and Eysenck's P.I.). Instead, 
releTant information obtainable only by verbal report was aBCBrtained by 
self report questions. 
Having established that interviews, self report questions and the repertory 
grid teohnique would be used in this study, further methodologies were 
sought which OOQld relate directly to locus of control and attribution 
theory. As the theoret ioal framework for the study was the learned 
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helplessness model established by Abramson et al, the interviews could be 
used in the first phase of the study to asoertain attributions for failure 
in literaoy. Further aethodologies were sought whioh could relate directly 
to Learned Helplessness/Attribution studies as a confirmation of the-verbal 
findill8S, and as an additional me&aure to olarify the possible future role 
for the grid in learned helplessness studies. 
As will be shown, a search of the methodologies revealed Levenson's lPC 
Scale to be the most suitable measure in relation to Learned Helplessness/ 
Attribution theor,y. 
Levenson's IPC Soale and Eysenck's Personality Inventobl 
The locus of control variable which is important in forming the theoretioal 
framework for analysis in this study has been related to a number of other 
variables. For example, Lefcourt (1980) has conoluded that a tendenoy 
towards an external orientation correlates with an I avnol."Dlal' personal 
functioning. 
Morelli, and Morelli (1979) used Levenson's lPC Scale (1972) and linked 
externality on that scale to various measures or irrationality, using a 
sample of psyobiatric patients who were hospitalized. A study by Morelli, 
Krotinger and Moore (1979) linked neuroticism to Levenson's IPC Scale. 
The researchers hypothesized that subjects scoring highly on neurotioism, 
as measured by Eysenck's P.l. would be more likely to believe in an external 
orientation and would also see ohance as being a determining factor in 
their lives. This hypothesis was confiraed, neuroticism being significantly 
related to internal oontrol (-27) and ohanoe (.34) on Levenson's soale. 
Why there is no mention of the relationship to the powerful others dimension 
on this scale is not olear, presumably beoause no signifioant relationship 
was disoerned. 
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Neuroticism has been linked with learnill8. It has been suggested that 
neuroticism can be a motivating factor in intellectual achievement. (~ 
et al, 1961). Others (see above) have suggested it is a factor in under-
achievill8. These later findings linldll8 neuroticiSll with loous of control 
suggest that perhaps the latter is more likely. Since Eysenck's Personality 
Inventory is a well validated personality measure it was decided to 
a.dminister this inventory to respondents. It was felt it would be a useful 
extension to the perceptions of self revealed by the interviews and grid. 
It was surmised there would be no signifioant difference between the general 
population and the researcher's saJllple on extraversion/introversion. But 
the writer hypothesized that her sample would score more highly on 
neuroticism. However, she was reluotant to make any further comparison 
between neuroticism and other variables, such as those made in the Morelli 
et al study described above. The lack of correlation of all the variables 
in Levenson's IPC discouraged a replioation of that stu~. Instead, the 
writer chose to focus on the establishment of neuroticism and a possible 
relationship between this and the ideal self on the repertory grid. It was 
hypothesized that those who scored highly on 'neuroticism were likely to be 
those who were furthest away from the ideal self on the repertory grid. 
It was decided that Levenson's IPC Soale would be used for the second phase 
of the study if high neuroticism was confirmed in the first sample. 
The ohoioe to use Levenson's IPC was a difficult one to make. There have 
been many studies which have focussed on locus of contro~ using a variety 
of measures. The validity of a relationship between locus of control and 
learned helplessnQss is, however, well established. Lefoourt has noted 
" ••• given descriptions which have been derived from a large body of 
empirical research, one could conclude that the locus of control is an 
adequate personality equivalent to the states of helplessness that have been 
L_ , -'l...---~--. researchtt (1980, p. 248). 
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Both Lefcourt and Phares (1916) have cautioned researchers about a nuaber 
of "misinterpretations and misuses of the scales that have been construoted 
to assess the locus of control variable" (Lefoourt 1981, p.5). Lefcourt 
notes that there are two types of researohers. One group, labelled by 
Lefcourt as 'conservatives' have tended to reify constructs and assume that 
a measuring device is the sole definition of a construct. He suggests 
that these researchers v,ouli be conserTative in their choice of measuring device, 
choosing a method which is 'established, well used and popular',regardless 
of whether or not it is really relevant to their study. In these cases 
the most oommon choice is Rotter's Internal, External Scale (1966). This 
scale was originally devised to 'assess control expectations' in the 
follOwing goal areas: achievement, social recognition and love and affection. 
Because the scale needed to be subjected to factor analysis its final form 
of twenty three items is rather more global in conoept. Lefoourt suggests 
that the use of such a short, general questiOnnaire to divide people into 
either external or internal types has led to much confusion. Because it 
has been used in studies where its applioation has been expedient rather 
than appropriate, confused or contradictor,y findings abound. 
Lefcourt labels the second group 'constructivists t. These researchers view 
loous of control as 'a convenient abstraction describing individuals' 
causal beliefs' (1981), p.1) rather than thinking of locus of control as 
fa real trait to be found. within a person' (op. cit.). Such researohers 
are seen as less likely to make assumptions on the results of findings which 
acorue from the use of an irrelevant measuring device and are more likely 
to searoh for alternative methods, or pioneer their own measuring 
technique. Unfortunately, many of the devices initiated by this seoond 
group are not readily transferable to other studies, so the problem of 
validity remains. 
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Rot te r' s sC.:J.le but rej ected i i. on the '3.bove ~()Hlis. Inste:ill ~"?VP.!!'Sl)I1' S 
Int<:!rn81 (I), Powerful Others (p), ::irld.::::hallce (C) .:lce.le (1;172) we.s chosen. 
Levenson's IPe scale W3,S "desi~ned 3,S a recoflce)tu3.1iz?t~on Jf Rotter's 
I-E ~:lcale (1966)" (Levenson 1931, po 17). Bece.use it is multidimensioD8.1 
rather than !lnidimens i_o~e.l it overcomes the objections discu88ed above in 
relation to Rott8r's sc~le. The redefinition of Rotter's notio~s of 
intel>!1::>.l 3.lld exte rnal in Levenson's sC31e mee.n that it is more amenable 
wi th t ',e le!?rned helples sness/ e.ttri bution theory measures of internal/ 
extern9.1 and is therefore seen as useful and relevan: to this study. (For 
full details see Levenson 1981). The scale has been used with over 500 
adults incll1dint the general ':'-'o~.mlat ~on, un:iergr:CQU8tes, prisoners and 
psychiatric patients. 
As 3,lre3,dy st-:lted, it W?S felt th3.t it wo ld be unnec'2-;sary to introduce 
Levenson's IPC Scale in the first ~hase of the study since its use e.s a 
confi -rm1.tory tool for locus of control orient3.tions Je.Jenr ... ed to some extent 
on the resu.lts of the first phase of the study. 
A further factor ·o/f3.S the length of time t3,ken to cor..duct i :It(;rvie ....... s. Because 
the interviews were very time cons 'Fllin-::; for the res)ondents it was felt 
that the methodolo~ies to elucidate percc)tions of self in the first )hase 
of tf\e study should be confined to t:,e interview, the re)ertor~r 3I'id and 
Eysenck's P. I., in order not to impinge too 12l'1.c11 uI)on the students' time. 
In the second ph3.se of the study Levenson's IPC SC3.1e was also administered 
t t " (FuL'l det81"ls but trie interview was re)l~ced by self repor ques lons. _ 
of these met'lodologies are given in the relevant cha}Jters). 
The following di1.gram is inclnded to cl.3.rif.;' the r3.n:;e l~f r::Jet:,ndolc'':''-''';,Les 
used with ei1ch s3lllple. 
Table showing methodologies used for the stugy. 
self 
method interview repertory E.P.I. report Levenson's 
grid questions I.P.C. 
~st phase / / / 
2nd phase. V / /' / 
The problems enoountered in defining the group of students to be studied 
will now be oonsidered. 
Defining the Group of Students to be Studied 
Because of the nature of growth in the adult literac,y movement, the materials 
for assessment - suoh as reading age tests - have been borrowed from 
schools, where they were designed for use with ohildren. This is not a 
satisfactory situation for a number of reasons. The reliability of such 
tests, particularly in relation to the division into sub-skills, has been 
questioned by Farr (1969) et ale Moyle (1911) has suggested that a more 
valid test for adults would be one based on everyday reading tasks (see 
Unsworth (1916). Bormuth (1973) felt that in order to define funotional 
Ii teraoy for adults ttonly those tasks that are CODlDlOnly needed by all 
should be included in a definition to be used with a basic literacy 
prograJlUlle" (p. 56). As Barrow (1911) points out it is a problem to define 
reading tasks that are 'oommonly needed by all'. There does seem to have 
been oonfusion between 'most frequently read' material and 'most useful' 
ma.terial, an assumption being that the fomer must be more important. A 
list of the most frequently read material would inolude (in orde~) newspapers, 
non-fiotion, magazines, personal correspondence, advertisements, street 
names, traffio direotion signs, television programme guides and words on 
television. A list of the most important materials includes I dosage 
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instructions, danger signals, 8I1ergenoy procedures, traffic directions, 
official forms, job application forms, wage slips, legal documents, first 
aid instructions and the highws-Y code. The reading age for these tasks 
varies from 9.00 years to 18.03 years. (Barrow, 1977). 
The U.S. National Reading Center's definition of a functionally literate 
adul t is one who has command of reading slcills "that permit hila to go about 
his daily activities successfully or to move about society no~ly, with 
comprehension of the usual printed expressions and messages he encounters If 
(Bentovia, et al 1974, p. 437). 
Bormouth (1973) suggests that 'literacy behaviour' must include de ooding , 
literal comprehension, critical reading skills and reading flexibility 
studies. But Barrow (1977) suggests that "instruction in this wide variety 
of skills cannot easily be given within the limited resources of many 
existing literacy schemes" (p. 35). He notes that some students may only 
require a limited sight vocabulary, and tutors should be guided by their 
students needs. This idea has a place in the teaching of adult literaoy 
and has been sucoessfully launched in some 'drop in' workshops situated in 
shops in high streets. However, there is a great danger, generally, in 
accepting only the studentfs definition of his needs and this is discussed 
in detail elsewhere in the study. 
Macfarlane (1977) stresses there is a danger in separating the idea of 
literacy into a set 'mechanical skills' on the one hand and 'information to 
be acquired' on the other. He quotes from Reed (1970) who, in talking of 
ohildren's reading development noted "I think understanding is of vital 
importance ••• but I also believe the. t to introduce this seoond goal 
before he has learned to read can only oonfuse hill and delay his progress". 
(Kacfarlane, p. 68). This view oan be discredited. Kuoh research has 
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shown that anticipation and prediotion of word meaning, based on semantio 
or syntaotio information and expeotation,is essential behaviour for a 
reader (Farnes 1973.,. Goodman 1969, Siler 1974, Smith 1971). The meaning of 
words is extremely oontext bound. This applies also to sentenoes and 
passages (Farnes 1973). The different models of reading epitomize the 
diffioulties of arriving at a definition of what oonstitutes funotional 
literaoy for adults. 
Powell (1971), points out that literaoy is a tenn .hioh takes on a les3 
oonorete meaning the more olosely it is observed. He states that rtit is a 
parti~lar sooiety whioh defines literaoy" (p. 3) and suggests that literaoy 
and oom.putational skills are the "oornerstones of the foundation whioh 
gi ve the indi vidual the power and the freedom to me et the 00001 t ions 
imposed by sooiety" (p. 3). He states unequivooally, "without literaoy a 
person oannot be truly free" (p. 3). Powell defines five levels of 
literacya illiteraoy, preliteraoy, basio literaoy, oareer literaoy and 
literaoy. He notes, "sinoe work is one of the primary funotions of being 
an independent, oontributing member of sooiety, oareer literaoy is neoessar,y 
to become a miniaally literate person in Amerioan sooietyrt. (po 7). The 
desoription he applies to the skills required for eaoh of these stages 
suggests that for Powell a funotionally literate person would possess a 
very high reading age. 
In deoiding how to arrive at a definition of the group to be studied,various 
faotors were oonsidered. Partly beoause of the unreliability and unsuitability 
of available material (Unsworth (1976), Moyle (1977»), and partly beoause 
of difficulties in attempting to apply reading and spelling tests to adult 
literaoy students (Jones and Charnley 1978) it was deoided that no attempt 
would be made to oolleot such data for this study. However, all the 
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students are adults who have experienoed literaoy difficulties and haTe 
chosen to join a soheme to improve their literaoy; to this extent they 
are defined as adults with literacy diffioulties. This definition is very 
similar to that given by Charnley and Jones (1979) who, in describing 
the sample for their study, note that it is not possible to apply reading 
tests and ttlt is the peroeption of his inadequoy, attested by his willingness 
to seek tuition, that inoludes him in this oategory". (p. 4). Where test 
data does exist (Go~, 1979) it seems the majority of students coming 
forward are not totally illiterate, but have basic reading skills suggesting 
a reading age of between 7 and. 9 years. This is enough to enable them to 
attempt to oope, but not enough to enable them to be tully effeotive.Sinoe, 
as a BAS report (1973) has shown, to cope with most newspapers and labels 
on household goods requires a reading age of 14 - 16 years, while various 
government forms (e.g. family income supplement) have higher requirements. 
(See Bentovim (1974) for details). 
A further important oonsideration in defining students to be inoluded in 
the study was that they had to have received tuition for at least one 
academic year. This was in order to ensure that comparisons on the 
repertory grid with the present self and self prior to tuition would be 
meaningful. • 
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CHAPrER THREE The Interview Chapter 
The interviews conducted for the study are discussed in this chapter. The 
rationale for using interviews in this study has been desoribed in an 
earlier ohapter. This ohapter outlines the design of the interview 
schedule and then presents details of the sample, procedure and an 
analysis of the transoripts, and a disoussion of the results. Where 
relevant, oomparison is made wi. th the worle oarried out in this field 
by Charnley (1978). 
Design of the interview schedule. 
The schedule was designed with two purposes in minda 
1) to ask the sort of questions which oould replioate or build on 
information obtained in Charnley's stu~ of adult literaoy, (1918). 
2) To oonsider faotors not previously investigated which related to the 
respondents' perceptions of self, partioularly the attributions they gave 
for previous literaoy failure. 
The factual inforaation to be obtained included age, sex, marital status, 
employment and the length of time the respondent had been receiving 
litera.cy tuition. 
Charnley's interview sohedule oontaill8 nineteen questions. However, many 
of these appear in note fom suggesting that the interviews were relatively 
unstruotured, no emphasiS being placed on using the same wording with 
each respondent. The amedule begins by asleing why the student decided to 
join the scheme and how they heard about it. It then a.sks about work and 
how they manage literacy difficulties enoountered there and whether they 
have any achievements USing their newly aoquired knowledge. He then asks 
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if they have experienoed embarrasBllent and. if this has changed. He then 
asks for samples of their writing and permission to ask their tutor about 
their progress - questions whioh seem strangely plaoed in the middle of an 
interview schedule, albeit an WlBtruotured one. He moves on to enquire if 
the student reoeives help from the family and then asks 'has your 
oonfidenoe increased? I If the question was asked in this w~ it seems 
rather too direotional. (This study in seeking similar information asked 
'Sinoe starting tuition are there w~s you feel different, e.g. at home, 
at work, with your mates?' other questions (still quoted in order) were, 
the respondent's attitude to his tutor, his eduoational histor,y, the 
literaoy ability of the rest of his family, the sources from whioh he 
obtains inforaatioD. (e.g. t.v., radio, newspa.pers) .hether he has tille to 
study at hoae and lastly, I general probing of use of li teraoy by student' 
(p. 113, 1918). In the seoond interview one year later,respondents were 
asked 
a) how have you got on? 
b) In what W83 have you changed sinoe joining the schelle, e.g. suooess in 
reading, wri. ting, human relationships? 
0) What are your hopes and objeotives now? 
The writer replioated the last three questions, (using different terminology) 
and asked questions oonoerning eduoational baokground, literaoy ability 
within the family, help and support from home, possibilities for home 
study. However, the foraa.t chosen for the interview sohedule was more 
structured. The researoher oonsidered the wordiJl8 for eaoh question and 
used the same phrasing with eaoh respondent. The sequenoe of questions was 
also IIlore formali~ed. As the interne. sohedule was structured to elioit 
information oovering a oomprehensive time span it was deoided that the 
ease with whioh the infoDDation oould be reoalled would be facilitated by 
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di Tiding the schedule into seotions ooncerned. with different spans of 
time. 
The first seotion of the schedule required the respondent to remember back 
to the beginning of Ii temcy tuition. It n.s felt that this would probably 
fulfil the student's expectations and, therefore, not be seen as 
threatening. The researcher introduoed this seotion by announoing "I'm 
going to ask you about when you first joined. the scheme. We're looldng 
back to when you first oame forward for help." It was felt that defining 
each section in this way would enable the student to be better able to 
recall r~levaut inforaation. 
Respondents were first asked what decided them to seek help and how they 
heard of the soheme. Such infomation could be useful in future 
programme planning. !he next question sought attitudinal findings relating 
to the respoDdent fS immediate family. Family support has been seen as a 
factor in eontinued attendance for tuition; olarification of this factor 
was sought. Fourthly, students wert asked whether it was reading, writing, 
spelling or all of these, they required help with. This question relates 
to the definition of needs, discussed in detail elsewhere. The fifth 
question focussed on what respondents ima8ined classes would be like before 
they attended. It was thought this Dla3' give some indication as to why 
they felt able to come forward for help, sinoe only a ver,y small proportion 
of those requiring literacy help actually seek tuition (approximately 
1.00,000 out of an estimated population of 2/3 million). They were then 
asked about their chosen method of study. A. unique feature of the adult 
literacy lIloveaent is the opportunity offered for one to one tuition. There 
are two other methods in common use. One system provides a professionally 
qualified tutor who instructs a small group of students. An alternative 
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method is for one qualified tutor to supervise a group where students 
still work with individual tutors who are volunteers, usuallY unqualified. 
When the scheme was launched it was felt that individual tuition in the 
privacy of the tutor's or student I s own hOlle would have strong appeal to 
the students - this question sought the student's views on this 
I aneodotal' as sWRpti on. Bext) respondents were asked wha. t they thought they 
would get out of joining the scheme. Bearing in mind Charnley's finding 
that an increase in oonfidence was a more important result of attendanoe 
at classes than whether literaa,y skills improved, it was thought useful 
to ascertain if respondents began their learning with a narrow, skills 
oriented definition of their goal or whether they envisaged a wider oanvas, 
inoluding Ohanges in feelings of oonfidenoe. 
The next two questions dealt with respondents' perception of the time it 
would take to reach their goal and whether their ideas about this had 
ohanged over time. In the initial stages of reoruitment for volunteers 
in the soheme it was often not r~alized that the commitment would probably 
be one of years rather than weeks or months. The degree of realism of 
what the student I s collmi tment entailed was sought. 
With the final question in the first seotion focussing on their feelings 
at present the next seotion followed logically. However, the researoher 
advised the respondents ''''e' re going to talk &bout how you feel now - not 
how you used to feel ft. The first two questions in the seoond seotion asked 
whether ideas about olasses and tutors had ohanged with experience and if 
so in what w~(s). 
Interviewees were then questioned on their ability to study" at home - whether 
there was the physioal conditions, tiae or inolination. This information 
could help to show if it was realistio to expect students to work at home. 
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The next two questions fooussed on the respondentst leisure time and sought 
information regarding any changes in this area, inoluding reading habits. 
For example, had the interviewee begun to read in his spare tiae sinoe 
attending olasses? This question ai.ed to clarify aneodotal evidenoe that 
respondents are sometimes reluotant to use their newly a.cquired skills 
outside the setting in whioh these skills were aoquired. 
The £inal question in this section, phrased as non-direotionally as possible, 
asked respondents if there were ways they felt differen~ since starting 
tuition. This question was seen as the equiTa.lent of Charnley's question 
'Has your confidenoe inoreased?' 
The third section covered educational baokground and was introduoed by 
the researcher a¢ng tlNow I'd like to look back to your sohool days, we're 
ta11dng about when you were at school". The rationale shaping BlOSt of 
these questions ia aelf evident. Links between the home and. the school are 
well established (e.g. Goodacre, 1968). QuestiOns conoerning the family weret 
1) While you were at sohool do you think they knew at home that you had 
problems with your reading, writing and spelling? 
2) Do you think any other members of your family had diffioulties with 
reading, writing or spelling? 
Respondents were then requested to give their first recollections of 
experienoing literacy difficulties and were then asked how they attributed 
their failure in literacy. As has been noted in detai I elsewhere, this 
latter question elicits information required for analySis within the learned 
helplessness model. The two questions following asked specifically about 
the reaotion of the sohool to the respondent's literaqy diffioulties,in 
order to asoertain whether the school had offered ~ assistanoe. The final 
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question in this section sought the respondents' general memories of school. 
The tourth section of the schedule asked the respondent how he perceived 
the future. It was introduced by Baying "Well, we've looked baclctrards in 
time now I'd like us to look forward to the future". The first question 
asked the student when he tel t he would be able to cease tuition. The 
probe tor this question covered three choices I skills, self confidence, 
tutor advising student to lea.ve. These indicate the rationale for this 
question, whioh was twotold. Firstly, to reter back to an earlier question 
concerned with expeotation of what would be received from the soheme. 
Secondly, to indicate the oomparability in importance of these areas for 
the student, thus giving further opportunity for oomparison with Charnley's 
study, where feelings of confidence superseded skills improvament. 
The stUdent's attitude to learning and desired level of attainment were 
next requested bY' inQ.uiring if he planned to attend other classes in the 
future. Final~ in this section, furtherclalifioation of any ohanges in 
the respondent's conoept of self were sought by asking him to elucidate 
any changes in his perceptions of his future life. Respondents were then 
asked whether they thought there had been an improvemen. t in their literacy 
skills. If they replied in the affirmative they were a.lso asked if they 
felt the improvement had ohanged their life in any .~. 
Closing the interYiew with a discussion on their literacy progress was 
calculated to give them an opportunity to expand on this theme, knowing the 
interview was ending. The researoher drew on her int erriewing experience 
as a social worker and a oounsellor for the tilling of this question. It 
is well established in interYiew situations in those fields that the 
interviewee may only reveal his major ooncerns as he 'walks out of the door' 
so time was allowed for the respondent to eluoidate and expand on areas of 
ooncern. 
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When the conversation was concluded, factual details required such as age, 
marital status, employment and length of tiae attending classes, were 
requested. 
In designing the interview schedule the researcher drew on her experienoe 
as a literacy tutor to ensure the phrasill8 of the sentences was easily 
comprehensible without being patronizing in tone. (See appendix 2 for 
the full interview schedule and appendix 3 for an interview transoript). 
Suple 
Thirteen semi-structured interviews were oonducted with an 'opportunity 
sample' of students attendill8 adult literacy classes run by the local 
authori ty. The students were obtained. from. two groups. One group had been 
running for over two years, during whioh time there had been very little 
change in the structure of the group. The seoond. group was much more 
fluid; some students had attended for two years, others for a shorter 
time. Some, but not all of the students,had previously received individual 
tuition. Both classes were reoeiving tuition fram the researoher. 
After these interviews had been oonducted it was felt that since all the 
respondents had been taught by the researcher a certain bias might be 
present. In order to olarify the position it was decided to oonduot 
further interviews. These students were obtained from another two local 
authority olasses within the borough under the instruotion of two different 
tutors. Five further interviews were conduoted. Four lasted for one 
hour, one lasted for half an hour (see appendix 4). (No signifioant 
differenoes were noted between the replies in these interviews and those 
given by the groups tanght by the researcher). A total ·of eighteen 
interviews were oonduoted. 
There were fourteen male and four female respondents. 
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The age of the sample ranged from 18 - 55 years. 
All respondents had received at least one year~ tuition. 
All interviews were conduoted during the first phase of the stu~. 
Procedure 
One pilot interview was conduoted in January- 1980. In order not to reduce 
the already small s8lIple, a student from another olass wi thin the same 
borough was chosen for this. The method of salection was as follows a 
The researcher was inn ted to observe the class and discuss her research 
and request an interview during the ooffee break. In the event about halt 
the class offered to be interviewed, so the researcher chose the one who 
seemed to be shiest and least articulate, on the principle that this would 
be the most diffioult interview and therefore, the most likely to show up 
any naws in the proposed interview schedule. 
The interview was carried out on the same evening using an alternative 
classroOll. It lasted for one hour. The only change made to the internew 
schedule was to olarify the wording of question 4, section 3; otherwise 
the schedule remained una! teredo 
There were no refusals to take part in the interviews which were conducted 
with the researcher's students. 
The interviews were conducted at the school where the evening classes took 
place, although the venue was not the classroom in which the classes were 
usually held. Instead, a domestic science room was used as it provided 
easy ohairs and a less fonnal atmosphere. Interviewee and researcher sat 
faoing eaoh other in easy chairs in the part of the room which was set 
out as a dining/living room. The tape recorder was placed on a table parallel 
to the chairs and the miorophone was turned towards the respondent, but 
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was not obtrusively close. 
The interviews were conducted individually and lasted, on average, just 
over one hour. All interviews were recorded in the evening between .e~n 
and. nine p.m. during February - April 1980. Each appointment was outside 
the usual tuition tiae. 
Provision was made to conduct eight interviews with students not taught 
by the researcher. A total of ten stUdents were asked to participate; 
there were two refusals to take part. 
The venue for these interviews was a classroom. Interviewee and researcher 
sat facing each other across a table. The tape recorder was placed on the 
table, the miorophone turned towards the interviewee. 
The interviews were conduoted individually and lasted approximately one 
hour (except for one interview, see appendix 3). 
All interviews were recorded in the evening between 7 - 9 p.lI. during June, 
1980. Eaoh appointment was outside the usual tuition time. 
Analysis of the Interviews. 
Each interview was recorded on a taperecorder and the transcription took 
place as soon as possible after the interview so that all the nuances of 
b~ language and facial expression were still olear in the researcher's 
mind. 
Eaoh tape was transoribed, noting the above where relevant. 
The tape was then repl~ed, particular attention being given to oonveraation 
that was at first indeoipherable. The tille taken for this task varied 
from tape to tape and depended partly on the speaker and partly when the 
interview took placeJ sometimes there was background noise from the 
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other activities in the building. Often this was a task of several hours. 
When the tape was fully deciphered it was replayed and the pauses in the 
conversation were tiaed. 
Then the transoripts were compared. Each question on the schedule was 
noted and the answer to this question on each transcript was oonsidered. 
The answers were then compared and areas of similarity or difference were 
recorded. 
The final quotations which were used to oompile the interview chapter m~ 
seem straightforward and the comparisons obvious, but they involve many 
hours of transoription analysis and consideration to ensure the researcher 
did not superimpose a pattern where none existed. 
The interviews are considered by referring as fully and closely as possible 
to the words of the students themselves. Although the answers will be 
commented on as neoessary, no attempt will be made, in this chapter, to 
fit these replies into a previously conoeived theoretical framework.(1~ The 
information obtained, therefore, ~ be directly compared with other studies 
where relevant (e.g. Charnley). Some questions ~ not have been covered 
by previous research and therefore, the simple, straightforward presentation 
may assist later researchers seeking to add to this field. It also ensures 
that any new information is easily accessible to interested parties. 
The info~tion will be presented under the heading of each question, or 
where necessary an amalgamation of several question. Each quotation is 
followed by a number. This gives the identity of the student. Numbers 
followed by t a ' denote students from the groups not taught br the researcher. 
(1) Although any kind of selection assumes some kind of framework. 
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The verbal infoDlation is olarified by a table giTiD8 nUllencal information 
about the replies to the interYiew questions. (see appendix, tables 1 and 2). 
How did the respoDdent' s family feel &bout hiS/her joining the soheme? 
The attitude of other members of the family is an important factor in 
considering whether the student is likely to be motivated enough to 
continue attendanoe for literaoy tuition. The commitment of time and 
effort required is considerable and would be ver,y difficult to attain 
wi thout family support. There are ~ reasons why a spouse lD83" not 
support a student. It could be that a satisfactory, mutuall,. dependent 
relationship exists and that this w~d be threatened by the student 
becoming literate. This may be because one partner is literata and takes 
responsibility in the situations which arise requiring this skill. The 
literate partner may feel threatened if this balanoe begins to change. 
It may be that both partners experienoe literac,y difficulties, but only 
one partner wishes to take remedial action. In such cases it could be 
antioipated that the student would soon 'drop out'. 
In the sample those who were married had received encouragement from their 
spouse. The degree of this encouragement varied: 
or 
'fJiy wife sort of, not pushed me, but, um, advised me, you know, 
that it would be a good thing". (to go to olasses). (3a). 
"The wife wrote to them and they sent somebody round". (10) 
The greatest amount of pressure is described in the following case: 
"I belieye it was my wife more than anything. She said there's this 
scheme going. Like she s83"s 'why don't you do it?' Sea? I said 
'Not on your nelly I'm not going to do that' ••• I said 'in no way'. 
So Iile said 'Well I'm gQing to phone up'. So I said 'You're not 
beoause I shall just go out l • Anyw83" it went on like that say six 
months, then it cropped up again ••• She said 'I'm going to do 
something about it'. I just didn't take no notice. Then all of a 
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Budden she said 'There's a lirs. so and 80 coming one night of the 
week to see you'. I said 'What for?' She aaid 'well I've put your 
name down'. So atter a while I said fOh well, that's up to you then. 
I shan't be here'. A:nyw83 I was in the garden one dSJ' and this 
woaan just OOll1e. She was a very nice lady what took me name and 
address and that. She said 'I'll let you lenow if anything happens 
like' and I said 'Don't bother' and I suppose it must have been a 
month after that ••• she phoned the wif. and said there's someone 
near lIle wouldn't mind. teaching me ••• So I didn't like the idea very 
muoh. A:nyw8:¥ the wife pushed me, see? So I said 'Oh, O.K. on the 
understanding that I just give it two or three weeks try ••• then 
I'll just say yes or no". (1) 
In this latter case it was a change in life circUJlstances (redundancy, 
then difficulty in obtaining another job, finally obtaining one much less 
congenial than the one held for twenty years prior to redundancy) that 
caused the wife to exert sush pressure on her unhappy husband. 
In many oases the spouse had been dealing with all oorrespondence, (often 
quite happily), for the duration of the relationship: 
or 
"Its terrible really. I can't write Christaas oards or nothing you 
know. I leave it to my wife all the time. Sort of leaving it to 
the wife if it suits the wife". (10) 
"Like when it comes to write for holida3a, she did the necessary. 
she used to write like and even when it come to writing a cheque, 
TOU Iolow, she wrote it on plain paper and I used to copy if from 
that". (5) 
The wife may be glad to relinquish this role: as this husband's comments 
show: 
"I get the pleasure of writing out the bills now. I get the cheques 
now for the bills (laugh) to give me practice (laugh) I don't know 
whether its & good thing or a bad thing (laugh). But I suppose ita 
taking a bit of responsbility from the wife". (13) 
Sometimes it seems her feelings may be less positive. The wife of the 
following respondent has never made reference to the faot that her 
husband now handles correspondence ~thout her assistance: 
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"The marvellous part about tod", is you oan sit down and. write it 
yourself. Well, you know the wife's neTer passed any oomment but 
I think she's quite chutfed at the idea that she hasn't got t~ do it". (5) 
While the encouragement of the spouse was necessary, most respondents went 
to some lengths to keep their Ii teraoy deficiencies hidden froll their 
children. In only one case was the son, a teenager, aware of his father's 
attendance at olasses. At the other extreme one respondent refused to 
bring any books with him to class as he told his children he was going to 
the pub and oarrying books would have 'aroused their suspicions'. 
The age of the children is a very relevant factor, as they become literate 
the situation becomes more threatening to the respondent. This will be 
discussed in greater detail elsewhere, but the feelings of the majori ty 
oan be summed up by one respondent's comments: 
"Its more embarrassing at home with the children. They're pretty 
good now (at reading). lfy boy is anyhow. Yeah, I tend to keep 
away from my boy, anyhow in Engli sh". (12 ) 
Of thos. students not marTied most had mentioned joining the literacy 
scheme to their parents, even though they no longer lived at home with 
their parents. 
One student, divorced and bringing up his children alone had mentioned his 
attendance at the literacy scheme to no-one in his family, but in his 
oase he had received oonsiderable help and enoouragement fra. a friend, 
who even went to the lengths of taking an evening class in a different 
subjeot, but in the same building as the literacy olass, in order to 
&Goompany his friend each week. 
It seems probable that the support and encouragement of a member of the 
family or olose friend is iIIportant in enauring the student does not 
give up too easily. 
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Were the respondents' parents aware they were having literacy difficulties 
at school? Did they t;y to help the respondent in &AY war? 
Respondents were asked whether their parents were aware that they were 
having literacy diffioulties at sohool and if so whether the parents had 
attempted to help their children in any ~. About two-thirds of the 
sample said their parents did know and of those who were aware of the 
problem the majority tried to help the Child with his literacy diffioulties 
in some way. In two cases this involved obtaining private tuition for 
the child, although in neither case does this seem to have been satisfactory: 
"I got sent to a private tutor for two years and it didn't help me 
at all. She didn't give me anything to tax me tt • (8) 
In another oase the tutor decided to end tuition and told the grandmother 
who was paying for the lessonsl 
"You're wasting your money ••• eTen if this boy has got soaethil'l8 in 
hill he just refuses to learn". (3) 
Sometimes the parents tried to help the child themselves: 
'fMother always tried to entioe me to read more and spell, you know, 
instead of watching tele or going out. But when you've got no 
interest in a thing your mind just goes blank". (7) 
This attempt at help could be resented: 
"When I was little they used. to try and teach me. They didn't teach 
me properly so I just wasn't interested". (4a) 
In one case the attitude of the parents, particularly the mother, has 
been positively harmfUl to the child: 
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IfJq rmm didn't have time. She didn't really help me. She used to 
take me to school and that was it reallT ••• lfy father spent hours 
wi th me lIore or less every evening. I used to come back from 8ohool, 
have my dinner, then he used to spend an hour with me at least. My 
father was very good. with me; he was Tery patient. I lIean its 
difficult with your own father sittill8 there ••• You start laughing 
or you start getting bad. tempered or you start looking at the T. V. 
bePind you. So we used to go up into another room or something. 
And the trouble with my dad he would be very patient then right at 
the end he t d start raising his voioe and he used to get Tery upset. 
And that's when I used to s~, 'Oh, damn all this' and put my pen 
down and walk out because I couldn I t take anymore. Then mum would 
hear us having a row. You didn't mean to bave a row. ~ dad just 
told me straight, he S83's 'try and pull yourself together' all that 
kind of thing. And I'd get downstairs and mum would say to me 
'There you are I told you you oan't do anything. You've always 
been that way really'" (2). 
The scene depicted here shows that when the situation is going to be so 
emotionally charged the child would have been better off receiving no 
attempts at help from his parents. 
In the oases where the parents were said not to know the child had literacy 
difficulties the respondent sometimes stated that they attempted to hide 
their problem from their parents: 
or 
or 
"I found I kept ita secret, to save embarrassment you know". (13) 
"I just kept it to meself". (9) 
"They probably knew I couldn't spell very well. But I don't think 
I eTer let on how much it worried me". (2a) 
Although Charnley states that very few of his sample blamed their parents, 
in this ssapl. the responses were more mixed. In this oase about one 
third of the sample externalized soae responsbility for their literacy 
inadequaoies by blaming their parents. 
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"Neither ~ mother or father took ~ interest at all in school work 
••• I oan never remember my father sitting down and. reading to lie. 
There was books around and he read and me 1I0ther and that but neTer 
not once, personally did one of them ever sit down with me and went' 
through a book with me. I've got no recollection of that whatever •.• 
Whether the school ever told them I had problems with ae reading or 
not I don't know. I certainly neyer told them". (13) 
"Yeah, I blame them (parents)". 
"Do you?" 
"Yeah I do. I think they should have done more than what they did 
for me being baokward at school". (12) 
One respondent, brought up by his grandparents, partly blamed them for 
his difficulty at school. This seems a realistio appraisal since he did 
not attend full time school until he was ten years old: 
tty ou know what grandparents are. Anything you want you get. So, it 
was my misfortune to come up in war time. So what happens? 'You 
don't have to go to school, you stay at home with us f • O-oh. What 
did I want to go to school for? So I never went." 
After he had stayed away from school for a year the war came: 
''Then we went away. I went away to the country with my gran. I 
never went to school, never knew what a school was, used to muck 
about on the farm. When I oame bome I went to sohool the first day 
then I come home dinnertime. I said I didn't want to go no more. 
Anywas I had some more time off. .AnJway, my mother remarried so 
that meant we moved to another distriot. I was getting on then, ten. 
And that's when I started going to school properly, when I was ten". 
(1 ) 
Some students exonerated their parents from blame, although the question 
in no way implied blame but asked only 'do you think your parents knew you 
had problems with reading at school?' Only one student fitted the popular 
stereotype of being from a large familya 
"There was eight of us and they (parents) didn't have tille to 
help". (10) 
Another student excused his parents in terms of neighbourhood expectation: 
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"I don't think, especially where I was bought up, parents worried 
about their children, especially at that age anyw~ you know. I 
don't think they worried too muoh until the ohildren used to get to 
twelve or thirteen a.nd. they see the exam results and that sort of 
thing. Then they'd start taking notioe, sort of thing". (4) 
In only one oase is it olear that the parents were illiterate themselves. 
The student describes bringing a form home from school that had to be 
filled in as she was a school leaver. A neighb6ur had to be called in 
to read and fill in the form sinoe neither she nor her parents could cope 
with it. Prior to thiS, she notes: 
"When I used to oome home and ask for help with reading and homework 
dad. used to sa;:{ 'Oh you dontt want to bother with that'tI. (11) 
¥any parents, espeoially those who 'choose' not to notice their child's 
difficulty ~ be very weak in literacy skills. While no one obvious 
pattern emerges from this data it is clear that where these parents 
have attempted to help their children this has been markedly unsuocessful. 
School background 
About half the subjects recalled receiving some kind of help from their school. 
Sometimes this help seems to have been del~ed until the last year of 
sohool, but some schools have gone to some lengths to help pupils from a 
much earlier age. Usually the impact on the respondent had been made 
by one particular teacher helping them. Several students refer to 
receiving specifio help in the form of extra homework or tuition after 
school. One student received half an hour's extra tuition ever,y day while 
in the olass of a particular teacher at his primary school. Another 
student seems to have developed the art of finding emotional, if not 
educational, support: 
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t'Every yea:r there t d be a teaoher who' d alw~s feel sorry for you. 
They would help you and protect you from the other teachers and 
protect you from the other children". (2) 
As oan be expected when dealing with people who have failed at school, 
some bitterness is expressed towa:rds school. It was really only after the 
1944 Butler Education Act that remedial classes began to be universally 
established. It must have taken some time a.f'ter the wa:r before the 
system was operating on a realistic soale. Many of those, though not all, 
with the worst memories of school a:re those who were at school prior to, 
or during, the war. Here are some of the more negative comments: 
or 
"No, school didn't help me at all. You just used to get a swipe on 
the side of the head. or something, see? I never.had nobody help me 
at achool, never". ( 1 0) 
"Nobody it seemed ever wanted to talce an interest in people that are 
disadvantaged. and. try to help them with special classes. It was just 
a question of everyone had to be at the same level and if its too 
advanced for them then its just too bad". (6) 
Overcrowding in the olassroom was often mentioned by the respondents as a. 
reason why they did not receive enough attention. Charnley also notes a 
frequent mention of this and he suggests that this may be one reason why 
the individual tuition offered by the literacy scheme appeals to many 
prospective literacy students. 
'~hey was understaffed and the reaction of the teachers was the ones 
who were bright would sit at the front and the ones who were baclcward 
was slung at the back and given menial jobs to do. You know, like 
taking round. the milk, s:waeping the sebool out, doing the garden, 
chopping wood or bringing the coal in. All this sort of thing you 
know. And this is how they ocoupied our time sort of thing, you 
know. Just to keep you out of the way, to keep you quiet. They 
didn't give you no extra tutoring or nothing". (4). 
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The pervasive effect on eduoation if one suffers problema with literacy 
is mentioned frequently. One student sums up thUSI 
''That was the end of my education really, because geography you 
oouldn't read youx book and Ilaths you couldn't read the sums, 80 it 
ruined everything really". (4a) 
The enent to which this is experienced depends on whether the student was 
illiterate or semi-literate. Studies (Charnley, 1978, Gorman, 1980) to 
date suggest that the most common pattern·"in those who have so fax come 
forward for literaoy tuition is that they axe semi-litera.te and often 
present with spelling problems. However, this oan still be the oause of 
considerable distress as is summarized by this student: 
til remember one teacher, I was in her class and we used to have a 
spelling bee before assembly every day. I didn't get on with her and 
she didn't get on wi. th me. It was everyday, 'How many have you got 
right? If not stand up and tell the olass the ones you got wrong'. 
l've never got over that. I always have the feeling, Oh, Miss ____ _ 
is going to make me stand on a ohair and tell them all the spellinas 
I got wrong. I'm still fighting that one I'm afraid." (2a) 
It was notioeable that those subjeots who had reoeived help from the school 
were the younger ones who attended school after the war. Chaniley notes 
''More reoently the remedial servioes have made even greater efforta to 
raise standards". (p. 54). 
Respondents perceptions of their ohildren's eduoation. 
Students, referring to the situation tor their own ohildren held different 
opinions. One atudent' a daughter had experienoed reading diffioulties and 
was put in a remedial olass for a year where ahe reoeived intensive reading 
tui tion and was then able to return to her previous olass. Another 
respondent talked of the spelling lists his ohild brought home every week 
to learn. 
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ttNobody ever concentrated on you, know what I mean? They'd give you 
a thick: ear that was about all. But nowadays they send a list of 
spelli~ h~e and s~ your daughter's got to do these by tomorrow, 
sort of thingtl. (10) 
One student felt the situation had not improved since he was at school: 
t~ son's told us there's quite a few in his class when he left 
school who co~ldn't read or spell, even today. And some of the boys 
look the nicest, you would look: at them and think they was one of 
the brainiest blokes going. Yet when it boils down to it they know 
nothing ••• and yet tod~ the school s still don't seem to do nothing 
for you at all. In fact if you cantt read at sebool today you're 
worse off now because all you learn from - well my son did - is 
books". (1) 
School attendanoe 
In his study Charnley notes that adult literacy is oonsidered by many to 
be a problem of non-attendance at school 'for one reason or another'. 
The extreme example in this study, of the student who did not attend 
school until he was ten years old, is an exception. Some student's 
schooling was disrupted by the war and there is one case of schooling 
being disrupted by illness. However, most of the sample attended school 
regularly and attended only one primary and one secondary school. There 
is very little mention of truanting. Where it does occur it is on an 
occasional basis, not as a regular actin ty. What is clear is while at 
school the respondents felt they learnt very little. Charnley notes "the 
form of remedial treatment, whilst no doubt successful with some children 
had little effect on our student sample. If anything the further efforts 
of the secondary sohool merely confirmed the sense of failure in this 
respect". (p. 60). 
If the hypothesis of this research is correct it is not surprising that 
concentration only on the cognitive aspects of the learning situation should 
produce this result in some cas'?s. 
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When did the respondents first beoome aware CJf their literacy difficulties? 
Charnley statew of his awple: 
"Without exception every student left school as soon as legally 
possible, well aware of his/her inability to read, write or spell 
correotly" (p. 49) 
and. that furthermore 
"the problem of their reading and writing performance usually appears 
in their earliest school d.a3"s". (p. 51) 
If earliest school days can be taken to mean sometime during primary 
school, the same can be said of these subjeots with two exceptions. One 
respondent notes: 
"I think the first time it hit me was when I went up for a medical 
for the forces because then you had to fill in forms. You know 
school and all this and that's when it really, you know, first got 
home to me. Up to thent you know I oan t t s a::J it was ever really 
embarrassing to me tt • (5) 
Another student states that he wasn't especially aware of having difficulties 
at school but It just got by It and spent his time "having a crafty fag" and 
ttkeeping out of trouble". (S"a). This attitude is interesting in the 
light of Ryle and MacDonald's research (discussed elsewhere) as it suggests 
that because this person identified with his peer group rather than 
identifying with adults, ~ difficulties with the school lessons were 
not perceived as ver.y important. 
The majority of respondents became aware of their difficulties during 
their time at junior school. One, with hearing difficulties, beoame 
aware of problems in the infants school. Mostly the ages nine to eleven 
are ment .. _oned. When asking respondents to focus on their first awareness 
of literacy difficulties students are likely to remember an emotionally 
charged moment, as is illustrated in the example above when the respondent 
experienced difficulty with filling in a form. Sometimes the student 
or 
or 
"People the same age group as me had no }roblems at all and some 
people cOi..l.ld read very good indeed and I was bad". (4&) 
"I was one of those who from an early age didn't seem to make any 
progress. I seemed to be the odd one out". (4) 
"All the rest (of the clas s) are all bigheads and are always put ting 
their hands up and, you know, bragging what they can do. Ald it 
used to put me off a lot with my reading and writing and then I used 
to Cnow I'd got a problem - not like them. Why am I like it? I 
used to wonder to myself. I used to go home at night and. say 'Oh 
my god I wish I could take my brain and. get his brain and put it in 
my brain'. It sounds confusing, but see what I mean?" (2) 
The frustration of not being able to write down one's thoughts is a 
recurring theme I 
or 
"Soon as I pioked up a pen that was it. I knew all the answers but 
I co:tidn't write them down". (10) 
"I couldn't put down in words what I want ed to say. It held me 
back". (12) 
Memories of Sohool 
Accompanying their memories of first becoming aware of difficulties were 
other vivid memories of difficulty at school: 
or 
"It was a thorn in me side when they used to stick things up on the 
board. Even in primary school I'd try and write it all down and 
they'd be wiping it off and leaving the bottom bit for me. Because 
everybody could read the word and then write it down, but I had. to 
take it letter by letter and put it down. And, er, I used to get 
real butterflies in me stomach and I used to get all tensed up and 
just, er, lose heart with it really". (4a) 
"Regards reading, on a Friday you had to catch up on what yo.:.. do in t~e week -. what you hadn't read. ',fe used to have a se~:i.es called 
Ring-a-Rosl.es Books. I'm talking abo'...4.t the ee..::-l:r forties. I can 
remember those hateful. books were thrust at us and I couldn't read 
~ 0: the words. And ~ou weren't allowed to go out to play or do 
anything, yO'J. know, untl.l you'd done your so many pages". (2a) 
These early difficul ties cO~lld affect later scho::>ling. About a third of 
the sample had only negative memories of school: 
or: 
or: 
"It was horrible. Terrible. You don't know What a 
really you know. It's sort of like living i~ fear. 
yo'..U'Self 'what lessons have we got today?' you know 
you'd be sitting there in fear like." (10) 
dread it is 
Yoa say to 
if its Englist. 
"It became a nightmare to me actual~y. Really my schooling w~s a 
nightmare. Although I tried I just couldn't do it. So it was just 
a nightmare, it really was". (3a) 
"In the secondary school th~ just put us i~ a little group, you 
know, 'get over there you stupid children'. You didn't get much 
attention. We used to be in the :lass, but if you didn't keep up 
••• It was al::' right if they were s¢ng things you know. But if 
you had to put it down on paper or from the board ••• no-one knows 
what its like really. You can't explain it to anybody really". (11) 
Sometimes the feeling of failure led students to se2~: :;,1)1'-2 ~Jc)2i -:ive 
experience in other areas of school life: 
"I W9.S a keen sportsman really, er, football and. all that you know. 
Basically it was my main interest. I suppos= even if you're 
succeeding in such things as sports you can be 3.ccepted". (5) 
Being good at sports may confer other advantages as one student notes: 
til used to do boxing. I was fighting in the s c.'-100l team •••. I t;J.ir:~ 
::L done boxing you know, bec3.use I cOl11in't spell. See, ':)eC3,',.l3e i: 
t!le-,r 'lSed t) take the :rickey I'd hit 'em hari. And they stoppei 
t 3,.;dng the mickey, see?" ( 1 J) 
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Not all the respondents found their experience of school totally negative. 
Many had. mixed feelings: 
or: 
or: 
"1 liked most thin:ss ••• the general atmosphere f h 1 1 o sc 00 ••• but 
didn't enj oy English because I couldn't get the hang of it It. (7) 
"I enjoyed it except when they put up boards of writing, there was 
a little bit of aggravation with that". (4a) 
"I enj oyed going to school, because at school I knew nothing 
different than schooltt. (6) 
Charnley expresses the opinion that when a respondent s~s they hated 
school, they were "referring not simply to the school, the teachers and 
their curriculum. Rather they were describing the deeper relations of 
youth, the relations with their peers at school, their parents' view of 
school and their school progress and their perception of themselves as 
failures". (p. 56). A child's view of school may contain all the 
elements he mentions but the picture was not v~ewed as totally negative 
by the majority of subjects in this stu~, as the above remarks show. 
Did the other Iilembers of the respondents' faimily have difficulties 
wi th reading, writing or spelling? 
It is often observed that deprivation operates in a cyclical fashion; 
this seems at least partly true of illiteracy. About two-thirds of the 
subjects said that some other member of their family had. experienced 
difficulties with literacy. However, it did not follow that those 
students who were parents were content to see the pattern continue as the 
following rem~ks show: 
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or: 
"(Because I'd had trouble) this is why I made sure f!J3 son could. 
read before he went to School. Because I made this a point I said 
to my wife 'no way do I want him to be li<e me'. And he's ~ot, 
thank goodness. But that's only because we pushed him at be 
beginning". (1) 
t~ kids have got so many pens they don't know what to do with them. 
We had nothing like that, same as we never had 8IJ3 b,)oks ••• When 
they first went (to school) I used to alw~s buy them books every 
week, reading books. The wife used to s~ 'What do yOQ b~ them for?' 
and I said 'Because I never had none so I want to make sure they 
have them'. Because I believe this as a fact you know. The more 
books they get and that and pens and that, the quicker they get on'1(10) 
Even though some parents were determined that their children did not 
suffer their disabilities, later aspects of edUcation, such as attending 
parent-teacher evenings, were left to the spouse where possible: 
"I used to go (to the school) when they was in the juniors because 
I could cope. But now they're in the senior school,um, you know. 
If you go to the teacher and ask about geography ••• Well, I know 
there's different coun~ries, but really if you go up to the 
teacher you've got to know something about something or other 
haven't you? If you go and ask about your child. You wouldn't 
go and make your self look a fool would you? Tha t 's the wa;y I 
look at it". (11) 
As mentioned earlier only one student was aware that both her parents were 
illiterate. Sometimes, however, there seems to have been a conspiracy of 
silence within the family: 
or: 
If Perhaps my brothers are the same as me, but I woLlldn't, er, 
tackle them on the subject". (3a) 
"I don't 
selves. 
brothers 
think I'm badder than my brothers. They keep it to their-
I don't know how to explain it. Like I say even between 
and sisters they keep it to theirselves". (5a) 
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or: 
"I never said anything to my brothers in oase they might take the 
miokeytt. (10) 
However, some students seem to have taken on an alloted lifesoIipt by 
identifying their literaoy diffioulties with their families: 
or: 
ttl must have taken after all the women beoause the women an my 
mother's side have all been behind with reading and spelling from 
a young age tt • (2a) 
'~his problem runs in her (mother's) family. Most of the brothers 
and sisters in her family were the same. I don't think its anything 
to do with the environment they were brought up in. I don't think 
it was anything to do with that. It was just, er, a genetio effect 
and. unfortunately it has been passed on to me". (4) 
"My sister's perfect. Oh, she'll write a whole foolscap page. Stuff 
like that you know. She followed mum and I followed dad - he's 
never been a very good speller, so she followed mum and I followed 
dad. I try but it just don't seem to get there". (7). 
The pervasive nature of this view means that the prognosis for improvement 
is not good. More hopefUl is this student's attitude towards his 
mother's difficulty: 
or: 
'~ mum has (problems). She has difficulties with her handwriting 
and she does h~ve spelling problems. I mean even I oan spell words 
that she oan't spell". (2) 
I know my father didn't have any problems ~cause he used to write to 
me and he had a steady hand. Everything was virtually measured out 
if you know what I mean. If yo~ go along a complete line it was 
like a row of soldiers standing upright. Well, my father was like 
that, even in his garden everything had to be in a dead straight line 
you know. I believe, well I know I'm right, my mother obviously.had 
some difficulty. She could read, oh yes! Name, address, everyth~ng. 
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Certain thin~s she was a bloody sight better than I was. But she 
was a long w~ from good. She used to write like if you had a birthd~. 
She used to write out her own birthdBJ' cards to you. But, you know 
I think a lot of this was what we done this year we do next year, ' 
type of thing". (5). 
About one third of the sample stated that as far as they knew no other 
member of the family had experienced literacy difficulties: 
or: 
or: 
''My sister was very good - school captain. She was very good at 
English. My parents could spell all right. It's just me tt • (12) 
tt}{y brother's got 0 level English so hets all righttt. (1a) 
''My dad. t s good and when I say good I mean good. Mum's O.K. toott. (13) 
Those who stated that other members of the family had. not experienced 
literacy difficulties tended to be those who stressed their spelling 
weakness, rather than general literacy problems. 
Where both parents experience literaC,Y difficulties children are obviously 
more likely to experience the same problem. Only one respondent came from 
such a background in this case. Most of the two-thirds who came from 
backgrounds with literacy difficulties had one parent sharing their 
difficulties. 
What decided the student to come forward for help? 
There is no doubt that the programmes on the BBC and the publicity given 
to the campaign on such programmes as 'Nationwide' prior to the commencement 
of the programmes had a great impact on the general public. This 
atmosphere of acceptance m~ have made it easiE~ for people to come 
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forward for help and many students mention seeing television as the 
decisive factor in their seeking assistance: 
ttl saw the advert. on tele and it was just a on the spot decision. 
That was it. I just picked up the phone and rung. I don't know 
why. Couldn't tell you why. I'd seen the advert before and it 
didn't do anything for me. But this particular time I just picked 
up the phone and rung". (13) 
"I'd wanted to do something about it for a long time you know. But 
I just didn't know what to do until I Saw this probTarnme, and, 1m, 
then I thought I'd really find out abo:lt it". (6) 
'tI found ita bit awkward reading and spelling and filling in fOnIls. 
I saw the programme on tele and decided to come". (8) 
"Obviously its always been on my mind. But I do believe that the 
first thing that ever gave me the push was the fact I saw it on TV. 
It gave you a telephone number to ring from the privacy of your own 
home so there Was no embarrassment". (5) 
!fIt had always been on my conscience, then I saw it on TV". (9) 
These students were all recruited at a time when the programmes were 
being shown at popular viewing times. It is the writer's impression that the 
situation is now altered and the atmosphere of the public has largely 
returned to its previous indifferenoe. 
Provision in literac.y had been growing for some time prior to the publicity, 
and despite cuts the existing provision is still greater than it was prior 
to initial funding of the scheme. However, it remains inadequate. 
The atmosphere of general acceptance which surrounded the literacy campaign 
probably helped those who were motivated by many reasons to actually do 
sometlring aboc~t obtaining help: 
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"I t d been thinking about it for a few years - just didn't h the 
courage. I ~ust happened to see one of the advertising pap:;: the 
local author1ty put out and I thol~ht it was a good oPportunit to 
have a go". y 
this decision was strengthened by family pressure: 
''My girl said she wanted to come on a typing course at the same 
sehool on the same night. That really made me mind up". (4) 
A change of job can sometimee be a motivating factor: 
"I got this job where I had to write people's names and adclresses, 
so I decided to improve lt • (8) 
More often people with literacy difficulties will not change their job if 
they feel uncertain of their ability to cope in new Situations, but 
wanting to change jobs can be a motivating factor: 
"I felt I was losing out at work". (9) 
"I wanted another job and I got fed up going places when you couldn't 
fill in the forms like. Well, you could fill 'em in but you was so 
nervous all the time about writing, you know tl • (3) 
"Its going for jobs which you can't get because of the lack of 
reading, writing and spelling. Its every time you go for a job 
there's a test and once you find there's a test, sort of, you think 
'here we go again' sort of thing. It's like hitting your head 
against a brick wall and not getting nowhere". (5a) 
One student was motivated by redundancy. The situation is cleaxly 
described by the student: 
"The main reason is when I got made redundant. I me::::n I was there 
twenty yeaxs so tere was no point in me, sort of, wanting to read 
and spell beoause you get in a routine and because if you work in a 
faotory nine to five that's it, you know. There was no need for me 
to spell. It was as simple as that. Then when you want another 
job you've got to fill in forms and everything and you start realizing 
what you should have done years ago". (1 ) 
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One student was encouraged by his teacher at school to enrol at evening 
classes: 
'~here was a nice lady, Mrs •••• she told me to go (to evening classes) 
because at sohool I couldn't concentrate because the kids kept 
messing me about. So she thought my best bet was to go when I left 
school. So she found out about classes and sent me up there". (2) 
Whatever the motivation for this action it seems to be fairly unusual for 
the secondar,y school to suggest the scheme. Where schemes have been linked 
to work-places and have tried to help those who have just left school with 
literacy problems (e.g. Bournville Project) they have met with little 
success since the students were not seeking help but rather having it 
thrust upon them. Most of those who attend classes have been at work for 
some years and met the practical difficulties of managing without literacy 
competency. School leavers with a history of failure usually want to put 
any learning situation which resembles school, firmly behind them. 
"At school, you know, I was pretty bad, but I accepted it, I just 
didn't read and write. I couldn't do it. But, like society forced 
me to do it. I felt embarrassed at work". (4a.) 
If the adult with literacy difficulties has found an undemanding job, in 
which he feels secure, it is sometimes family pressure which motivates him~ 
perhaps when his children become literate: 
''The main reason is children you know and they start growing up and 
they come of an age when they ask me a question and I won't be able 
to answer it". (5a) 
'~he children started asking me spellings. You couldn't do it 
yourself so you'd say 'ask mum, I haven't timet. You know. Some-
thing like that - aIJS" excuse would do". (10) 
One student focusses on What was probably 'the straw that broke the camel's 
back' • 
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" ••• It happened that when I went to buy something on hire purch se I 
had to fill in a form and I had to ask the address and spelling ~f 
places for reference and I had to turn. round. to a friend who was with 
me and ask him to spell the names with the assistant standing there 
and I got rather embarrassed and then said 'I'll have to do something 
about it' It. (7) 
be What did the students imagine the olasses would/like? !hz did they 
choose grOUp or individual tuition? 
For people who have failed in sohool it must take some courage to enter a 
lea.rn:i.ng situation which resembles school. It was felt that it would be 
useful to ask the students what they imagined tfe classes would be like as 
this may give some insight into what encouraged and discouraged them about 
coming forward for tuition. 
One of the advantages of the literaqy scheme is the flexibility that is 
possible, offering tuition in either the tutor's or student's home, or in 
a group at an adult education institute. 
The majority of students in this study contact~d the literacy scheme by 
telephone and were then interviewed. Their skills were assessed and if 
very basic they were offered individual tuition, otherwise they were given 
the option of attending a group. 
Students transfer from individual to group tuition for a number of reasons 
_ either because they have progressed in literaqy skills and the tutor 
feels they need professional teaching, or because one or other party is 
dissatisfied with the one to one arrangement. Also a change in circum-
stances m~ cause a tutor to cease offering hiS/her services. In this 
study two students were dissatisfied with individual tuition and asked to 
be transferred to a group: 
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or& 
''That (individual tuition) didn't work out. He talked too much and 
we didn't get much done". (3a) 
I~en you're with a person for two hours you get, well, a little bit 
fed up when you're working for two hours at a time and there's just 
the two of you in the room. When there's just two of you one of you's 
got to be talking all the time. And it's very hard if she asks you 
to spell a word and you haven't got no idea what it is. You feel ••• 
well in my way of thinking you feel ~ch a bloody idiot. And you're 
looking at her and you start to tremble and everythink. But in a 
class you don't get that so much. You get it wrong, O.K. But the 
others don't really know if you got it wrong or not ••• But you 
don't feel so much of an idiot ••• The point is you don't get so 
uptight so much. But when you are with a tutor and she's sitting 
next to you and. she asks you to read something and perhaps you only 
know three words out of twelve, I tell you you feel like dropping in 
a flipping hole - well I do". (1) 
Some students who opted for group tuition in preference to individual 
tuition expressed similar feelings to these: 
ItI thought being taught in a group it wouldn't be so concentrated on 
me all the time lt • (1 a) 
"Basically I'm quite shy and I thought if there was a crowd I 
wouldn't stand out so much as if it was one person you know. You oan 
blend. in the background and you don't feel such a fool really". (2a) 
It would be interesting to know how many students drop out from individual 
tuition for the above reason, but don't have the courage to ask for a 
transfer to a group. 
In one case the tutor had requested the transfer: the student describes 
the situation: 
"So many people volunteer you know. These volunteers come up and 
they think it's going to be easy. They think - they've most likely 
all got the same idea - a couple of months and the p~rson wil~ be 
able to read and write, sort of thing. She thought 1t was g01ng to 
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be easy but I think she found it wasn't. It was work for her to find 
work f~r the person involved. It is hard work, they've got to find 
someth~ng completely new for me because I get fed up and they get 
fed up doing the same thing". (5a) 
While the main fear of individual tuition is too much attention, the main 
fear about group tuition is the ability to cope with the level of,ork 
that is given: 
"What worried me before I went to classes I didn't know what grade 
I would be starting you know. I was frightened of being slung in at 
the deep end, sort of thing, and being embarrassed about it". (4) 
"Why I didn't want to go (to classes) I thought people would be a lot 
better than me and you're sort of sitting there like an idiot if you 
like". (4a) 
"I reckon a lot more people would come if they knew what it was like. 
But I'm sure there's lots more like me who are just frightened and 
think 'well I'm not going because I can't spell a three letter word 
so I'm not going when other people can' tt. (1) 
The teleTision series 'On the MOve' helped to alleviate these fears in 
some people's minds when they showed a film of a group receiving literacy 
tuition: 
"They did show some of them on T.V. and I thought if they w~ that 
bad I'm laughing". (10 ) 
It can be surmised that these fears are shared by many. The estimated 
numbers of those with literacy difficulties shows that only a tiny fraction 
have come forward for help and most of these are not totally illiterate. 
Perhaps those with the most severe disability rarely find the courage to 
come forward; new approaches are needed to reach these people • 
.Another fear shared by m.uv students was meeting some-one they knew. Here 
it is essential that enrolment for classes is sensitively handled. Sometimes 
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arrangements are made for the students to enrol at the class itself, which 
Rorks well. But having to queue on enxolment night demands speci9.1 
courage: 
"On the night you're supposed to come I didn't want to stand in the 
queue and be recognised. I realize everybody's cOming to learn 
something but I think there's a stigma attached. For instance the 
first time you come t~ere's a blackboard with an arrow saying basic 
education over there. It puts you. off you know". (3a) 
While many people had worries, one seemed to have ver,y unrealistic 
expeotations : 
"I thought it was 'oh, it's just a sort of a six or twelve week 
course, you know. A crash oourse. And then it seemed to go on". (7) 
Some students imagined going to a class would be like going baok to 
school: 
"Well, I imagined it was going to be just like school". (2) 
"(I thought it would be) frightening. I think back to when I was 
at school and I think how that was frightening. (13) 
One of these people was among the three who were only offered group 
tuition: 
"I thought 'I will try this class' and ••• I went abo-,lt six times 
before I went into the class. I went there once and he came out 
and said 'Can I help you?' and I said 'I'm looking for the class' 
And the teacher come out and spoke to me, but I just couldn't go 
in still, I said 'I'll come back next week' sort of thing because 
I was still frightened there was going to be somebody there I knew. 
That's the reason I didn't go to ------ school because its so close 
to home, so I picked a school what's a bit further away". (5a) 
It seems likely that the student is partially rationalizing his fears by 
focussing on a dread of meeting someone he may know, although it is 
undoubtedly a part of his fear. This step - a 'public admission' of being 
a person needing literacy help oan perhaps be compared with the trauma of 
'coming out' for a homosexual. When a person has kept an aspect of their 
self hidden, revealing it is seen as a painful and dangerously threatening 
step to take. 
When the step has been taken there is a great relief in being able to 
share: 
"Once I felt very nervous, very shy ahout it really. But once you 
come you realize you're not the only one and it does make you feel 
better, you know". (1a) 
I~idn't discuss it. Never discussed it with anybody in me life. 
So it was all of a sudden finding yourself talking to people and. 
realizing there was other people the same as me - had trouble". (13) 
Did the respondents' ideas of tuition change with experience? 
\Vhen asked whether their ideas about classes or tutors had chancied with 
experience most mentioned positive factors and this relief about sharing 
their problem instead of keeping it hidden se2med to dominate: 
"Well, it seems somehow it's getting easier than it was before. 
Once the ice is broken you oan talk openly witb one another, you've 
got no inhibi tiona against one another. You know one another and 
you know what you're striving for". (7) 
"It's not having to hide things any more". (2a) 
Most respondents expressed relief that the situation had turned out 
so differently to their school experience: 
"It was a more friendly atmosphere than I imagined. There wasn't 
a teacher just standing over you". (2) 
"You don't feel so embarrassed (as you did at school) when you 
can't do it". (9) 
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"Tnc- whol~ rel:3.tioi1sh·~iJ is ".rlCl1 rlifl'':;.c'''nt. I fJe:'.::-. YJl te:L;' t~ bci.3e 
Jour id.edS on how .1'0 11 were Hl1'~Yl you W>2=.'c ::-It schJul-L.1J. it' s ~1)t ~i;(e 
tnut 'any more. It's a Lauch better ar.;mo.-: ):18:.'e '='--'1::' you're _,-,it 1ll9.6.e tu 
feel YO'l'l'tj inferior if JOU c.en' t 3]el1 < '~1a) 
"The tutor helps you more than I ex~,ected in t:-::: ·'''·v t:ley ~;:,.t -ro',., 
to join in and, er, -orin; forth Jour own ileas. The.} 2.,t th2 t :ce3.11./ 
does help me is heCc'else ymj rl13_ke~list~ kc.3 but yo.! d )ll' t :]2t WOI'.::'i8il 
or uJset over them so much bec'Ji.lse it's not 0 )U.silt 'J.i) Ll front;f 
everybody". (2a:' 
"You don't feel s) bad as lot:=; of Jt:12 rs are mc.killi mistakes 2S 
well". (11) 
Perhaps beC2use the respondents hqve mostly :1egtive memories of school 
their eX,JectEttions are so low tl18_t t<-.ey ore "llmost bound to find the 
situation less Yle;'l.tive than tl!ey im=i;'"ined. j1'-1e~r negc-,.tive memories 
~ IVe come Lo associ~te ~~th at least SJme 2S)8Cts of the le~rYlin; 
si tua tion. They ::lay, there fore, be ~)le'" S 'lltly surprisei to find the1]sel yes 
in an 3.,,-1.11 t to da.ul t re18:'cionship. 
All tb.~ students no.;!ea. to im}rove t'1eir Ii te:::':,cf stills. It w~s 
interestil1C! to ::J.~)te that when the 'Dil yOt exect to 
imJrove yo~r re~din~ an~ writing' W~S 9.SKe~, tw: st~dents said: 
"Not eXi'ect, no. I hOJecl, Ol.-_t I iiJn't ex~eGtf'. (4) 
on joinine: 
rlT~ere was only 
learn tel spell. 
on.::: thin.::; I wanted to ,Z",t o.tt of it and t:1~d' W3.S t,-
I Jiu.11't w<nt t, be no C;E::ni'.l2 ~,~,eller - just to C2: 
( 1)) 
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"J~t the ability to spell. That was my, you know, that was the one 
th~ng. Really, you know I didn't have any big dreams. But just to 
be able to spell when you're confronted with a form to fill in just 
fill it in wi thou t panic. Tha t's the main thing". (13) , 
"Only the satisfaction that I would be much more further educated in 
reading , writing and spelling". (6) 
The fact that some respondents stress just spelling does not necessarily 
mean that their other literacy skills are not also weak. This student 
expresses this clearly: 
"I just wanted to spell. I mean I didn't want to spell long words. 
I just wanted to be able to spell so that if I went anywhere and 
anyone said anything to me I could just write it down and look at 
it afterwards and be able to know what I put down". (4a). 
What he actually needs is help with reading, writing and spelling. 
Some students mentioned confidence as well as skills improvement as part 
of their expectation: often this confidence was considered an important 
factor in future improvements: 
"Well I think rea~ly it's confidence. I don't know if you can 
understand how that is. But if you oan't spell very well you're 
not very confident. I mean you go after a job and they thrust forms 
at you. You know, you're worried you're going to have something 
you're not going to be able to spell". (2a) 
"Well, I think to spell you've got to have confidence". (11) 
One student had. been embarrassed at having to turn down a job she had 
been offered as a social secretary on a committee and this was uppermost 
in her mind: 
"Well, what I really wanted was to be able to oorrespond with people. 
I would like to get up to the stage where I could take a sooial 
seoretary's job, or something like that. Because I am in a guild 
and people think because you don't take your share in the secretarial 
work, you know, wo:.::-king on committees and that, they th.i.nk you're 
not bothered really. I would love to, but_ ary written work's just nJt 
up to it". (1a) 
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One student spoke in more general terms about his expectations: 
ItA. better education and. a better social life". (2) 
Only one student specifically mentioned that he wanted to get a better 
job, but this could be said to be implicit in much of what is said about 
being able to cope better with forms. Also, when only skills are 
mentioned it could be implied that the student expects to feel more 
confident. However, it is important to note that many chose to focus only 
on the skills. This does not seem to have been the case in Charnley's 
study. 
When the students joined how long d~d they think it would take them to 
reach their goal? Did their ideas about this change over time? 
Charnley found that most of his ~ple expected that it would take a. long 
time to reach their goal, 
''Most students realized that progress was slow and that it would 
take a long time to reach the standard they wanted". (p. 95, 1978). 
In this study the students perceptions varied from 
"Oh, ages" (11) 
to the student who was expecting a 6 or 12 week crash oourse. 
About one third thought that it would take a long time to reach their 
goal: 
ItOh years, definitely years. Because of the t iJne factor in teaching. 
You spent years at school and they never taught you. And you know 
it's only a matter of an hour or so a week, so it's got to be years, 
you know. If they couldn't teach you at school and I was at school, 
14 years (sic, means until age 14) I cantt expect ~body to do it 1n 
under that time really you know. It's up to me, er, out of school 
to try and learn something". (4) 
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ItI didn't expect it 'ght I' overm m quite happy to plod along, sort 
of thingt'. (3) 
Two students stated they had no idea how long it would take: 
1t0h, I don't know - as long as it took because I was very slow at 
school with reading and ~ting and that". (1a) 
"No idea, no idea at all". (9) 
About a third mentioned times which varied from between two and five 
years. Just under half the students stated that their ideas of how long 
it would take hadn't changed with time: 
I~t'sjust plodding on. I've got used to coming anywBJ. The problem 
is starting something". (12) 
Of the remainder some said it was taking longer than anticipatedz 
ttl thought at first it would take me about three years. But I've 
been that, including the other olass. What I started off on was 
very basic stuff you know ••• I hope by the time I'm 21, I've given 
myself until I'm 27 and I'm 20 now. So that's seven years time. 
Well, I hope to be like everybody else". (2) 
"It seems like it's taking me longer to learn than what I 
imagined it would take". (4a) 
ItI find. I'm not advanced as I'd hoped to be over the period I've 
been studying". (6) 
S~e said they now realized they would never reach their goal: 
"I never, I don't expect to reach me goal at all because I'm not 
that quick at learning. In fact I know it now, I know it takes 
longer than ever. I know I shall never be able to spell how I 
would like to spell. Don't matter, rithol~t I t<:Jok it up full time 
I'll never be able to do ittl. (1) 
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'~ell the truth I never think I will. No, you know I've not Bet 
meself nothing. I don't want no GEe (sic) or 0 levels or nothinJ 
like that. I just want to be able to spell when I come to 10 some-
thing you know. I'm not worried about being a famo~s speller or 
going on quiz games or nothing". (10 ) 
"I don't foresee my actual goal there. Because I'm ti.ring now and 
er, I don't do enoagh at home. But 1'41 a lot better than I was". ,~, 
, , 
Two students realized that their goal had changed as they improved: 
"Well, I think I would like to go on and try for 0 level in English". ( 13) 
"I think now I'm striving for more, to get a bit furt:ler". (1a) 
One student Saw the successful conclusion of his tuition in sight: 
"I think to be 1 ()()~ sure of myself another cou.ple of years. Because 
now I keep going over things myself. This may not always be 
necessary you know. But it's something that's taken over and I 
believe if you want to do it you've really got to stay with it". ( 5) 
Some students may have begun their studies with a goal of pe~fection, in 
spelling for example, which is not attained by most literate members of 
society. Also,it is easy for students to denigrate their achievements. 
The organization of classes mean that, at most, about two hours t~li t ion is 
received each week. If the student adopts a passive role, t~inking that 
mere attendance at the class is enough to improve skills, then progress 
will be very slow. A student whose job and general life situation give 
him no opportunity or motivation to ;>ractise newly acquired skills will 
forget much of what he has learnt from one week to the next. 
Did students intend to go on to further cl~ses? 
About half the subjects stated that they would. like to go on to further 
classes. The most frequently mentioned hope was to be able to go on to 
o levels. If this seems an unrealistic goal it should be remembered that 
the 0 level may be a focal point which, as one student stated "is the 
ultimate in education". It is the highest poi.nt to which they C3n 
subscribe. Also it is an external, public recognition of a certain skill. 
This is summed up by one student: 
"0 level. I don't know if I'd ever get there, but I would like to. 
Well, I'd like to go on and see if I could get an 0 level English. 
I think to prove it to myself that I'm there you know. It would De 
for me inner self mainly, where I'd think 'now I've done it' (laugh) 
Yeah, I should get great satisfaction out of that". (13) 
Two students stated that they were not sure whether they wOll.ld go on to 
further classes, it would: 
or: 
"Depend on time and circumstances I suppose". (1a) 
"It depQnds on what my job would entail. If I go on to a job where 
it needs extra classes I would go. Otherwise I wouldn't". (4a) 
Some of the reasons why students did not wish to go on to further classes 
relate to reasons why they wou.ld leave classes e.g. lack of time or 
family pressure. 
When did the respondent feel they would be ready to leave? 
Tutors and students do not always share similar perceptions about when the 
student is ready to cease tuition. Charnley refers to tutors expressing 
disappointment that the student has ceased tuition, while remarks from the 
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student indicate that they are ready to leave and not dissatisfied. 
Sometimes students have limited specific expectations and the tutor 
hopes to widen the student's horizon. For example, in a case kno%nto the 
writer, a student arrived at evening class announcing she wanted to learn 
to write her name and ad',ress, happy birthday and happy Christmas and 
"the names of the girls I work with so I can write on their cards proper 
when they have a whip round. at birthdays and that". Having acquired this 
info~tion and learnt it the student annoQnced after a few weeks that she 
would now cease tuition. The tutor tried, unsuccessfully, to persuade 
the student to stay and. learn to read and write some more. The student 
declined, she did not see the need to learn anything else. The tutor 
felt the exeroise had been a failure; the student had not received an 
'education'. However, if the student feels satisfied that he/she has 
reached hiS/her required level, notions of what the tutor wishes the 
student to achieve may not be relevant in conSidering the student's success. 
It is important, however, that the student feels that 'the door is left 
open' so that if they want to return to tuition at a later date it is 
easy for them to do so. 
Most students in the sample related their readiness to leave to acquiring 
a sense of confidence in situations they were likely to encounter: 
"I think when I can relax when there's anything to be done like 
writing something out - or a job where I can fill in a form 
witho'l.t worrying or taking bits of paper to copy from". (3) 
ItVfuen I can write fluently without thinking. That's when I should 
feel oonfident". (2a) 
''When I'm as good as everybody else" 
"Who do you mean by everybody else?" 
''The people I work with I suppose". (4a) 
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"Now I realize you oan never stop learning. I think I will oome 
~ext ye~. I'll leave when it comes to the point that I think (~:)l I m on the main road. now'. The rest I can pick up myself". 
"When I oan spell satisfactorily, be able to write a reasonable 
letter, make small reports. I think once I've achieved that the 
rest will be able to follow by itself". (6) 
If the person did not have a job in mind they referred to their reading 
skill as a measure of their success. No reference was made to books 
however. They related it to the daily task they set themselves - trying 
to read the newspaper: 
"When I can go through the paper without no problems". (9) 
"When I can read the newspaper from beginning to end and spell all 
the words in it". (11) 
Sometimes the student's remark seems to be negative: 
"I've thought about thiS, tell you the truth and I don't think I'll 
ever be ready to leave ••• I suppose there might come a time when 
you might get fed up". (10) 
But he goes on to note: 
"It wouldn't worry me. I think now, wi th what I've been taught I 
could learn meself enough you know, the rest of it". (10) 
This respondent follows a similar pattern: 
"I don't think I will be fully ready. If I was I could sit down and 
write a fooscap page - not of something absolutely silly - but with 
hard. words in like circumstantial. If I could write down a word 
like then I'd know I was confident. But Itll never be that oonfident 
beoause I have trouble with silly wJrds. But I'll struggle along 
all right". (7) 
These students seem to be beginning to acquire some confidence, perhaps 
because they are redefining t",eir expectations. 
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Another student sums up her feelings and expectations thus: 
"I'll be ready to leave at the end of the year. I've got to the 
point where I feel there are some people who can spell and some 
people who oan't spell. Perhaps I needed to come here to realize 
that. I think there are some people who are just never going to be 
very good spellers you know. You oan get by". (2a) 
Two students appear to have shifted aIJ3 responsibility for their learning 
away from themselves and on to the tutor's shoulders, so that the only 
perception they hold of completing their tuition is when they are told, 
by the tuto~to leave: 
"I think it's the tutor really will turn round. and sa:;[ to me 'I 
think: you've improved a lot and I don't think you need to come 
any more". (2) 
"I won't (leave) until somebody tells me, I'll just keep coming". (8) 
It could be said that these responsents will not be ready to leave until 
they feel ready to make the decision themselves. 
One student stated that he would never be ready to leave: 
"I shall never be able to leave the class if I want to do how I 
want to spell. I shall never be able to spell the words. I've 
been ooming to classes three years and there's still three and fouI' 
letter words that I can't even spell now. It's going to be another 
twenty odd years - well, I won't even be able to spell. If someone 
said 'Right take a letter' I could never be able to take that letter 
down. It's just as simple as that and that's not saying nothing 
about the teacher. I'm a slow learner and that's all tflere is to it". 
(1 ) 
other students are expecting pressures outside the learning situation to 
direct their decision about leaving tuition: 
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"I think once you become interested in English you can go on 
indefinitely. I think it would be cirownstances I would have to 
leave for". 
'''{/hat sort of ciroumstances are you thinking of?" 
"Well, just the journey, travel ani :ny job and perhaps not havLl.
t
; 
the time to oarry on to do the homework you know". (1a) 
"Well if I get involved in a thing I like to hang on to it. I don't 
think my wife would be surprised if I stayed anotho.:'!r five fears. I 
think there'll be things telling me to finish". 
"Such as?" 
"If it interfered with my marriage". (5) 
From remarks elsewhere in the interview it seems that in the latter case 
the wife felt threatened by the change in the relationship which occurred 
when the husband's literacy skills improved so that he no longer needed 
her constant assistance. 
One student felt that he was ready to leave tuition: 
"Persona.lly I can manage, I can get by now. I can't get by easily 
for clerical work, but for the type of work I do I can get by with 
what I know now, so probably I'll finish the end of the year". (12) 
As can be seen the majority of students perceived the end of the tuition 
in terms of skills attainment which they felt would raise their confidence. 
Others named factors not directly relating to confidenoe. 
Were respondents able to study at home? 
An important factor in how students progress is how much time outside the 
classroom, they are able to devote to their studies. 
About half the students said they cO-'.lldn' t study at home. It would be 
too easy to dismiss all their reasons as mere excuses: 
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"No, it's the hours I work. 5t day 'week and I got t.:xee children 
and t~e wife ain't hom~ at nights so I have to get them all to bed. 
And t:une I come ~ome I m tired anywa;{, you know. When you first 
come home the ch11dren are up. Time they go to bed its late and 
you just don't want to go and sit down at ten o'clock at night and 
start studying". (12) 
"No up to a little 'Nhile ago I was doing a lot of hours. When I got 
home I was just tired. The wife sort of, 'we won't eat 'til you 
come home and we'll eat with the children'. You know they come 
home at four o'clock and they're having tea at seven. And time you've 
washed up and got the children to bed you find its nine o'clock, know 
What I mean? Then I feel I've had it, turn the tele on and - whompff _ 
(imitates falling asleep). I'm off YOll know. Then the wife goes to 
evening classes and I don't sort of do nothing that night. Then 
there's shopping night. There just don't seem enough time. I have 
tried and I've found you know, my eyes are closing up. So I've said 
to myself 'Well you aren't learning anything you're too tired' you 
know. I've always promised myself I'll do it. But when it comes to 
it I don't and I should do". (10) 
"Very difficult because my two eldest girls, they! re doing exams and 
study and lots of revising. And we're ovc:rcrowded at home. I've 
got a writing bureau in me bedroom and, er, it's more or less 
commandeered every night by the girls. Well from six o'clock there'll 
be one of them there. The youngest is fourteen and she's doing lots 
of homework as well. One wants to watch a particular programme that's 
on the T.V. downstairs. One'll want to playa record in their 
bedroom. And, of cOurse, it only leaves my bedroom for the study 
like. So naturally I have to take pot luck when I can". (4) 
"Finding time is the thing. I come home too tired, not a great interest. 
Time I've done the dinner and cleaned up and sat down it's eight 
o'clock and I don't feel like starting to take books out then". (7) 
"Yes, I am able to study but I find., unfortunately, I don't study 
as much as I shouldbecause of the distractions of ordinary household 
chores and TV is the biggest distraction of all. One finds after 
work yoa' re tired and yO'J.. know to wrack the brain after a full day's 
work is a bit too much". (6) 
Many of the students had jobs which were physically demanding yet boring 
(e.g. factory worker, waiter); the tiredness they complain of spould not 
necessary be seen as an empty excuse. The students who did study tended 
to be motivated by the positive enco~agement to do so which they received 
from their family: 
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"I try to ltudy at least something every night because the rife _ 
she's much better than I am, put it like that. She says 'You do one 
night and miss one night and you're not going to do itll. See? I 
do try and. stick to an hour each night when 1'm on day work". (3a) 
''My wife gives all the help she can". (1) 
'~he wife helps me with studying at home ••• she's around all the 
time if I need help. Some things we d·) together you lmow, go through 
it together and I find that helps". (13) 
::Jome other students were able to study because they had. home condi tiona 
conducive to study. 
"Yes, I'm very fortunate there - being shift work and no ohildren. 
So two or three times a week I've got the place to myself type of 
thing. I do 6, 7 or 8 hours a week. On the night shift I do 5 or 
6. Afternoon shift not so much as you're up at 4.30 and its a bit 
tiring like. But I take the books and go through them a few minutes 
everyday. I might look at a book half a dozen times in the course 
of a shift". ( 5 ) 
Some students aim to use their new reading skill everyday: 
" Oh, I pick up a newspaper everyday now. Even if it was only juat 
a little chapter I try and read every day, you know, in the evening". 
(11 ) 
"I always read the papers every d83) the evening and the morning one". 
(6) 
Another student is not yet competent enough to manage alone; 
"I try and read bits out of the newspaper. Some of the words ' can't 
read so I'm stuck then". (4a) 
Being given specific homework may be a help: 
"Well, I have to do my homework. I just shut myself off in a room 
on my own you know". (1a) 
"Well, I do about two nights a week ..)ne day I do my homework in 
rough, next day I do it neat". (2a) 
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"Yeah, mainly the confidence you know. That's the main thiZl8 I think 
you know. Because if you oan start to spell and someone comes up , 
with a piece of paper in their hand and s~s 'Look at this' you oan 
stand and read it and not make out you oan read it whioh I did in 
the past". (13) 
"It makes a lot of difference at work because it give me the 
oPportuni ty to be union shop steward". (3) 
"I feel more confident at work you know, taking down telephone 
messages and people's names and things like that". (8) 
"Now when I'm at work with two or three others and 
not frightened to sort of say 'oh such and such'. 
better now. You know before it was - I used to be 
I sort of join in". (12) 
we'll sit down I'm 
And I feel a lJt 
too busy, but now 
"It's this confidence thing allover again. Well now I can write and 
my writings a lot neater. Before it was up and down and pressing 
hard. But now it's nice and neat and small. And spelling you do 
as you go along! It's amazi1l6 I -::iillkn. (4a) 
Some stucients 'were reassured that they could lea.rn: 
"It's made me feel reassured about my own capabilities. I know I've 
got a long w~ to go yet to be good. But I know I oan alw~s better 
myself". (3) 
Others felt their improvement had broadened their horizons: 
"It's made me far more interested in - well, given me a sort of 
broader outlook, I think. Really I expect I don't watoh television 
very much I listen to the radio and lots and lots of things I've 
heard are a lot more meaningful to me because I understand q~ite a 
few more of the words and their meanings". (1a) 
One student has gained confidence not just by improving his skill but 
redefining his perceptions of the level of skill possessed by others. 
This is an important step in learning, as students quite often have 
unrealistioally high expectations for themselves, based on unrealistic 
percepGions of others: 
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or: 
"Yeah, confidencewise. Yeah, more COnfl' d~nt now. ~ It don't bother ~e 
now, spelling you know. If I can't s0e11 it don't bother me where 
it used to. If someone asks a questi~n I just say I can't spell it, 
you know because that ha)pens to eve·.cybody. It's surprising how 
bad mo~t people are when you really look into it you know. When 
you oan t ~pell YOll tend to think everybody else can. But when you 
can you fl.nd loads of them are wrong. 3:> it don't really bother me". (12) 
"It gives me more confidence in myself knowing I'm not at a 
disadvantage to most people". (6) 
A small minority of respondents stated they they felt no difference since 
starting tuition: 
"I still feel wary of reading and writing. I feel I've improved 
but not that much that I feel confident yet". (Sa) 
One student said that he felt wo~se since starting tuition. The possible 
reason why some students may feel worse will be discussed in the chapter 
dealing with attributiJn theory. Although restricted to one student in 
this study, Charnley also mentions that a minJrity of his sample noted 
that they felt worse since tuition commenced. Tne reasons given in his 
study are, an over friendly tutor/student relationship, which is 
misinterpreted by the student, extraneous circumstances such as a jealous 
spouse, over expectation on the part of the tutor (p. 98). In this study 
it is the student's expectations and perception of self which affect the 
situation. 
"I feel worse really. I never realized there was so many different 
spellings and different ways you co';ld spell the same word. It's 
put me back really because I thought once yo;~ co,:ld spell a word 
one way that was it. I could spell •.• I just didn't know. I t~ought 
when you could spell one word that was that. You could use that word 
a hundred times any way you wanted ••. I find it v2ry hard. So 
really it's made me worse. And this is why I get in a rut because 
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°t' 1 S opened my eyes to what I never knew existed. It's just like 
being indoors for a year and a.i..l of a sudden t$oing outside and you 
see hundreds of ~e~p~e. Well, you sa;:[ they're not ,ueople they're 
words ••• You th1nK oh bly'. Quite often now I think 'well I know 
I shall never be able to spell them all' that's all tole e· tOt" (1) , r 1S 0 1 . 
Did the respondents think. there had been an improvement in their reading, 
writing and spelling? 
All the respondents, including those who said they felt no different, or 
worse, since starting tuition, perceived an improvement in their literacy 
skills. The majority mentioned specific skills as their measure of this 
improvement: 
"Oh yes, definitely. I couldn't read at all before. But now I cm, 
you know. I'm not s~ing I know all the words but if I'm reading 
something I can get the basic idea of the story". (11) 
t~efinitely. There's no doubt about it. I was very poor before I 
come to these lessons. I had trouble filling in my time sheet at work. 
Today it's a m~.lch harder level that I get stuck at". (12) 
"Yes, definitely. I find I've improved because there's lots of 
things I've learned that I never knew before I came. Things like 
you change the y to ie. One of the reasons I suppose I could never 
read properly was because I didn't understand a lot of hidden, well, 
just a lot of little things I never knew about which made things 
much more difficult to understand. And now that I've leaIned so 
many things like that I find I've improved much more". ( 6 ) 
"Oh yes. I can write a letter much better. I can actually get down 
what I mean and express really proper tho,lgh1B that I want to get 
across to people. Whereas before I couldn't, express the proper 
opinion and also I never felt confident because I didn't really know 
how to write properly, you know, to punctuate sentences, or you 
know, the grammar of English I can never remember anyone explaining 
it to me before". (1a) 
"Yeah, a definite improvement. It's understandable where it was 
just a confusion before". (4a) 
"Yes. I write it dO\m. I know it's right rather than have to look 
it up just to confirm it to myself". (8) 
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"It's helped me a lot I ki aft 00 ng er my private affairs, in 
transaotions with banks and "t" I tt wrl. l.ng e ers to businesses It. (6) 
"Only this mOrning the cllargehand writ a ticket out for a job. It 
was 'repair hydrolic junkshun'. He said 'How's that?' and I said 
'You spelt junotion wrong'. He accepted the fact what I said. He 
just ruobed it out snd put what I said". (5) 
Two students, while acknowledging there had been an improvement in their 
skills noted: 
"Oh, yes, a marked improvement, but not the marked improvement I 
would like to have done. I'd have thought in a few weeks or a few 
months I would be up to a fair standard which hasn't fully materialized. 
Completely due to myself because I haven't sat down and spent hours 
learning like I should". (7) 
"Oh yes, of course there has, but it's not the rate I expected. I 
expected that once I could spell fifty or a hundred words they would 
automatically fall into place. They don't learn to spell at school 
it just comes natural to them. They just pick up the words theirselves. 
They don't s~ 'Right there's six words you've got to learn t) spell' 
it's just part of everyday life. To me it's like walking. Once you 
can walk you're away like a shot, no looking back. Well, I thought 
it was going to be like t~_at with spelling". (1) 
As well as being affected by factors to be discussed in relation to 
attribution theory, both t cese students could be said to hold unrealistic 
expectations which they have failed to modif.y over time. In the latter 
oase the student's perceptions of what learning involves have not helped 
him. He seems to see his role as a passive one while things 'automatically 
fall into place'. In the first case the notion of a crash course was 
based on seeing advertisement s for foreign language courses and is an 
inappropriate comparison of quite different learning situations. 
Did the respondents think this improvement had changed their life in 
any Way? 
Asked whether they thought the improvement in th~ir literacy skills had 
changed their life in any way most respondents referred to incidents 
k 'll nf" dence remarks ver:-" S1." m; 13.T to those evoked involving s ~ s or co 1. - ,'~
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by the question 'are there w~s you feel different since starting 
tuition'?' 
"Wi th my husband I feel ••• I don t t have to rely on him you. know. 
Vihat's the word? Independent. I feel more independent'and that's 
the thing you know, really. That's what I want so I don't have to 
ask anybody, 80 I can do it all myself". (11) 
tfWell, I've joined a club where at one time I wouldn't have dreamed 
of joining anything. Well I just wouldn't have gone in case I had 
to do anything, so I just wo~ldn't go". (2a) 
"Yes 0 ltd never go to parties in case I was asked to do anything, 
you know, quiz games or something like that". (1a) 
'~he confidenoe is gushing out of me. For me to be sitting here 
talking about reading and spelling. Well 3 year, 2~ years ago I 
WOuldn't even have sat here with a tape recorder or talked out it 
at all. No way ••• I think th~re t s probably lots of things that I 
would have done, you know the different clubs that I would have 
joined. You see I do go now. I know if they give me a form to fill 
in I oan fill it in quite easily. But before like, give you a form 
and you would shy awa;j' like, all the time". (13) 
Several respondents referred to their freedom from needing to hide their 
weakness: 
tilt makes you more relaxed to know you're not hiding it no more. 
Like I've done in the past. I've sort of kept myself in a corner 
all the time and thought I won't do that because I oan't do it, 
you know". (3a) 
"It oertainly helps you to talk about it, whe:reas before you tried 
to hide it you know". (12) 
"It's nioe when people you know, know you oan't spell. Er, people 
very olose to you and they help you out, see? Before you didn't 
disouss it. They sometimes might think 'Oh he oan't s~ell very 
well' but you didn't talk about it. But when you do talk about it 
and then they know how bad you are and they're wi th you or a~ains t 
you and I'm luoky because I've 3"ot people who are with me". l7) 
Only a few referred to changes in their working life which wer~ directly 
related to this improvement: 
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"It's made a difference 
something there where I 
you know, I know how to 
round with me". (10) 
at work, you know, when I'm going to write 
woul~'t have before. Even if I look it up, 
look ~t u2 and I sort of c~ a dictionary 
"It's ohanged my life in the respect that I couldn't do the job I'm 
doing at the moment unless I did improve, so I wouldn't be in my 
present job. And if I can't spell a word it don't bother me, I look 
it up in a dictionary and I don't mind if somebody sees me looking 
it up beoause,I mean,my job~ not an English teacher,therefore~ I'm 
not expected to be one hundred percent. And you find if you look in 
the desks of the factory foremen they've all got dictionarie.3 and 
they all look words up so it's no problem". (12) 
This student's situation is undoubtedly eased by his increased confidence 
and his relaxed and realistic attitude towards literacy skills, as well as 
by the improvement of these skills. 
Another student who changed his job was in a different position. He had 
been in a job which he hated for twenty eight years, and after two years 
attendance at classes he felt confident enough to apply for another job 
and face filling in the necessary forms: 
"I wouldn't worry now if I had to go and fill in a form for a job. 
I'd never be able to come out with a word there. I'd know how to 
spell it before I went. I wouldn't worry so much. And I think 
that's why I stayed in that job so bleeding long. If I'd been a 
bit more brainy I'd have gone in five minutes not twenty eight 
years". (10) 
As can be seen,his confidence is limited in that he feels he would need 
to know the necessary words before attending an interview. His life has 
changed, however, not just because he has a different job after ell those 
years, but because he now feels he would not have to put up passively 
with an unsatisfactory situation. 
Several respondents said it had made no difference to their life and one 
student said he now felt worse because he was now aware of how much he 
didn't know: 
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"No, it's made me worse really because I get so frustrated when I 
can't spell a word". (1) 
Did coming to olasses made a difference to what students did in their 
spare time? 
Some students mentioned that their spare time now involved less watching 
of television: 
"Say the only difference it's made really is I don't watch so much 
tele lt • (9) 
"In a way it's stopped me watching so much T. V. I used to be a 
T.V. addict - watch the box all the time lt • (2) 
"Well my spare time is taken up with spelling. This is my spare 
time now. I mean I used to sit and watch T.V. that sort of stuff -
particularly when I was by myself. Now I sit and work". (5) 
Some students mention that they read more, but what they are usually 
referring to is an increase in their skill rather than a;ny great change 
in their reading habits. For example,most students had alwgys taken a 
newspaper, even if they did not make a very thorough job of reading it: 
"I used to read a newspaper, it was read a word, miss a word, just 
sort of scraping through sort of thing. Now every word is important". 
(6) 
"I read the paper. Before I just browsed, you know. Now I read it 
more, sort of thing". (5a) 
One respondent changed the newspaper he read (from the Sun to the Mail) 
and one now bought a quality Sund~ newspaper: 
"Now I buy the Sunday Times and on Sunday afternoons I sit and read 
it from cover to cover". (8) 
With two exceptions none of the students ever read novelso Any books 
read tended to be concerned with their hobbies: 
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"Well I garden so I read more gardening books and 
three Qr four gardening books at home. If I want 
I pick them up and sort of look at them" ( 1 a) 
that. I've got 
to know something 
Since coming to classes had what resp6ndents wanted to do with their life 
chan;;ed in my Way? 
Very few students felt their ambition for the future had changed in any 
way; here is one exception: 
"Well Originally I never wanted to get promotion anywhere ••• Now 
I'm quite content ••• I took a job not meaning to st~ - now I've 
been promoted 9 I've got a clean job, security - it pays me to stay 
on this type of job. It's bEen good to me". (12) 
Those who had changed their job since starting classes had already achieved 
one ambition)but this did not necessarily change their view of their 
future: 
"Well I got another job didn't I? I think I feel happier. I feel 
happier, yeah". (10) 
Some students described their unchan gad pipe dream: 
"No, I'm very ambitious, that's the trouble with me ••• I'd like to 
run me own shop - to be me own boss I should sa~" sort of thing, 
that's me dream. It's only because I can't do it I wanna do it. 
Once you've done it you wanna do another t:ling, see? This is the 
thing with me ••• It's like someone climbing a mountain. Once he's 
climbed one mountain he wants to climb another". (5a) 
Several other students also mentioned owning a shop or working for them-
selves as their continuing hope for the future. Some students responded 
to this question by mentioning opportunities that they had missed in the 
past, due to their lack of literacy skills: 
"I've lost a lot of opportunities, especially when I was younger, not 
being able to spell properly and I'm luckier than most people I've 
had another chance. When I was twenty I was ;oing to join the 
fire brigade ,md I failed in English. That was one job that today I 
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~ght be doing. I'm not saying I would have been better off as a 
f~reman but I aotually went and I failed, so it can change yO-:J: life. 
I used to sell oars once. I couldn't write down the customer's 
particulars. I might have been a salesman. I think I could of left 
sbhool and got a better job than I did if I got a better education" (12) • 
'~here's nothing you can do a lot with you know if you haven't got 
the basics of an education. I definit~ly woul~'t be in the trade 
I'm in now if I had a decent education. I definitely wouldn't be 
in the position I'm in now anyway. I've had opportunities offered 
to me in the past. I was offered a managerial position abroad 
which I couldn't take". 
"Can you tell me a bit more about this opportunity - it would have 
involved reading and writing would it?" 
'~eah, well it must have done, being the manager. It was in my 
trade. A person that had emigrated over there (Australia) and 
established hisself as one of the managers of this place wrote that I 
was offered the managership of this particular department. Of 
course I had to decline it." 
"You didn't think to yourself I'll go and find a way round it?" 
"I couldn't take a chance on the embarrassment, you know. It would 
have cropped up. See I had the practical knowledge of the job, but 
the academic - I couldn't really do the writing. I could organize 
it, how the processes had to be handled and everything and I could 
teach my p3.rlicular job that I was doing. I could have taken it from 
the word go,but because of the writing it just couldn't work". (4) 
These lost opportunities had not been revived in the latter case. 
One particularly articulate student summed up his own, and many other 
people's future: 
"Nowadays I think we I re all looking round for a safe, safer, job 
occupation. I mean I work in a factory - sort of semi-skilled. 
They've just made 500 redundant from where I work. I'm 3till 
employed, but I don't feel safe. The amount to read nowadays if 
you're intelligent with the silicone chip here they can automate 
anything. So what I can do a machine can do. Then I'll be out and 
no-one will be worrying aboJt me. I think perhaps it's made me look 
round a bit. The main t:ling is the services. You've got to look 
round and see what you think a machine won't be able to do and think 
'Oh, I'll get into t:lat job and try it'. And if you've got to write 
an essay - well that's what I'm here for - to le~iTn as much as I 
can". (3a) 
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In a shrinking job market those wi tho~;t skills are in a much worse 
position than before. Some writers ~pothesize that with the recession 
more people will come forward for tuition. However, it may be that many 
unemployed people wi thoi.lt skills will sink into a r slough of despair' and 
may not feel able to come forward for help. The cuts that have been made 
in literacy prOvision are likely to obscure the picture further, making 
comparison with the situation in the middle seventies difficult. 
The peroeptions of self emerging from the L1terviews show that all students 
perceived an improvement in their literacy skills and many exhibit increased 
feelings of confidence. It would be easy to include these feelings of 
confidence under one label and to assume, as Charnley does, that this 
overall ocpression of increase in confidence is the single most important 
factor to emerge. However, by applying a fuxther technique - the 
repertory grid - a more complex pattern can be shown to exist. 
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Findings which link neuroticism with academic achievement have SU;J'.:rested 
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that neuroticism can be a motivating factor. (Lynne et al 1961). However, 
later studies (Joubert 1978, Morelli and. Morelli 1979) which show a 
correlation between neuroticism and locus of control sug~est that the 
relationShip may operate in the opposite direction, since those who feel 
that they are not in control of reinforcement contingencies are likely to 
feela·sense of helplessness and this has been implicated in under-
achievement (Seligman 1975). 
A study relating neuroticism to locus of control was conducted with 67 
college students (Morelli, Krotinger and Moore 1979). (This study was 
mentioned in an earlier chapter. Further det9ils are given here). The 
measures used were Eysenck's P.I. and Levenson's IPC Scale. The 
researchers nypothesized that those who see themselves not in control of 
reinforcement contingencies would score more highly on neuroticism as 
measured by Eysenck I s PI than others. They note tilt would be expected 
that the EPI would be related to internal control, powerful others and 
chance factors of Levenson's scale as well". (p. 153, 1979). 
A relatiol!ship was oonfirmed for neuroticism and internality (inverse) 
and chance (direot). But, as was noted in an earlie~ chapterlthe writers 
make no further reference to the relationship with powerful others, and 
this seems a weakness in their study. 
They conclude "subjects predisposed to neurotic breakdown are more likely 
to believe they are not in oontrol of reinforcement contingencies and, 
furthermore, that oonsequenoes are determined by chance. The question as 
to why these particular expectancies develop for subjects high in 
neuroticism remain to be investigated". (op.cit.). 
While no reason was given for the link established between locus of control 
orientations and Eysenck's PI the researcher felt it would be useful to 
include Eysenck's PI in her study as this well established personality 
measure could increase knowledge of adults with literacy difficulties. 
It was decided that for the first phase of the study Eysenck's PI would 
be administered. If a high neuroticism score was confirmed then, during 
the second phase of the stud~ Levenson's IPC Scale would be introduced 
to eludicate locus of control orientations. 
The first phase of the stu~ also sought to establish a link between 
perceptions of self elicited on the repertory grid and attributions for 
literacy failure given in the interviews. It was anticipated that if the 
hypothesis linking these two methodologies (I,D) waS confirmed, then 
during the second phase of studJr further innovative work could be 
initiated by the framing of hypotheses directly linking Eysenck's PI, 
Levenson's IPC Scale, self report questions and the repertor,y grid. 
Hypotheses in the first phase of the study relevant to §ysenck's P.I. 
The hypotheses for the first phase of the study which related to 
Eysenck's PI were as follows: 
1,B) The researcher's sample will score more highly on neuroticism, as 
measured by the EFI, than the normal population established by Eysenck. 
1C) The degree of neuroticism, as measured by the EFI, will correlate 
positively with the distance between the pres~nt self and the ideal self 
elicited by the repertory grid, those scoring highest on neuroticism being 
furthest aw~ from their ideal self. 
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1D) Those respondents who gave continuing negative perceptions of self 
on the repertory grid are likely to be those who, in the interview, 
perceived the cause for their past literacy failure to have an internal 
locus of control orientation. (Internal and external locus of control 
being defined by Abramson et al's 1978 model). (Although this final 
hypothesis does not relate directly to Eysenck's PI it is included here 
because it was antiCipated that confirmation of this hypothesis would allow 
the development, in the second phase of the study, of hypotheses directly 
linking Eysenck's PI and other methodologies). 
Sample for the first phase of the stugy. 
The EPI was administered to the respondents in two groups, five in each 
group. Age range 20 - 55 years. All the sample were male. 
Administration of the EPI for the first phase of the stugy. 
The venue was the classroom where tuition took place. Each person was 
given Form A of Eysenck's Inventory and asked to tick the appropriate 
box (yes or no) while each question was read out loud by the researcher. 
Administration was prior to evening classes in July 1980. 
No problems or difficulties were encountered. 
(Details of the administration of the repertory grid are given in the 
appropriate chapter). 
Result 
Both hypotheses 18 and 1C were confirmed at the ~ level. (For full 
details see the statistics chapter). 
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Table showing the extraversion and neuroticism score, as 
~senck's Personality Inventory and the % matching score 
measured by 
(called K) 
between 'AS I AM NOW' and 'AS I WOULD LIKE TO BE' 
on the repertory grid, 
for respondents in the first phase of the stu~. 
Grid No. E. N. K. 
4 9 22 41 
3 6 20 21 
1 4 14 43 
10 13 14 50 
9 11 12 56 
2 13 12 65 
6 15 11 84 
5 11 10 56 
7 15 8 85 
8 7 7 70 
For hypothesis 1D, because of the small numbers involved, from an initial 
sample size of ten, it was not possi~le to find a suitable test to test 
this hypothesis with the first sample. 
It was, therefore; not possible during the second phase directly to 
1 
link Eysenckts PI, Levenson's IPC Scale, self report questions and the 
repertory grid, as had been anticipated. 
Hypothesis 1 D became hypothesis 2E part 2. If this hypothesis was 
confirmed with a muc~ larger sample it was hoped that the link with the 
repertory grid and locus of control orientations co~ld suggest the grid 
maybe a useful additional tool in locus of control studies. 
(1) It should be noted that while this stu~ has used the EPI since it sn extensively used 
standardized test, linked in some studies with Attribution Theor.1, this does not imply 
that this thesis argues for Eysenck's underlying theoretical position. However, it is 
considered beyond the scope of this thesiS to enter into detailed discussion of 
Eysenck's work. (For such an approach see Vernon, P. 'Personality Assessment. A 
Critical Survey'. Methuen 1972). 
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The other hypothesis framed for the second phase of the study sought ways 
of elucidating locus of control orientations in respondents. Further 
methodologies introduced at this stage of the study included Levenson's 
IPC Scale and self report questions. 
Before considering the hypotheses for the second phase of the study 
these additional methodologies will be considered in more detail. 
Development of Levenson's Scale 
Levenson's scale arose from a questioning of the validity of including 
under external control, as Rotter did, such different types of external 
orientation as 'belief in the basic unordered and random nature of the 
world and belief in the basic order and predictability of the world, 
coupled with the expectancy that powerful others are in control'. (p. 15, 
1981, Levenson). She notes that in the latter case such a person may 
believe that since the control exercised by powerful others contains 
regularity of action 'he or she may obtain reinforcements through 
purposeful action' C.' 0 1 S·, a.::) • cit). She notes that this view of 
externality is quite similar to Rotter's notion of internality. 
As the IPC scale developed as a reconceptualization of Rotter's IE scale 
it contains items adapted from his scale,as well as specifically written 
statements. It contains three eight item sub scales with a 7 point Like~·t 
format (0-6) presented to the subject as a unified scale of 24 items. 
Internality (I) measures the extent to which people believe they have control 
over their own lives. (e.g. "When I make plans I am almost certain to 
make them work"). 
The powerful others dimension (p) measures the extent to which powerful 
others are seen to control life (e. 6". "In order to ~lave my plans work I 
make sure they fit in with the d' f es~res 0 people who have power over me'. 
The chance dimension (0) reveals the person's percept:ons of chance as a 
factor in life. e.g. 'It's not wise for me to plan too far ahead because 
things may turn out to be a matter of good or bad luck. 
Scoring 
The scales are scored separately. ie. A low I score means that the person 
does not see himself as having control in his life. It cannot be inferred 
from this that he, therefore, necessarily believes in chance and powerful 
others. These separate scores have to be consulted to ascertain what 
attitude prevails. 
Levenson notes, "for most samples/scores on the internal scale are consistently 
higher than those on the P or 0 scales. Such a finding is expected for 
two reasons - (a) for most Western societies belief in personal control 
is given a cultural perception. (b) A certain degree of personal means/ends 
connection is necessary for survival and coping in the world tl • (p. 21, 22, 
Ope cit) • 
Levenson notes a tendency among tested groups to see powerful others as 
thwarting attempts at mastery and control. (Although, interestingly, some 
groups e.g. Conservative activists and chronic pain sufferers see powerful 
others as benevolent). She suggests further research to ascertain 
conditions under which these are viewed positively and negatively. In this 
study the consensus attitude is assumed. 
Levenson also suggests further clarification is needed to differenti·-te 
between feelings of mastery and perceptions of cultural values on the 
internality scale. 
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As has already been noted ,in this field unvalidated measures designed for a 
particular stu~ abound and Cause problems of validity. Levenson's measure 
is well validated and arose from a theoretical not an empirical base. It 
is the most suitable measure aVailable 10 date. 
As already noted, scoring is by circling the appropriate number (from -3 to 
+3). The scales are scored separately. i.e. a low internality score does 
not necessarily mean there will be a high powerful ot:-.ers or chance score. 
The scores must be considered individually. 
Because, during the course of calculating the results of the hypothesis 
it became necessary to compare the scores on Levenson's IPC Scale with other 
variables (the repertory grid and self report questions) a way of expressing 
which of the modea (I, P or C) on Levenson was dominant had to be found. 
The raw scores which Levenson provides give no clue as to whether internality, 
powerful others or chance is the dominant mode. For example, subject 52 
has an I score of 38, but a P score of 40 and a C score of 33. However, 
subject 4 has an I score of 15 but a P score of 6 and a C score of 2. 
In order to alleviate this problem the researcher developed a measure 
(called R) which was based on the algebraic difference between the I score 
and the higher of the other two (p or C). To make the measure positive 20 
was added. Thus, subject 52's measure becomes 18 (38-40+20) and subject 4's 
measure becomes 29 (15-6+20). The figure 20 was chosen as this was the 
minimum number needed to produce the measure positive. 
This statistic could be used in future investigations of locus of control 
which include Levenson's IPC Scale as a measure and which wish to correlate 
an index of the inter-relationship between the scores and some other variable. 
Administration 
The scale was administered in conjunction wi th the other items ;'resented to 
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the respondents (repertory grid, Eysenck's PI and self report questions). 
In every case the grid was presented first, Eysenck's PI second, Levenson's 
IPC third and finally, the self report questions. 
The items on the scale were read out to the group,who were then asked to 
circle the number they felt most closely matched their feeling about what 
was being read out. 
The numbering was explained in the follOwing marmer. "If you strongly 
disagree then circle -3 and if you strongly agree circle +3. If you feel 
'well that's not really true', put -2. 'Yes, that's true' means +2 and 
'Well, I'm not sure'is -1, 'Well, could be is +1'. 
These scores were reiterated as each question was read. 
Respondents' comments 
Some of the researcher's sample commented on the American English. For 
example 'I feel like what happens' instead of 'I feel as if what hap~ens' 
and 'pretty much' in place of 1m ore or less'. Of the 24 items,3 dealt with 
car accidents and many studehts commented on this. Also ,the format-
statements using the first person singular - although, no doubt a deliberate 
ploy by Levenson to ensure the questions were applied personally rather 
than genera!ly, caused some comment/it seemed/because of unfamiliarity. 
Although students made more adverse comments about this than the other data 
collection methods in the study they did not experience comprehension 
difficulties, although the scoring (-3 to +3) had to be carefully explained 
and was reiterated after each question. 
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Self Report Questions 
In the second phase of the t d "t s u y ~ was not }ractical to conduct interviews 
with such a large sample. Instead. the information required was collected 
by self report questions. 
Self re~ort questions have been used in previous research examining 
attributions for academic failure (e.g. see Butkowsky and Willows, 1979, 
described in detail in chapter 1). 
Not all the questions referred to attributions for failure. 
The questions asked by this researcher, given in order, were as follows: 
1. How long have you been coming to classes? 
2. What do you think the reasons were that you had difficulties with 
reading/writing/spelling? 
3. Do you think there has been an improvement in your reading/writing;' 
spelling? 
These questions had been asked as part of the interview schedule in the 
ini tial research. The wording was not changed in any w~ as it was chosen 
with great care f0r the original study and no problems concerning clarity of 
meaning were encountered during the interview phase. 
The reasons these questions were chosen is largely self explanatory. 
The first question was )osed in order to eliminate students who had not 
attended classes for a minimum of one academic year. 
The second question sought the attri butL;n for past literacy failure. 
The word reasons was deliberately plural, allOwing the respondent to feel 
free to list as many of these as he considered relevant. No direction was 
given as to possible reasons to allow the minimum of direction from the 
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researcher. Occasionally a respondent would ask for clarification. 'What 
sort of reasons do you mean?' in which case the probe from the initial 
interview schedule was used (see appendix). 
Although the information required by the third question is obvious the 
following will reiterate why this and no formal tests were applied. The 
difficulties which arose in a previous study (Charnley, 1978, when an 
attempt was made to apply formal reading age tests to adults witp literacy 
difficulties has already been noted in an earlier chapter. A decision was 
made by this researcher not to attempt to collect data in this way. 
Inste~ students were asked for their own perceptions of their literacy. 
(Apart from the difficulties of using RA tests, whether or not the 
respondent perceived an improvement in his literacy skills was more relevant 
to this study). 
Analysis 
Question 1. 
A table was constructed showing the length of attendance. Students 
attended a two hour class once a week. The data was deliberately collected 
towards the end of the academic Jear to include as many students as 
possible. In fact, only one student needed to be eliminated from the 
study as he had begun classes only a few weeks previously. 
Question 2 
Definitions of Abramson and Seligman's attribu~es are given fully in the 
interview chapter. The students' replies were written out and then 
categorized by the researcher into: 
External - wholly blaming outside factors such as school. 
Mixed - blaming the self and extel~l factors 
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(1 ) 
Internal unstable - blaming the self, al tho',gh not in such a way that 
this would be perceived across situations e.g. 'I hated English 
so I never tried in that lesson'. 
Internal stable - blaming the self in a way that may be pe~c~iv~d 
across situations e.g. 'I'm a slow le~er'. 
The responses were given to a panel of 3 judges for categorizing. These 
categories were then compared with those given by the researcher. Where 
discrepancies arose these were discussed wi~h the judges and a final 
1 
result agreed unanimously. (The judJes were teachers, 1 female, 2 male). 
Question...l 
This question necessitated either a negative or a positive res?onse. 
(In fact all respondents reJlied in the affirmative). 
Administration 
The questions for this study were kept to a minimum and presented as the 
final task. The researcher read out the questions one at a time. 
Respondents were asked to write their replies to these'Jcuestions on the 
sheet of paper provided. It was stressed that spelling was unimportant 
and if they wanted to use a particular word but were not sure about 
spelling to just guess. They were also told that if they felt they really 
couldn't write anything down to tl1ink abo,Jt the a.1'lswe:rs and as the 
researcher came to collect up their papers she would write out what they 
said. (This only happened on two occasions). 
avpotheses froIll the second phase of the study relevant to the :nethodologies 
discussed in this chapter. 
gypothesis 2B The sample will score more highly on neuroticism, as measured 
bv the EFI than the no.rmal population establ ished by Eys~nck. 
The Thurstone Interjudge Reliability Measure was oonsidered suitable for this purpose. 
It was used by Charnley in his study and worked well. This factor and pragmatic 
oonsiderations such as time and availability enoouraged its use in this thesis. 
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Hypothesis 2C The degree of neuroticism, as measured by the 3?I, will 
correlate positively with the distance between the present self and the 
ideal self, as elicited by t.;e repertory gri:is, those scoring highest 
on neuroticism being furthest away from their ide:il self. 
Hxpothesis 2D, part 1. There is a relationship between oloseness to the 
ideal self, as measured by the repert0r,y grid, and the attribution for 
literacy failure given on the self report questions. Those cloeest to 
their ide~ self being more likely to externalize the reasons for thGir 
literacy failure. 
Hypothesis 2D, part 2. Those closest to their ideal self, as reiJorted on 
the repertory grid, are more likely to be those w~lO see themselves as 
having more control over their life than either chance or powerful others 
on Levenson's IPC Scale. 
~thesis 2E, part 1. Those who internalize their reasons for literacy 
failure on the self report questions are likely to be those who see chance 
and/or powerful others as having contrul in their life, as measured by 
Levenson's IPC Scale. 
Rypothesis 2E, part 2. Those who internalize the reasons for literacy 
failure on the self report questions are likely to be those who show no 
change towards the positive Dole on one or more constructs (where positive 
means more desirable to the respondent) between the elements 'as I am now' 
and 'as I used to be'. They will have continuing negative perceptions of 
self. 
Two of these ~potheses (2B and 2C) which refer to Eysenck's PI will be 
discussed here. 
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The other hypotheses are considered in more detail in the repertory grid 
and statistics chapters. 
Sample for the second phase of the stugy. 
From a total of 58, 49 respondents were selected for inclusion. (Full 
details are given in the repertory grid chapter). 
Age range 17 - 58 years. 32 male and 17 female respondents. 
Administration 
Each student was presented with a package containing (in order) the 
repertory grid, Eysenck's PI, Levenson's IPO Scale and a blank sheet of 
paper on which to write the answers to the self report questions. Fuller 
details of the administration of relevant methodologies has been given 
earlier in this chapter, except for the repertory grid which will be 
covered in the next chapter. Administration for the EPI was identical 
to that conducted with the first sample. 
Results 
~potheses 2B and 20 were confirmed at the 5% level of significance. 
Although it waS confirmed that the sample scored more highly on neuroticism, 
as measured by the EPI, than the sample of normals established by Eysenck 
it is not clear whether this score is a result of, or a factor in, non-
achievement. 
The confirmation of a link between a high neuroticism score and the 
distance between the present self and the ideal self on the repertory grid 
(those with the highest neuroticism score being flrthest away from the 
ideal self) is an interesting finding which could be investigated further 
in future research. 
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Fuller details of the results are given in the statistics chapter. A 
discussion of the implications of the results is contained in the final 
chapter. 
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CHAPrER FIVE Repertory Grid Chapt~r 
There are two separate sections to this chaoter 
. , covering the first 
and second phase of the study. Both discuss the desi&n, administration, 
elicitation and results of the hypotheses relevant to the repertory grid 
aspects of the study. 
These two sections are prefaced by a brief introduction to the repertory 
grid. There is no attempt in this stl.ldy to explicate Kelly's theoretical 
position; only aspects directly relevant to this thesis are considered. 
Readers interested in a comprehensive review and an explication of the 
role of the grid in education should refer to Pope and Keen (1981). 
Summa;y of rationale for using Kelly Repertory Grids in this Study. 
The Repertory Grid Technique is baa.ed on Personal Construct Theory which 
sees man as 
Itan inveterate inquirer, self-invented and shaped, sometimes 
wonderfully and sometimes disasterously, by the nature of his 
inquiries lt • (Kelly 1968, p. 42). 
The grid is seen as useful in producing altern~tivefuctors to those which 
emerged from the interviews as well as reducing researcher bias. The 
grid technique can be used to enable a person to become aware of and 
examine his own conceptual system. Some work has been carried out using 
this technique with school children who are backward readers, (Ryle 
and MacDonald 1977), but to the researcher's knowledge the technique has 
not been previously used with adults with literacy difficulties. 
Personal Construct Theory has as its fundamental postUlate "a person's 
processes are psychologically channellized by the way in which he 
anticipates events" (Kelly, 195). It focu ses on the person, and as 
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Bannister and Fransella note "modern psychology is not in the main, about 
persons, and so by making the person the central subject of the matter of 
psychology, Construct Theory changes the boundaries and the content of the 
science". (Bannister and Fransella, p. 43, 1971). They go on to outline 
five ways in which one considers oneself a person. These are: 
"1. You entertain a notion of your own separateness from others, you 
rely on the privacy of your own consciousness. 
2. You have a notion of the integrity and completeness of your own 
experience so that you believe all parts of it are relatable because 
you are the experience. 
3. You have a notion of your own continuity over time. You possess 
your own biography and live in relation to it. 
4. You hold a notion of the causality of your actions; you have 
purposes; you intend; you accept a partial responsibility for the 
effects of what you do. 
5. You have a notion of other persons by analogy with yourself, you 
assume a comparability of subjective experience". 
While noting that many psychologists can and do try to look upon other 
persons as moving objects, explioable in mechanical terms it is argued 
from a construct theory point of view that "we will understand, explain 
and predict more about people ••• if we centre our thinking on the idea 
of a person". (p. 45). 
In seeking to start with the individual and look outwards from there, 
the repertory grid teohnique was developed by Kelly as a way of observing 
the "Bi-polar constructs" through which each of us observe our universe. 
The technique, as originally conceived, involves a list of approximately 
twenty cards on which are written the names of people important in the 
person's life, such as parents, siblings, friends, employers, enemies, 
husband or wife, and so on. These form the elements. These are then 
selected in threes and the person is asked to name a way in which two of 
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the people are similar, and contrast with the third. Suppose the three 
cards were your boss, your mother and. yo'u:r father. It may seem to you 
that your mother and your boss always seemed to know the answers to 
questions, whereas your f';\.~hi::::r:' ne3i. t :-.t.ed or told yo' ... to find out the 
answer for yourself. (Kelly 1955, p. 223). You may choose to define this 
as decisiveness and its oPJosite as hesitancy. This 'construct' is then 
applied to the other people (elements) you have named. 
Instead of using people as elements you could list important events in 
your life, such as your wedding, your first serious quarrel with your 
parents and so on. 
The elements, whether events or people, are listed along the top of a 
matrix and the constructs are ,£.'ill ed in down the site. The entries in the 
matrix are single digit binary numbers; usually a rating scale of one to 
five, or one to seven is used. When completed the matrix can be factor 
analyized to find to what extent the person is using a variety of constructs 
or only a few constructs masquerading under different names. The COlumnB 
can be examined to see which figures, or events, in the person's life are 
viewed similarly. 
Kelly designed the grid for clinical use with his psychotherapy clients. 
Others have used it to show, for example, how a stutterer, suicide or 
smoke~ views his world (Fransella 1970, Landfield 1971, Mair 1970). Its 
usefulness oan be illustrated by a brief consideration of a study of 
smokers' attitudes towards smoking. (Mair 1970). This£tudy showed that 
many smokers view smo~ing as a desirable and masculine activity, while 
others thought that seeing a person smoking conveyed the impression that 
the smoker was confident. Because the grids revealed these attitudes it 
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became clear that it is not realistic to expect people to give up somet;,ing 
they view so positively; first the respondents' perceptions of smoking 
need to be changed. 
The grid has been used in the area of interpersonal relationships to show 
the attitudes of military men to relationships, the attitude of men to 
women, leoturers to students, students to subjects, etc. It has a wide 
area of applioability and has the great advantage that it portrays the 
world viewed through the bi-polar oonstructs which Kelly hypothesized we 
all use to ~ve meaning to events • What the grid gives us is a picture 
of the individual's world as they actually view it, not the world as we 
(the researchers) think they see it. 
Development of the Grid 
Since Kelly originated the repertor.y grid10ther forms of the grid have 
been developed, but all contain certain common characteristics. These 
characteristios have been summarized by Bannister and Fransella (1 g71 ) • 
1 • All are concerned with eliciting the relationships for a person 
between a set of constructs, either in te~s of construing elements, 
as in the Repertory Test or the Rank Order form, or by directly 
comparing construct with construct as in Hinkles' Imp Grid (1965). 
2. The central aim is to reveal the construct patterning for a 
person and not to relate this patterning to some established normative 
data. There is no reason why data shouldn't be collected for some 
specific purpose such as in the Grid Test of Thought Disorder, 
(Bannister and Fr~ella 1966). 
3. ''There is no fixed form or content". It is a technique not a 
test and the selection of form and content is related to each 
partioular problem. 
4. !fall forms are designed so that statistical tests of significance 
can be applied to the set of comparisons each individual has made. 
A basic assumption underlying the method is that the psychological 
relationships between any two constructs for a given person are 
reflected in the statistioal association between them when they are 
~sed as judgmental categories". ~p. 70, 71, 1971). 
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Considerable thought was given to the form of grid that would be most 
suitable for use with adults with literacy difficulties. Ravenette's 
work in the field, as he sought to find ways of applying Personal Construct 
Theory to his work with children, was examined. In an unpublished 
manuscript (The Situation Grid: A Further Development on Grid Techniq"Jes 
with Children) he suggests that Kelly's technique, where the client supplies 
both elements and constructs "is too complex for children and may also be 
too complex for less intelligent adults - especially if they are working 
class". While it is in no Wa;j suggested that the adult semi-literates 
in the sample were of low intelligence,the fact that the grid is a very 
verbal situation in which they might not feel at ease, led to a consideration 
of these techniques. Ravenette's methods involved the use of photographs 
of same age, same sex children and supplied constructs with special 
reference to parents, teachers, the peer group and the child's own feelings 
in the belief that a "child IS attitude towards significant others would be 
instrumental in behaviour determination" (Ravenette, Ope cit). In the 
Ravenette study further techniques were developed, using Pickford 
Projective Pictures where either the child was asked to relate two or 
three stories suggested by one of the pictures or to indicate similarities 
and differences between three pictures. The picture technique has been 
modified by M. Bender, working as a psychologist in Community Mental 
Health with adults who are S.N. or S.S.N. and been found to work. He 
d T A T or Onm sets of Dictures and restricted the elements to use ••• llJ.. _ 
speoifio pictures. 
As a method of rating the grid,consideration was given to Kilpatrick and 
Cantrell's self-anchoring scale. For this, oonstructs are obtained by 
triadic elicitation but these constructs are then ;Jresented pictorially by 
a ladder oontaining ten rungs. The LOp rung, re~re3~nting ten, is the best 
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and the bottom rung - zero - is the lowest score. The subject is asked to 
rate each construct by placing an x on the ladder at the rung which 
represents their present feelings; a separate lad~er is ~~sed for each 
construct. (Details of this and many other techniques/ with advantages and 
disadvantages listedJmay be found in Fransella and Bannister, 1977). 
Eventually it was decided that a rating scale of one to five provided 
adequate scope for the research. Some suggestions of Ravenette's were 
included in the final presentation of the material (see later note) and 
it was decided to pilot a method supplying &11 of the elements and some 
of the constructs. 
SU8plying the Constructs 
Adams-Webber (1970) reviewed many studies and suggested that constructs 
can be supplied. This is still an area for debate but it is now a well 
tried and established method and has been found to produce meaningful 
results. 
Ryle (1975) justifies the use of supplied constructs by noting that "Kelly 
paid rather little attention to the developmental and social processes" 
Ryle believes this is because Kelly was concerned with the personal 
rather than the social and Ryle believes that the individuality corol~ary 
(persons differ from each other intteir construction of events) would be 
strengthened by the additional statement that people resemble each other 
in their construction of events. 
However, Pope and Keen (1981) disagree with Ryle and point out that Kelly 
"did raise the possibility of shared areas of personal meaning and this 
is explicit in his commonal~ty corollary "to the extent that one person 
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employs a constructions of experience similar to that em..?loyed by another, 
his )rocesses are psychologically similar to those of the other person". 
(p. 157, 1981). 
Bannister and Fransella (19/1 ) suggest that although it seems that people 
prefer to use their own constructs, rather than those provided for them by 
others, it nevertheless appears that the same degree of differentiation may 
be found in carefully selected sU9plied constructs as in those of the 
individual's own elicitation. 
Bannister and Mair (1968) suggest that using supplied constructs is useful 
in certain cases, notably in experiments where hypotheses have been 
formulated and also where comparison of groups is involved. They warn, 
however, that the researcher may assume that the polar adjectives or 
phrases he provides are the verbal equivalents of the psychological 
dimensions in which he is interested. This latter point is very important 
and needs to be constantly borne in mind by researchers. 
For the first phase of the study it was possible, because of the time 
available, to allow respondents to elicit their own constructs. Some 
constructs were also provided, but there was no compulsion to use them, 
students could do so if they wished. For the second )hase of the study 
practicalities dictated that it would be necessary to .9rovide all the 
constructs. While it is acknowledged that this is not an ideal situation 
oare was taken to use constructs arising from areas of concern eluoidated 
either in the interview or in the grids elicited during the first phase 
of the study. 
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Supplying the elements 
This is a readily accep:able ..:Jrocedure as it i8 little removed from 
Kelly's original ideas. It has become widely accepted since the elements 
'ME AS I AM', and 'ME AS I WOULD LIKE TO BE' (ideal self) have proved 
very useful in clinical studies and it is through clinical use that the 
grid has been developed. 
The main danger in supplying both the constructs and the elements seems to 
be that the person may be :.mabIe t:) apply all the constructs to all the 
elements in a meaningful way. There is always the d0ubt that perhaps the 
construct is only being applied t:) these elements because the person has 
been requested to do so. 
In both phases of the study all the elements were sup~lied. 
Design of the grid for the first phase Df the study. 
Kelly (1955) produced a series ~f questions which he used with children 
to help them in the task Jf elicitation of a grid. In the answers to 
these questions the child can state h,)w he views his peers, teachers, 
parents and so on, how he understands what they are like, what he would 
like to ha10en and how Such changes could make a difference to his world. 
- .. 
The questions are as follows: 
The trouble with most •••••• is •••••. 
They are like that because •••••• 
Another reason they are like that is •••... 
It would be better if 0 •• ••• 
What difference wo'lld. that make •••..• 
'\Yhat difference would. that make to you •••... 
If, for the ~urposes of t.lis study we fill in the first bl;m~s wi th the 
words 'adults with liter::l.cy difficulties' it C3.ll be s:en than an 
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enlightening discussion could follow. In ord9r to formulate meaningful 
elements considera~ion was given to these ~uestions and the sort of 
answers they wOI;ld evoke. The questions had, in effect, already been asked 
in the semi-structJred interviews previously conducted with the respondents, 
although not in the same form as the above questions. Because the 
information existed in the transcripts of the interview, it was not felt 
necessary to pose the questions to the respondents. In fact, the 
interviews, presenting as they did quite detailed pictures of the adult 
semi-literate's world, were a rich source of dat'3. for the formulation of 
elements and constructs. 
In searching for elements to use in the study several related so obviously 
to the information being sought that the necessitJ for their inclusion was 
immediately obvious. These were 'ME .AS I USED TO BE', 'ME.AS I AM NOW' 
and 'ME AS I WOULD LIKE TO BE'. The relationship between 'AS I USED TO 
BE BEFORE CLASSES I and 'AS I MI1 NOW' cou.ld indicate if a shift in the 
self-image had occurred daring this ti~e, while the distance between the 
present self and the ideal self COQld 2rovide information which may indicate 
how closely the person matched their ideal self. 
Other elements considered important were 'PZO?LE WHO FIlID READING, WRITING 
AiID SPELLING HARD' and 'PE,JPLE WHO FIND EAJING,lr8.1TING AND SPELLING 
EASY' as it was thought fruitful to observe to what extent the respondent 
related to these. For example did the 'IDEAL SELF' closely match 'PEOPLE 
WHO FIND READING, WRITING AND SPELLING EASY'? This could suggest a 
rather simple construct system which 'blamed' all the inadequacies felt 
to be present in life on literacy and saw the irradic~tion of literacy 
problems as an end to all troubles. Obviously,there is a danger in such 
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an attitude. 'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING, 'NRIrfING Al.'ID SPELLING HAD' cO;.lld 
be related to 'ME AS I WAS B8FORE CLASSES' and show how closely the 
person identified with this group, and, throu,gh 'ME AS I AM NOW' how 
closely, if at all, they continued to do so. 
Of the situations in which semi-literates find themselves in difficulty it 
is, obviously, those connected with work, a9plying for jobs nd filling in 
forms which are felt to be most stressful. This was re-iterated in all 
the interviews, so it was decided to include form filling/applying for 
jobs as one element, w",ile placing 'w'::Jrk' a.3 a separate element. This was 
because in some cases in the interviews there seemed to be satisfaction 
with the present job, whereas in other cases the oPJosite applied. It 
Was thought useful to observe if there had been any shift in attitude 
with regard to these elements since tuition began. 
From the situations we all face in everyd~ life several possibilities were 
examined for inclusion in the grid. Finally, it was decided that the 
'blanket' term 'ME WITH STRANGERS' would give a general picture of how 
threatened or otherwise the person f21t in his/her less intimate relationships. 
Another area of importance was the family and their supportive or non-
supportive role. Many of the respondents in the interviews referred to 
feelings of shame in their relationship with their children. These feelings 
arose because of such incidents as being unable to answer questions 
about homework or read bedtime stories. One student's remarks express 
this succinctly: 
"My little girl said 'Oh, let Mummy read it. Your reading is so 
jiggly and slow and YO.1 don't put expression in it f. I mean, you 
feel so small. Your own kid s~ing that to you. You could just 
crawl in a hola". 
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This student is exceptional in that he attempted to read to his children. 
Many answer their children's queries for spelling help, homework assi3tance 
and so on, with "Go and ask your mother/father I haven't time now". 
References are often made to the fear of appearing inadequate in the 
child's eyes, as has been noted in the chapter analysing the interviews. 
In fact, sometimes this is given as motivation for attending classes. 
Because of this it waS decided to use two separate elements for the family 
.:;i tuation 'ME WITH TIE CHILDREN' and 'M2: ~mH MY PARTNER'. The use of 
the word 'partner' rather than husband or wife was chosen with considerable 
care so that non-heterosexuals or couples living together, but not married, 
wo~ld still feel able to use that element. 
When the ten elements had been finally selected and set out in the form of 
a matrix it was felt that the continual use of the term 'me' looked 
rather threatening. It was, therefore, decided to remove the word 'me' 
from elements where this was possible without detr~cting from comprehensibility. 
The final wording of the elements waS as follows: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4· 
Pe00le who find reading, writing and spelling comes easy. 
"-
People who find reading, writing, spelling hard. 
Filling in forms/ap9lying for jobs. 
As I used to be before classes. 
) • As I am now. 
6. As I would like to be. 
7. With strangers. 
8. At work. 
9. With my partner 
10. With the children. 
They are given in the order in which they ap~eared in the matrix. The 
'partner' and 'children' elements were placed penultimately and l~st so that 
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those without a partner or children knew they just had to leave the last 
column(s) blank. The more general elements appe~Led first as it waJ felt 
they would be easiest to rate. 'FILLING IN FORMS/AP~LYING F 'R JOBS' 
followed these as this was felt to be f .,irly easy to categorize also. 
Following these were t AS I USED TO nE', 'AS I AM' and '.,u I WOTJLD LIKE TO 
BE'. It was felt these may be more difficult to rate but they were placed 
in chronolOgical order to ease the task of rating. The most 'neutral' 
elements in that they mayor may not be difficult to rate, followed. The 
elements which referred to the family were placed last. The difference 
that this made to the ease with which the grid co\.lld be filled in justified 
its priority over any other consideration, particularly as the respondents 
were adults likely to find this a demanding situation. 
Many notions in the interviews recurre~ illustrating the importance given 
to them by the respondents. Consideration was given to the possibility of 
supplying constructs as well as elements. The remarks referred to the 
following, which became the constructs: 
confidence/lacking in confidence 
remembers things/doesn't remember things 
sticks at things/ gives up 
takes life as it comes/worries 
successful/unsuccessful 
The reason for inclusion of some of these constructs will be immediately 
obvious. In the interviews and in general conversation quite frequent 
reference is made to difficulty with memory, of ten as a justification for 
spelling weaknesses. The construct '3TICKS AT THINGS/GIVES UP' is also 
used in the same sort of way; an inability to 'stick ~t things' perhaps 
being used in conversation about incompleted homework. It was felt that 
to sU:Jply them as constructs would reveal wfueth~r there was any patternint~ 
. h th ~ a~plied to the elements. in the way in WhlC. ey w,.~r\;; ._ 
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The construct 'TAKES LIFE A3 IT COMES/WORRIES' is not used as a justific:::.tion 
in the above sense (to explain weaknesses in literacy skills) but as an 
explanation of how a person with literacy difficulties has to a~proach 
life generally. Sev'-~r.cl.l t~11t~8 i71 -': l-t::: interviews references were made to 
the fact that other people wi tho'--lt literacy difficulties could take life 
as it comes because they did not hav to live with the constant worry of 
appearing inadequate. It was felt it would be interesting to observe if 
this, and the construct tSUCCESSFUL/UlISUCCESSFULt were applied to the 
elements in a rather simplistic way which would suggest a division between 
those with literacy problems and those without litera~ difficulties, 
rather than a more complex and interwoven picture. 
The constructs supplied were given after individual constructs had been 
elici ted and there was no com:)ulsion that they be used, only the suggestion 
they they could be if desired. Although this might mean sacrificing the 
possibility of a direct comparison between tne grids, a 'truer' overall 
picture would emerge from each grid if the person was allowed to reject 
the construct if they felt so inclined. 
The grid was prepared for presentation to the respondents by typing the 
elements along the top of the matrix. There were eleven spaces at the side 
for insertion of the constructs. In the first of these spaces was typed 
the construct 'HAPPY/UNHAPPY'. This was used by the researcher as an 
example when demonstrating the method of eliciting constructs and the 
respondents were told they could r:;te it if they wished. 
Sample for the first phase of the study 
Grids were elicited from the researche~'s students in two groups, each 
of five. The age range W~8 20 - 55 years. All the sqmple were male. 
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Administration of the grid for the first 2hase of the study 
Restrictions of time and distance meant that it was not pos~ible to 
consider individual grid elicitation. Since the grid is a demanding 
task, even for those who are quite verbally sophisticated and highly 
eduoated, very careful thought had to be given to the method of 
administration to adults who felt unBure in situations which demanded 
the sort of skills from them t::at grid elicitation would require. 
Usually on a grid, the elements are numbered. But it was felt that this 
may have caused confusion with the numbers which would be used to rank 
each construot so instead of numbers, letters were used. 
An individual paok was prepared for the respondents. Each pack contained: 
1. the typed grid described above 
2. ten pieces of oard each with an element and its oorresponding 
letter written on it 
3. five oards (3 x 5) numbered from one ~o five, for ranking 
4. thirty sheets of paper (4 x 1) on which could be wri~ten the 
construot s • 
The grid was piloted with a small group of literacy students at a different 
establishment to that where the researoh was being carried out. No 
changes were made in the procedure after the pilot. 
In all three cases a classroom was the venue. 
A list of random numbers (taken from 'Statistics Tables' H.R. Neave. 
George Allen Unwin 1978) and converted from numbers into letters was 
written on the blaokboard. Eaoh of tlese letters presented an element. 
They were plaoed in triadic groups for later elicitation. Also on the 
blackboard was a copy of the grid contained in each individual pack. 
These were written on the board prior to the stldents' arrival. On 
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arrival the group were invited to examine their packs. Altho'lgh none of 
the groups were illiterate, in order to use the same techniQue in cases 
where the researcher would not necessarily be aware of the standard of 
literacy in the group, the researcher used a pack identical to that given 
to the students, as well as using the Jlackboard. Firstly, eadh element 
card was held up and the letter called out. When each student had 
identified the card by the letter, the element was read out. When this 
was completed the respondents were asked to place the element cards on the 
desk in front of them and to line up the numbered cards, one to five, at 
the top of the desk. The blank oards were left to one side. 
When this had been completed the researcher briefly explained triadic 
elicitation and then demonstrated it. This was done by using a triad of 
letters and the grid on the blackboard and eliciting the construct 'HAPPY/ 
UNHAPPY.' A rating was given to each element ensuring that the whole 
range of numbers were used, and these were filled in on the blackboard. 
The method of rating was explained by following Ravenette's example 
where he found, working with children, that the concept of a 'mark out of 
five' wo~ked well. 
The group were then asked to gather round a desk where the researcher 
repeated the 9rocess,using the pack,so that the layout and filling in of 
the construct cards could be observed. The respondents were then asked if 
they wished to ask questions. When these had been dealt with they were 
invited to fill in their own ratings for the construct 'HAPPY/UNHAPPY' if 
they so wished. Otherwise they were to use the letters from the blackboard 
and prooeed straight to the next triad. 
The sample were advised that initially they should call the researcher 
before they transferred their ratings from the cards to the grid form. It 
was also stressed that spelling was unimportant and that the supplied card 
was just for their convenience. If they were unsure of a spelling and 
did not want to guess it they were to call the researcher and ask, rather 
than just choose another word. After the initial check that the 
information was being transferred correctly to the grid most subjects were 
happy to transfer the information themselves, occasionally asking for 
spelling help. Only one 2erson seemed intimidated by the fact that the 
form was being· kept by the researcher so that he asked that the form be 
completed for him each time he transferred the construct to the form. 
Th~ total administration time was approximately two ho:.:rs for each group. 
During this time the researcher moved round. the group talking to individuals 
if they had difficulty in eliciting a construct. When some subjects had 
elicited six constructs and appeared to be ex)eriencing difficulty in 
producing any more the researcher wrote the supplied constructs on the 
board and suggested these could be used if desired. It was feared that 
other subjects would then cease to use their own constructs but this 
proved to be unfounded. It occurred only in one case and the subject was 
having such difficulty it is doubtful if further constructs would otherwise 
have been elicited. Some res:)ond<2nts filled in all ten boxes using their 
own oonstructs. Others used those supplied to them after they had 
elicited some more of their own. 
When a subject felt they had completed the grid the researcher examined 
the grid and if necessary asked them about a:ny a?parent discrepancies in 
the numbering. This lessened the need for feedback because in the case 
of research carried out at some distance it could be unrealistic to 
proceed otherwise than on the assum)tion that the res}ondent would not be 
seen again. 
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Analysis of the ~ids in the first phase of the stuir 1--
There are two hypotheses from the first phase of the study whioh are 
Nlevant to oonsider here. They are: 
Hypothesis '1.A - the distance between the respondents ideal self and the 
self prior to tuition (as expressed on the repertory grids) rill be 
greater than that between the ideal self and the present self on the 
repertor.y grid. ie. Respondents will view themselves less negatively 
after tuition than before, as expressed on the repertory grid. N.B. All 
respondents will have reoeived at least one year' s tuition. 
Hypothesis 1D - Thoae respondents who give oontinuing negative peroeptions 
of self on the repertory grid are likely to be those who, in the interview, 
perceive the oause for their past literacy failure to have an internal 
loous of control orientations. 
Hypothesis 1A was confirmed at the 5/~ level. 
HypothesisW presented problems of analysis in finding a suitable test, as 
very small frequencies were involved. The number of res90ndents giving 
continuing negative perceptions of self was too small, from an initial 
sample size of ten, to ,allow the 5% significance level to be applied. 
Therefore, the hypothesis could not be tested. However, since the 
results seemed to show that a pattern existed this hypothesis was tested 
on the second, larger sample. 
A discussion of the analysis of these hypotheses and the results obtained 
in the first phase of the study now follows. 
(1) In discussing the grid findings individual grids are used as examples and discussed in 
detail. No attempt has been made to aggregate the grid findings and discuss thea in 
this w$J. While there has been a degree of cross referencing it is felt the grid i8 
viewed more appropriately as an idiographic measure and aggregation would be 
inappropriate. (See Shaw, M.L.G. 1980 for fuller discussion of this point). 
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The grids were analysed using Sh~w's FOCUS program (1980). FOCUS is a 
cluster analysis technique, re-ordering constructs and elements so that 
a FOCUSed grid gives the cloest similarity between adjacent constructs and 
elements. (For full details see Shaw 1980 )-. 
H~pothesis 1A was analysed in the following way. By isolating the~ree 
elements 'AS I WAS -BEFORE CLASSES', 'AS I AM NON' and 'AS I WOULD LIKE 
TO BE', the relationship of the respondent to his ideal self image, prior 
to the commencement of tuition and at the present time, could be shown. 
Any closing of this gap since tuition commenced was taken as a positive 
shift in self image, which was measured in percentage terms. (See figure 2 ) 
Hypothesis 1D was analysed as follows. 
Having ascertained the incremental shifts in self image, the rating given 
to each construct for the three elements was noted on the individu3.l grids. 
Where a construct remained at the same negal~ive rating for both the elements 
'AS I WAS BEFORE CLASSES' and 'AS I AM NOW', this was deemed to represent 
a continuing sense of learned helplessness. Where the ratings on every 
construct had moved away from the negative, showing a positive shift on 
all the constructs since the commencement of tuition, this was taken to 
demonstrate increased freedom from feelings of failure. 
Partly because of difficulties experienced by previous researchers 
(Charnley 1970) in attempting to apply standardized reading and 
spelling age tests to adult literacy students, no attempt was made to 
collect such data. It was also felt it would be unnecessarily stressful 
to the respondents. Instead, the respondents were asked the question 
'Do you think there has been an improvement in your readingfwri tingj 
spelling?' as part of the interview schedule. 
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The interviews were also analysed for the attributions of failure 
(Abramson et al, 1918) given by each respondent in answer to the question 
'Why do you think you had difficulties with reading/writing/spelling?' 
As the interviews were semi-structured any other remark(s) pertaining to 
attributions of failure, but made in some other part of the interview, 
were also noted. 
In order to clarify the method of arriving at the attribution for failure 
given by the respondent and in order to reiterate its importance in 
learning difficulties ,Seligman's notion of learned helplessness and the 
reformulation of this theory (Abramson et al 1918) will be reiterated here 
although they have been discussed in an earlier chapter. 
Seligman reached this theory through a conclusion that motivation and 
emotion are more plastic than cognition and that this can have a dramatic 
effect upon performance. He noted, 
"I am convinced that certain arrangements of environmental contingencies 
will produce a child who believes he is helpless - that he oannot 
succeed - and that ather contingenoies will produce a child who 
believes that his responses matter - that he can control his little 
world. If a child believes he is helpless he will perform stupidly, 
regardless of his I.Q. If a child believes he is helpless he will not 
write piano sonatas regardless of his inherent musioal genius. On 
the other hand, if a child believes he has control and mastery he 
m83 out perform more talented pe<:-rs who lack such a belief. And most 
important, how readily a person believes in his own helplessness or 
mastery is shaped by his experience with controllable and uncontrollable 
events". (Seligman 1915, p. 131-136). 
The original hypothesis has been reformulated: (Abramson, Seligman and 
Teasdale 1918) '~he helpless individual first finds out that certain 
outcomes and responses are independent then he makes an attribution about 
the cause. This attribution affects his expectations about future response/ 
outcome relations and thereby determines the chroniCity, generality and to 
some degree the intensity, of the deficits". (p. 56, 1918). It. is 
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important how general the given attribution is because "a global 
attribution implies that helplessness will occur across situations , 
whereas a specific attribution implies helplessness only in the original 
situation" (op. cit p. 57). This global/specific dimension has been 
added by Abramson et al, to the two dimensions external/internal, stable/ 
unstable, already explained qy attribution theorists. (Weiner 1974). 
Abramson et al, point out that "when a bad outcome occurs", the individual 
oan interpret this in several w~s. Take the situation in which X failed 
an examination. Here are some possible alternative attributions. X may 
say, "I failed the exam because I am stupid". Lack of ability is a global, 
stable and internal attribution which means that feelings of helplessness 
will occur across situations. If X stated "I failed that exam because 
I had a headache" this is a specific, unstable, internal attribution which 
need not apply to other situations. X may say "I failed the exam because 
they set bad exam papers". This attribution is specific, stable and 
external and need not apply to other situations. If X stated, "I failed 
the exam because it's Friday 13th, and that I s unlucky", this is a global, 
stable, external attribution, which will apply to other situations occurring 
only on that day. 
Of these attributions the one which is most likely to affect self esteem 
is a global, stable, internal attribution, since this can apply to every 
new situa~ion. Abramson et al, hypothesize that in order to reach full 
potential in the cognitive and motivational domains, self esteem should 
be positive and, therefore, any learned helplessness experienced should 
be attributed in such a way, that it does not affect self esteem. 
As previously stated in the interview chapter definitions were as follow~: 
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External - blame for past literacy failure attributed to outside factors 
e.g. school. 
Mixed - some blame on external factors, some on self. 
Internal Unstable - blaming the self, although not in such away that 
this would be perceived across situations e.g. I never made an effort 
because I found school boring. 
Internal Stable global - blaming the self in a way that can be perceived 
across situations, e.g. "I'm a slow learner". 
N.B. (unless otherwise stated the attributions are assumed to be specific). 
If these ten grids are analysed within Abramson et aI's theoretical frame-
work .and in conjunction with attributions for literacy failure given ~ 
the interTiews it oan be seen that two patterns emerge. It should be 
remembered that all the respondents, except one, perceive an increase in 
self esteem as measured by a moving closer to the ideal self on the 
repertory grid. All the respondents reported an improvement in their 
literacy skills. 
Results and discussion of the initial stugy 
All the grids (except one considered in detail elsewhere) showed an 
increase in self esteem as measured by a moving closer to the ideal self 
on the repertory grid. This increase in self esteem confirms the findings 
from an analysis of the interview:; conducted during ti1is study. It also 
confirms part of Charnley's study (PhoD. 1978) where, using interview 
techniques as his main methodology, Charnley isolated five categories 
for success placing particular emphasis on the respondent 'feeling better 
in himself' • 
Further analysis combining the researcher's interview findings with 
perspectives illuminated by the grid technique and analysing the findings 
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within Abramson et aI's theoretical framework allowed a more complex 
p~ttern to emerge. 
The grids showed thFl.t wi thin t,lis positive shift in self-estee:n, two 
patterns existed. 
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE 
About two-thirds of the sam~le showed a small }ositive shift in self-
esteem, as measured by a moving closer (ai.)prox. 20/~) to the ideal self. 
However, there remained on these grids continuing and unchanged negative 
self perceptions. These grids were presumed to illustrate the 
perpetuation of a sense of learned helplessness (Abramson et al 1978 
Ope cit.). The remaining grids showed a gre.~ter positive shift (approx. 
5~~) in self esteem, reflected in a positive gain in the ratings on all 
constructs. These grids were presumed to show increasing freedom from a 
sense of helplessnesso 
The answers to the question in the interview, 'Why do you think you had 
difficulties with reading/writing/spelling?' were analysed to discover 
the attributions which were being made for their perceived failure in 
literacy skills. 
INS:2RT FIGURE 3 HERE 
Of those who showed a greater shift in positive self esteem, one gave 
external attributions and three gave mixed attributions. Of those showing 
a smaller imorovement and c~ll1tin'-ling negativr: self perce.()tions, four 
gave internal attributi,Jns and two gave mixed attribuL.ons. 
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FIGURE '-
PERCENTAGE RELATIONSHIP TO ELEMENT 3 (IDEAL SELF) OF ELEMENT 1 
(FORMER SELF) AND ELEMENT 2 (REAL SELF) 
subject element 1 element 2 increase classification number (as I used to be) (as· I am now) 
1'1 
7 32% 85% 53% ) 
10 0% 50% 50% 
> 
improved on 
5 20% - 56% .- ------J 6\- - -Cli:l-constructs 
2 40% 65% 25% I) 
6 59% 84% 25% "\ continuing 
9 3~% 56% 22% negative 
4 19% 41% 22% perceptions 
3 0 21% 21% \ of 
8 65% 70% 5% I J self 
1 65% 43% -22% decrease in 
self esteem 
1 .., , 
t ,,\ -
subject 
number 
1 
3 
4 
6 
8 
9 
10 
2 
5 
7 
FIGURE .1 
ANALYSIS OF ATTRIBUTIONS GIVEN DURING INTERVIEW 
GRIDS SHOWING CONTINUING NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS OF SELF 
attribution on interview schedule definitions of attribution 
. " . 
. 
self internal 
" " 
.. 
" 
" " 
self/school internal and external 
.. .. 
GRIDS SHOWING IMPROVEMENT ON ALL CONSTRUCTS 
- .-
war/school 
school/self 
. -
-
" 
.. 
- , ~ " 
., 
-
external 
external and internal 
, 
" 
" 
As oan be seen from the table, for one student (subject 1) the pervasive 
nature of internal, stable, global attributions caused a decrea3e in self 
esteem from the time he began classes. An analysis of his grid and 
interview s 19gested that his improved literacy skills only highlighted 
the gap between his present competence and what he wished to achieve. He 
stated in his interview "I get so frustrated, now when I can't s:Jell that 
'-
its making it worse reallly, because I'm thinking I should be able to do 
it ••• so really it's just making me worse". 
The attribution results approximate to those of Butkowsky and Willows 
(1979) who used a different methodology to discover attributions in good, 
average and poor readers and found that 1 ~/o of good, 13/~ of average and 
6810 of poor readers gave internal attributions of failure. 
All the respondents in the sample replied to the q-.lestion, 'Do you think 
there has been an improvement in yo r reading/writing/spelling?' in the 
affirmative. Therefore, the continuing negative perceptions of self need 
to be viewed within the framework of a perceived improvement in literacy 
skills. 
To exemplify the persistence of feelings of learned helplessness and 
contingent perceptions of low self esteem subject 4's FOCUSed grid (see 
Figure 4) and relevant passages mf the interview will be discussed in 
detail. 
INS~Rr FI GURE 4 HERE 
Although this subject showed a small positive shift in self image there 
remained unchanged negative perceptions of self on the important constr;.lct 
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of uselessness. There waS no change in the feelings of 'uselessness' from 
the time prior to tuition to the time the grid was elicited, which covered 
a period of two years. 
There waS 100% similarity between 'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SPELLING 
EASY' and 'AS I WOULD LIKE TO BE' (ideal self). Not surprisingly both 
elements were viewed pOSitively, seen as able to take life as it comes, 
feel easy, confident, untroubled, useful, happy, free from frustration 
and unlimited. There was 100% similarity between '(me) AT WORK' and 'AS 
I WAS BEFORE CLASSES'. The situations were viewed negatively as quite 
worrying and troublesome causing some unease and apprehensiveness. In 
these contexts the subject found difficulty remembering things and felt 
very unhappy and frustrated and quite useless and limited. These 
perceptions indicate persistent feelings of inadequacy and low self 
esteem in the situation of his present job, despite improvement in 
literacy skills. Understandably, 'FILLING IN FORMS/APPLYING FOR JOBS' 
and 'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SPELLING HA..1ID' were clustered at a 
97% level of similarity. All were viewed in a very nega,tive fashion 
on all constructs. However, the subject felt less frustrated in the 
form filling situation than 'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SPELLING HARD I • 
This improvement is indicative of the slight improvement in self-esteem. 
However, 'AS I AM NOW' was viewed with ambiguity on all constructs, 
except unhappiness and uselessness, both of which were viewed negatively, 
and there had been no change in the feelings of uselessness since prior 
to tuition, suggesting that his perceptions of self had not increased to 
a really meaningful degree. 
In the interview the subject's attributions were solely stable, internal 
and global, confirming that low self esteem wou.ld be perceived across 
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si tuations. During the interview, in answer to the question, Wlfuy do 
you think you had difficulties with reading/writing/spelling?" the subject 
stated unequivocally, "I sup;Jose I'm just thick ••• I haven't go-+:' a 
retentive mind". The enduring nature of the negative ~)erceptions of self 
were highlighted by the use of the present tense, despite the perceived 
improvement in literacy skillso 
Subject 7 exemplified the smaller number of grids which showed a greater 
positive shift in self esteem reflected by the positive rating which was 
given to all oonstructs. There was 100% similarity between 'PEOPLE 
WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SPELLING EASY' and 'WITH MY PARrNER'; both were 
viewed positively; 'AS I AM NOW' clustered with these at 89% simil~ity 
and showed the subject viewed himself as qllite happy, successful, joyous, 
confident, easy going, relaxed and able to take life as it comes. On 
these last three constructs the subject viewed himself more positively than 
'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SPELLING ~.!\sY' and, in fact, on these 
constructs he matched his ideal self. 
The ideal self was viewed as hap)y, confident, relaxed, joyous, successful, 
fairly easy going and able to take life as it comes. 
I AS I WAS BEFORE CLASSES I was viewed rather negativ>21y as quite nervous, 
not very relaxed, a bit afraid and worried, inclined to give up and find 
life difficult. There remained uncertainty over the state of happiness. 
This subject showed a marked gain in self esteem reflected on all the 
construots in tllis grid. During the interview, in answer to the question 
conoerning literacy difficulties he replied with mixed attributions, 
blaming hims81£ as a lazy learner (internal, stable, global), but also 
stressing that he missed a lot of school throughout his childhood, due to 
hospitalization (external, stable, specific) 0 This subject while admi tting 
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lazine9s, refused to internalise all the blame; rather it was the fault of 
ohanoe oiroumstanoes related to his health that caused nis literacy 
problems. As his liter~cy skills improved, because he blamed external 
oauses for I1"ior failure, he may have OTeroome his laziness. Not surprisingly 
this grid reflected clear positive gain in his affective domain, mirrored 
in the considerable increment in self-esteem. 
Abramson's (et al) hypothesis was broadly confirmed in that, of th~s. 
respondents showing the most marked gains in self esteem, none gave only 
internal, stable, global attributions. However, three out of four who 
shewed the greater inorements in self esteem gave mixed attrihutions, 
which suggests that while the attribution framework is a useful one, 
definition may be so complex that some refining is still needed. 
The second phase of the stugy 
The s ecoM phase of the study was conducted with a much larger sample so 
oertain ohanges were made in design and methodology. 
In order to clarify definitions for the second, larger sample it was 
decided that as well as self report questions, Levenson's IPC Scale would 
be used as a oonfirmator,y tool for assessing locus of control. (A full 
disoussion of these methodolOgies is given in a separate chapter. For 
olarification of analysis they will be described briefly here alSO). 
The sample for the second phase of the stugy 
During the seoond phase of the study data was collected from a further 
fifty eight respondents. Data was collected at three different venues. 
There were fiTe groups of six subjects, four groups of five subjeots 
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and two groups with four subjects. 
One olass of six pupils was immediately recognisable as unuseable since 
they were second language students. 
Although it had been speoified that only indigenous English speakers were 
relevant to the study the researoher dJviously colleoted the data any Wayl in 
order not to offend the students or the organizing establishment. A 
seoondary numbering system was used so that such irrelevant data 
would not interfere with the final numbering system. No attempt was made 
to analyse the data. 
Of the remaining students ,one had to be ~iscarded because he had not 
received tuition for the necessary length of time. Another student was 
omitte~ partly on the advice of a tutor who stated '~hat student's ESN 
and hasn't a clue what he waS supposed to be doing, he just made pretty 
patterns with the numbers rt , and partly because he hadn't completed any 
of the tasks anyw~. 
One further student was not included because the researoher felt that 
the subject had been unduly influenced by his own tutor. In some of the 
olasses a scheme was operating where a paid tutor was helped by voluntary 
tutors who worked on a one to one basis within the group. In most 
cases the tutor's were splendidly neutral, sitting q'J,ietly beside their 
students. However, one tutor leaned constantly over her student and 
when the student was rating the element 'AS I .AM NOW' she said, "Oh, 
you oan't put that. You oan't put you feel the same as you used to 
before classes. Don't you dare!" Although the researcher reiterated 
that tutors should not comment on the student's response and only offer 
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help with writing or spelling, the respondent had obviously been intimidated 
by his tutor. During feedback the researoher encouraged the respondent 
to reassess any numbers if he wished to. However, he deolined and sinoe 
he then had not given himself the same rating on 'AS I USED TO BE' and 
'AS I AM NOW' on any oonstructs, his grid was removed as this did not seem 
to be a refleotion of his 'true feelings'. 
This left a sample size of forty nine. The age range was 17 - 58 years. 
Design of the grid for administration to the seoond sample 
The size of the first sample (ten) and the oonditions of the elicitation 
of the grid (two hours oould be spent on elicitation) meant that some 
ohanges had to be made in the collection of data for the seoond, muoh 
larger, sample. 
In order to achieve continuity in the collection of data and also to 
ensure as little disruption to the students' normal programme as possible, 
it was essential that all the data be oollected in one session. In all 
oases this meant that those who had agreed to cooperate in the research 
were prepared to allow the researcher to take up the whole of one evening 
session in the collection of data. As a result there was a total of two 
hours in which to elioit a grid, administer Eysenck's P.I., and Levenson's 
IPC and reoeive answers to the self report questions. 
Obviously, in dealing with students who do not feel very relaxed in 
situations requiring them to exeroise lITi ting skills it was important 
that initially the time be spent in explaining the researoh to the 
respondents in order to enlist their oooperation, and to allow them to 
beoome more relaxed. 
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Because of these restriotions it was decided that in the second study all 
the elements and constructs would have be supplied and feedback severely 
restricted. As the elements had already been supplied in the original 
study and selected with care for their relevance to areas of interest 
within the soope of the thesis the same elements were again used. The 
only ohange was to reverse the order of elements one and two. This was 
oarried out as a result of discussion with the initial sample who 
suggested that they found it easier to think about people who had reading 
difficulties as they identified more closely with this group, so element 
one became I PEOPLE WHO FIND READING, WRITING AND SPELLING HARD' and 
element two 'PEOPLE WHO FIND READING, WRITING, SPELLI"iG COMES EASY'. 
During the im tial research not all the constructs were supplied, but 
areas of consensus arising from the interviews were given as constructs 
which oould be used if desired. 
In the seoond phase of the study the most frequently applied of these 
constructs and other elicited constructs from the grids of the first 
study) were considered alongside with the conversation which arose 
sponteneously amongst the researcher's students during the feedback 
session in the initial research when they elucidated important areas to 
them in the process of becoming literate. The danger of supplying constructs 
needs to be oonstantly borne in mind. It is summarized by Pope and Keen 
(1981) 
"One shou,l.d remember whatever meaning words may have they are assigned 
or ascribed to them by people. Thus, when a person is provi('19,1 wi.. th 
the investigator's labels or construot poles the meaning ascri~ed to 
those-labels may not be isomorphiC with the meaning the investl.gator 
assumes these labels hold. Thus, if one is forced through 
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circumstanoes to use provided conatructso ••• one should be consciouB 
of the need for extensive preliminary work to establi.sh a reasonable 
selection of constructs and the need for oaution during the 
interpretation phase". (p. 41). 
The researcher felt it was important that all the words used should come 
from the respondents and not be iRposed upon them by the researcher. It 
seemed, given necessary pragmatic restrictions, the best compromise wa.s to 
ensure that only oonstructs chosen or elicited by the initial group of 
respondents were used and that when these respondents' constructs were 
imposed on other subjects oare was taken to explain the meaning given to 
these verbal labels, by those originating them. The final seleotion was 
as follows: 
unhappy/happy 
laCking in oOnfidence/confident 
gives up/sticks at things 
useless/useful 
limited/unlimited 
worries/takes life as it comes 
doesn't remember things/remembers things 
They appeared in that order on the grid, consideration being given to ease 
of rating. Eaoh respondent received a pack containing the grid with the 
elements and constructs already filled in and the EPI, Levenson's IPC and a 
blank sheet of paper for the self report questions. All these were 
clipped together with a paper clip, the grid appearing on top. 
In every case the classroom where the lesson normally took plaoe was the 
venue. 
Elicit.ation of the grid for the second phase of the study. 
Since all the elements and constructs were supplied for the seoond study 
the only prooedure which was repeated from the first samplQ was to explain 
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the rating system for the grid. Here, again ~avenette's method was used, 
the explanation being that each 'box' had to be given a mark out of five. 
In order to aToid the respondents becoming confused about the rating 
system it was reiterated that one out of five w~ the lowest mark and fiv~ 
out of five was the highest. The researcher then went on to exulain each 
'" 
of the grades in the following manner. "Five out of five is the best, 
it's the highest mark you can give. Four is quite high. Three is a mixture 
a bit high, a bit low, an inbetween number. Two is quite low and one is 
as low as oan possibly be". The information was th(m summarized, 
beginning at one and repeating through to five. 
Eaoh respondent had on their desk in front of them a grid with the 
elements and oonstructs already written in. Having explained the rating 
system the researcher, standing in front of the group, held up a oopy of 
the grid and pointed to each element and construct in turn, reading each 
one out as she poin+ed. This was to ensure that each element and oonstruct 
was understood and to eliminate any difficulty a respondent may have found 
in reading any of the words. (Where possible words were kept as simple 
as possible, but words like 'confidence' may have caused difficulty to 
those with restricted reading skills). 
This task waS deliberately carried out very slowly with considerable 
repetition to ensure that thos e with very weak literacy skills would be 
able to fully understand. Also, since it was the first task of data 
colleotion the researcher was aware that there was bound to be some 
tension which may initially inhibit the respondent's comprehension. 
In order to further ~ase any possible tension the researcher then went on 
to stress to the respondents that they were the experts who had somet~ling 
to tell her - she could only guess what they felt. 
It was then explained to the subjeots that the situations (elements) and 
words desoribing how the people felt (constructs) were chosen by the 
researcher's own students beoause they had experienced them and thought 
they were important in giving a pioture of what it felt like to be someone 
who had diffioulties with reading, writing and/or spelling. Each element 
was then read out individualLy and discussed. Where comprehension could 
be clarified by doing so the oonstructs were )resented to the respondents 
in the oontexts in which they had arisen. 
This did not seem necessary in the case of the first two oonstructs 
(upHAPFY/HAPPY, LACKING IN CONFIDENCE/CONFIDEHI'). The researcher noted 
that many of her students had referred to these notions, but no particular 
context w~s evoked. The construct 'GIVES UP/STICKS AT THINGS' was 
disoussed, focus was given to students' remarks that they often gave up 
very quiokly when oonfronted with a task involving literacy skills. 
In the oase of the constructs 'USELESS/USEFUL' and 'LIMITED/UNLIMITED' 
relevant remarks made by the students were quoted verbatim: 
If (not being able to read, write and spell properly ) it 
so many ways, not just the reading and writing parts. 
useless, just useless". 
gets you in 
You feel 
"There's so many things you can't do. (If you have literacy 
diffioulties) 0 To me it seemed everyone else COJ .. ld do just what 
they wanted. They see a job they fancied - right, have a go! Not 
me. No chance. My life was really limited". 
The construct 'WORRIES/T AKES LIFE AS IT COMES' was explained in the same 
way using the following quotation: 
"It's all right if you 09ll read you can take life as it comes. For 
me it's worry all the time 'Am I going to get found. Ollt? Can I go so 
and so place?'-. 
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The construct 'REMEMBERS THINGS/DOESN'T REMEXBER THINGS' was explained by 
noting that while students felt that remembering was important some felt 
they weren't able to remember and that oaused difficulties} and others felt 
they had to remember things in order to ensure they wouldn't get r oaught 
out' in a situation which oould expose their literacy difficrulties. 
On completion of the discussion of the elements and constructs the 
researcher explained elicitation of a rating. 
the same technique as with the first sample. 
This was accomplished using 
The construct 'HAPPY/UNHAPPY' 
was given a rating by the researcher, who ensured that the whole ranee of 
the numbers one to five were used. The first element and the first 
construot were then read out by the researcher who asked the subjects, 
"Now, do you think that PEOPLE WHO FIND READING, WRITING, SPELLING HARD, 
as a group, are UNHAPPy or HAPPy? Remttmber, you've got to give them a 
mark out of five - one is unhappy, two is quite unhappy, three is a mixture 
or not sure, four is quite happy and five is hap.JY. Choose the number you 
think describes how this group feels and write it in the first box". The 
whole prooess was repeated for each element and construct until the grid 
was completed. At the introduotion of the oonstruot the oontext in whioh 
the oonstruct was viewed by the researoher's own students was reiterated 
to ensure respondents were aware of the meaning attached to the verbal 
label. 
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Analysis of the grpotheses relevant to the grid for the second phase 
of the stud;t. 
Grids were analysed, as the first sample, using Shaw's FOCUS program. (For 
full details see Shaw 1980). 
In order to clarify loaus of control orientations in the second phase of 
the study Levenson's IPC Scale was administered. Full details of the 
scale are given in the relevant chapter discussing methodology. 
Self report questions replaced the interviews in the second phase of the 
stu~. The question relevant to this section is the one whioh sought the 
respondent's attribution for his past literacy failure: 'What do you 
think the reasons were that you had difficulties with reading/writing! 
spelling?'_ The replies were analysed according to Abramson's (1978) 
reformulation of Seligman's (1975) learned helplessness model. (Full 
details of how this analysis was applied are given earlier in this chapter 
as this question originated as part of the interview schedule and so was 
relevant to the first phase of the study). 
Resul ts and discussion of the second. phase of the repertog grid study. 
There are three hypotheses which need to be considered in the repertory 
grid section of this study. They are hypotheses 2A, 2D (part 1 and 2) and 
2E (part 1 and 2). 
Hypothesis 2A states that the distance between the respondent's ideal self 
and the self prior to tuition will be greater than that between the ideal 
self and the present self, as expressed on the repertory grid. In other 
words, responden:s rill view themselves less negatively after t'Iiiion than 
before. (All respondents having received at least one year's tuition). 
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This hypothesia was confirmed, 47 of the 49 respondents showing movement 
towards the ideal self. (Full details are given in the table in the 
appendix) • 
HYPothesis 2D, part 1, notes that there is a relationship between closeness 
to the ideal self on the repertor.y grid and the attribution for literacy 
failure given in the self report questions, those closest to their ideal 
self being more likely to externalize the reasons for their literacy failure. 
Hypothesis 2D, part 2 states that those closest to their ideal self as , 
reported on the repertor.y grid, are more likely to be those who see 
themselves as having more control over their own life than either powerful 
others or land ohance on Levenson's tFC Scale. 
This hypothesis was confirmed at the 5% significance level. 
Hypothesis 2E, part 1, notes that those who inteialize the reasons for 
their past literacy failure on the self report questions are likely to be 
those who see powerful others and/or ohance as having control in their life, 
as measured by Levenson f s IFC Scale. 
This hypothesis was oonfirmed at the 5% level of significanoe. Although 
this hypothesis is not direct~ relevant to the grid it is useful to 
consider here as it clarifies the following hypothesis. 
Hy'pothesis 2E, gart 2, not~s th~t those who internalize their reasons for 
literacy failure on the self report questions are likely to be those who 
on the repertor.y grid show no change towards the positive pole on one or 
more oonstructs when rating for the elements 'AS I AM NOW' and 'AS I USED TO 
BE BEFORE CLASSES'. In other words, they will show oontinuing negative 
peroeptions of self. This hypothesis was oonfirmed at the 5~~ sit:nifioanoe 
level. 
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The full statistioal details for all the hypotheses in this study are 
given in a separate chapter. 
Here, the hypotheses will be discussed in more general terms by juxtaposing 
relevant findings and considering them wi thin the context of two 
individual grids which illustrate the findings from the hypotheses. 
A grid exemplifying nypothesis 2A, and hypothesis 2D, parts one and two, 
will be considered first. 
Confirmation of these hypotheses reveals the following picture. A 
respondent confirming thesL hypotheses views himself as having moved 
considerably nearer to the ideal self on the repertory grid sinoe tuition 
commenced. This closeness to the ideal self is related to the attribution 
given for literacy failure on the self report questions. Those who are 
closest to their ideal self are more likely to blamethei~past literacy 
failure on forces outside themselves. such as the school they attended. If 
they do blame themselves the reasons are likely to be internal but unstable 
e.g. not trying rather than a stable attribution such as poor memory. 
Such respondents are also more likely to see themselves as having more 
control in their own life than either chance and/or powerful others, as 
measured by LeTenson's IPC Scale. 
These respondents are deemed to be free of learned helplessness and 
therefore, to be able to progress towards their optimum learning potential. 
A grid exemplifying those who followed this pattern (the majority of the 
sample) is student 4. (A copy of 4's grid is enclosed for olarifioation). 
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4 is a twenty-five year old male who has attended classes for just under 
two years. He has a close match (8~%) between the present and ideal self. 
He is, incidentally one of those who has shown the largest shift towards 
the ideal, as will be seen from the table in the appendix. Neither of 
these factors is surprising since the respondent has externalized the 
reasons for his literacy failure, blaming the teacher's inability to 
control classes for his past literacy difficulties. He also sees the 
self as a more strongly oontrolling factor in his life (15) than either 
powerful others (6 ) or ohance (2»). (These figures are explained fully 
in the ohapter discussing Levenson's IPC in detail). These attributions 
mean that low self esteem is unlikely to be perceived across situations, 
thus an improvement in literacy skills is able to facilitate a moving 
closer to the ideal self. 
The previous self (AS I USED TO BE BEFORE CLASSES) is viewed towards the 
negative end of the pole on all construots. The most dramatic shifts 
have been made on feelings of confidence, usefulness, happiness, ability 
to remember things and take life as it comes, where 4 now matohes his ideal 
self. He is towards the positive end of the pole on ability to stick at 
things. Although there has been a slight shift on the construct LIMITED/ 
UNLIMITED 4 still views himself towards the negative end of the pole. 
In explanation 4 stated that money plaoed most limitation in his life, 
"Don't matter how good a reader you are if you haven I t got mone;y you're 
limi ted what you can dolt. 
This grid shoW'S a olustering of the elements 'ME .AS I .AM NOW', ME AT WORK, 
WITH MY ?ARI'NER, WITH THE CHILDREN and THE IDEAL SELF. The latter three 
have 100% matoh, viewed positively on all oonstructs. 
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'ME AT WORK' joins these at 89% similarity viewed towards the positive 
end of the pole on all construots, except the b'l't t a 1 1 Y 0 remember, which 
is viewed with uncertainty in this situation. 
The element 'APPLYING FOR JOBS/FILLING IN FORMS' is rated }ositively on 
the two oonstructs 'TAKES LIFE AS IT COMES' and 'REMEMBERS THINGS'. The 
other ratings conform to the expected negative pattern expressed towards 
this element in most grids. There is a lack of confidence and a tendency 
to give up rather than stiok at things and ambiguity is expressed about 
feelings of happiness and usefulness. The group of PEOPLE WHO FIlm 
READING, WRITING AND SPELLING EASY, mat6h the above at 64%. While viewing 
this group as HAPPY and. ABLE TO TAKE LIFE AS IT COMES they are seen 
negatively on feelings of limitation and usefulness. The respondent's 
atti tude to limitation has already been discussed. His comments on the 
construot USEFUL/USELESS were th~t everyone is useless at something. 
"Somebody might be the best reader in the world but then his car breaks 
down - he's useless, hasn't got a clue". 
4 rated this group negatively on ability to REMEMBER THINGS and matched 
them with the group who FIND READING, WRITI NG, SPELLING HARD. Most 
respondents record a wide discrepancy between the two groups. 4 noted 
that (for him) remembering was not necessarily a major factor in literacy 
achievement. He comments I~he wife's a good reader and she's hopeless 
at remembering thingsl" Thus, it oan be seen that the respondent has a 
non idealistic ap)raisal of the group finding literacy skills easy. 
It has already been noted that 4's increase in self esteem (which confirms 
hypothesis 2A) has been facilitated by his external attributions of failure 
and his internal locus of control orlen tation. thus confirming hypothesis 
2D, parts 1 and 2. As already noted, such orientations suggest the 
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respondent is free of learned helplessness and, therefore, able to 
progress towards optimum oognitive and motivational development whioh 
would not be feasible if learned helplessness were present. 
Next a grid exemplifYing those confirming hypothesis 2E, part 1 and 2 will 
be oonsidered. 
Suoh respondents, if they have moved towards their ideal self will still 
be considerably distanced from the ideal. The distance from the ideal 
self is related to the attribution given for past literacy failure on the 
self report questions. These respondents are more likely to blame 
themselves for their past literacy failure, gi. ving internal/ stable. global 
attributions (e.g. slow learner) whioh are likely to affect self esteem 
beoause of their pervasive nature. Suoh respondents are likely to show 
continuing negative perceptions of self on the repertory grid. 
These respondents are deemed to be showing continued learned helplessness. 
They are, therefore, being impeded in progressing towards their full 
learning potential. (Strategies which may be&opted to help suoh students 
are considered in detail in the final chapter). 
Although these students formed a minority in this sample it is considered 
important that such students are recognized and helped since unless they 
are helped to overoome learned helplessness they remain impeded from 
reaching their full cognitive and motivational development. 
A grid exemplifying those showing continued learned helplessness is 
student 10. (see oopy of grid 10 enclosed). 
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10 is a forty-four year old female who has attended classes for the past 
sixteen months. This respondent's grid has the lowest io match between 
the ideal and present self in the whole sqnule. The match is 21%. 
This low match is reflected by the respondent's internal, stable)global 
attributions which will affect self esteem across situation. In the self 
report questions, in answer to the inquiry about literacy failure 10 
replied, "I've got a bad memory so it wouldn't sink in". 
On Levenson's IPC Scale the oategory "powerful others' is seen as the 
most dominant influence, (39). This is followed by chance (32) the self 
is envisaged as having less control than either of these (26). 
These results confirm hypothesis 2E, part 1 and 2. 
The pervasive nature of the stUdent's negative feelings regarding her poor 
memory seem confirmed by her rating 9]% similarity between the constructs 
'DOESN'T REMEMBER THINGS', 'LACKING IN CONFID~NGE' and'UPHAPFY.' 
The whole grid is tightly construed. There is a further 93% match between 
'FEELING LIMITED' and 'GIVING UP' rather than 'STICKING AT THINGS' and 
all five constructs match at 8710. 
Not surprisingly on a grid which is so far from the ideal self,- almost 
all the ratings, (except those given for the IDEAL 3ELF) express either 
negativeness, or at best ambiguity or uncertainty. This grid reveals 
continuing negative perceptions of self on several constructs. 
The ?revious self is rated at the most negative end of the 901e on all 
constructs and these perceptions persist on the constructs 'GIVES UP', 
'DOESN'T REMThmER' and FEELS IIMITED'. The present self continues towards 
the negative end of the pole in lacking confidence and in WORRIiNG 
rather th':1J1. TAKING LIFE IS IT COMES, while uncertainty is expressed about 
feelings of uselessness and happiness. ClusteriDti tJgether at 1~ 
similarity matoh are the previous self, the group who find reading, 
wri ting and spelling hard and situations involving form filling. All are 
viewed negatively on all constructs. 'ME WT~H MY PARTNER' jOins these 
at 96% similarity matoh. This latter finding is interesting as interviews 
with the initial sample showed the importance of a positive relationship 
wi th the partner in ensuring sustained effort in trying to eradicate 
literacy difficulties. 
The subjeot identifies a 92% matoh between ideal self and PEOPLE WHO FIND 
READING/WRIRING/SPELLING EASY. Both of these, understandably, being rated 
positively on all constructs, except that the group finding reading easy 
are viewed with ambiguity on the construct 'WORRIES/TAKES LIFE AS IT COMES'. 
In summary, this grid reveals an overall negative picture with contihuing 
negative perceptions of self (showing low self eateem is likely to be 
perceived 'across situations). Attributions for literacy failure are 
internal and stable. There is a view that powerful others and ohance are 
more relevant than the self in controlling life circumstances (and, 
interestingly; a high neuroticism score of 19). These findings confirm 
the researcher's hypotheses and it does not seem surprising that the 
student is so distanced from her ideal self. All t~e above factors need 
to be viewed wi thin the framework of the respondent' s perc~ived improvement 
in her literacy skills. 
This respondent's internal, stable attributions and continuing negative 
perceQtions of self on the grid suggest she may be suffering from a 
oontinuing sense of learned helplessness whioh, despite her perceived 
improvement in literacy skills, impedes her reaching optimum learning 
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potential. For this student and others like her it is h.rpothesised t".at 
oertain oontingencies should be borne in mind by literacy tutors. 
For these respondents an improvement in literacy skills is not enough to 
free them from a sense of learned helplessness and, therefore, give them 
a ohanoe to reach full motivational potential. In order for this type of 
student to show a meaningful inorease in self esteem it is hypothesized 
that oertain contingencies, most pertioularly teaching a student to handle 
failure, need to be borne in mind by literacy tutors so that suoh students 
have a chance of reaching their full potential. (These notions are 
disoussed more fully in a later chapter). 
Possible role of the ~id in learned helplessness research 
The confirmation of hypothesis E, part 2, that those respondents who 
internalise the reasons for past literacy failure on the self report 
questions are likely to be those Wr10, on the repertory grid, show 
continuing negative perceptions of self, suggests that the repertory 
grid may be a further, useful methodology in studies of learned helplessness. 
The attribution given and the locus of control orientation suggest, 
according to Abramson and Seligman's ~pothesis (1918)/ that these 
respondents are experiencing learned helplessness. The researoher's findings 
and confirmation of the hypothesis that these correlate with negative 
peroeptions of self on the repertory grid suggest that the repertory grid 
may be a useful additional technology for elucidating learned helplessness. 
As has been explained elsewhere Abramson and Seligman note that definition 
of helplessness is complex and new methodologies are needed. The possible 
role for the repertory grid should be further explored in this area. 
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Summary 
Since respondents experiencing helplessness axe impeded from maching full 
potential in the affective domain, learning is adversely affected. In 
other words)for some students with literacy difficulties it is not enough 
that their skill in literacy improves to ensure they begin to move 
towards optimum development and, therefore, to achieve the maximum 
learning potential. Before they can do this they have to be freed from 
a sense of helplessness and skills improvement alone, is for them, not 
enough to ensure this occurs. This finding has implications for adult 
literac,I tutors and these will be considered shortly. 
This stu~ has used the available data to specify attributions but as 
Abramson, Garber and Seligman (1980) note, If ••• verbal reports are only 
one of a number of potential converging Ileasures for assessing attributions" 
(po 19) and an important future task will be, "to develop an adequate 
technology for measuring attribution expectations". (p. 19, op.cit). 
Repertory grids may be an additional relevant technology in this 
developing area. 
Respondents' response to grid elicitation 
The elicitation of the grid was seen by respondents as a }leasant 
experience. This may have been }artly due to their awareness that they 
were acknowledged experts. As Pope and Keen (1981) note, "psychology 
based on personal construct theory offers a new relationship with 
education - one in which the views of those actually involved in the 
eduoational process are paramount and not subordinate to the elegance of 
experimental design". (po 24). The relevance the subjects seemed to find 
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in the elements and constructs seemed a reassuring factor to them. The 
grid was an excellent way to begin the data collection. In the feedb~ck 
afterwards although some students oomplained about some other tasks 
required of them (notably the language in Levenson's IPC discussed 
elsewhere) no-one complained about the grid. Indee~ many were positive 
in its 9raise saying how much they 'enjoyed filling it in!. This says a 
lot for the grid, carefully presented, as a tool for research,even for 
those respondents who do not normally find-'much pleasure or relaxation 
in handling the written word. 
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The sts,tistic9.l det'dls for the 11Y20thes~s from both the first dll.l .3~COrll 
';'lhase of the study ar," :-.-d. yen in t'nl" s ch'-' ,)t,er. ''1' " -~ "_ - ltle~;8 wll2. 'o~ .:le~lt with in 
chronolo:J-ic=tl o:!:-di:?!, :ind 19id out in the conventi.". n"'l stylI" 
'C'::I. • ~)eGinni',~ w th 
the null hy:Jot{'e8is (hereafter referred to -. 0 IT' . 3.ll :1. ',' . nlS is f:)llowed by 
the a I te r.na t i v e ' hYl'othesis (hereafter ~eferred to 28 ;.1.) . Next comes 
the stRti~tic9.1 test, followed by 8ignific~nce lev2l, then 8~~lin~ 
distribution, critic~l region end result. 
V;he:ce necessary for cl9.rific8.tion a brief discW:3.3ion of the 'le+,r~odology 
adopted will be eiven, but 2 full discU8~:;j.O'1 of the results is given in 
First [)h;:.se of the ,., tud,y 
Hypothesis 1A 
There will be as many respond,::,nts movinG away fro, 1 a:: towc:rds the iJe'c'l 
self ( 8,8 shown by the ~lresent self of t'h,-j re)r"rtory grid). In ot:,er WO!."J9, 
of those showing any movement, between Tev iotl .. s'3elf "tn} ~Jr2sent self, t.,,:, 
llrobabili ty of anyone movine tow?rds the ide:ll self e :u?ls t'rl-? --,ro~)8bili t,), 
of anyo~e moving ew3.Y from t'rre iJeal self on the re]ertory 
The diatance between t~le resl-,oruients' ideal st::lf CUld the self :rior to 
tui tion will be sreater the.n that oetween t!18 ide:il self and the )resent 
self on the relJertory 6I'icl. I" e. res .. 'ondents will view t;leiIlse 1 ves less 
neg-1ti vely afte:.' t l.ti tion than before, as ex ressed on the re ~)erto:::,y ..;rirl. 
Statistiea1 ~Q~~ 
Binomial probability as there are two outcomes (aft . er rem~ng stationary 
respondents c.f. sign test) - moving towards and . monng aw~. 
Significance level 
5 % i.e. Q(. == .05 one tailed 
Sampling distribution 
Bi nomial with N = 10 
Critical region 
Number of res:.;Jondents moving tOWEl.rds the idea.l self > 8 
Result 
On the null hypothesis that the probability of moving nea~er the ideal 
self is the same as not doing so (i.e. p = .5) the result obtained of 9 
moving nearer the ideal self is significqnt at the 5% level. 
Hypothesis1B 
There will be no difference in neuroticism, as measured by Eysenck's 
Personality Inventory, between the researcher's sample and the normal 
population as established by Eysenck. 
The researcher's sample will score more highly -m neuroticism, as mec::3ured 
by the E?I, than the normal 90Il1l::'1.tion as 8stablished by Eysenck. 
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Statistioal test 
The t- test, as it is the difference between s5mple means. 
Significance level 
5% i.e. 0<. = .05, one tailed. 
Sampling distribution 
students t distribution with 2008 degrees of freedom. 
Cri tical region 
Greater than 1.645 standard errors of difference between the means in the 
direction indioated by Ho1. (student's t distribution with 2008 degrees 
of freedom is ap]roximately the normal distribution). 
Result 
NEURO"rICISM SCORE 
Eysenck Clark 
sample size 2000 10 
mean 9.065 13.000 
standard deviation 4·783 4·560 
On the null hypothesis that both samples are from the same population a 
pooled estimate of the population v~riance is 4.784. So a best estimate 
for the standard error of the difference between the means of the two 
samples is 1.517. The difference between the means is 3.935 i.e. 2·594 
standard errors in the direction indicated by H.1. 
The hypothesis is thus confirmed at the 5;/~ level (one tailed 3ignificance). 
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Hypothesis 1 C 
There will be no correlation between the degree of neuroticism, as 
measured by the EPI, and the distance between the present and ideal self 
elicited by the repertory grid. 
H.1 
The degree of neuroticism, as measured by the EPI, will correlate positively 
with the distance between the present self and the ideal self elicited by 
the repertory grid; those scoring highest on neuroticism being furthest 
away from their ideal self. 
Statistical test 
Product moment correlation co-efficient as it can be assumed interval 
scales are being dealt with. 
Significance level 
5% i.e. 0( = .05, one tailed. 
S2lIlpling dLstrlbution 
Z transformation (Z - 1.15 log10 1 + r 1 - r ) 
on correlation. co-effioient yielding normal distribution. 
Critical region 
Greater than 1.645 standard errors of Z in the direction indicated by R.1. 
Result 
-,.... NK _ 007 (N = neurotioism. K = distance between the present and 
) Us;ng the Z t"211sformation Z = 1.126.The st3.ndlU'd error of Z i8 ideal self. ... 
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',Vi th the null hypothesis that there is really no correle.tion, 1.126 is 
2~ standard errors from zero. 
This rasul t is sienific:cmt at the 51~ level, one tailed. 
Hypothesis 1D 
R.O. 
There is no~lationship ,between oontinuing negative perceptions of self in 
the repertory grid and the attribution for failure given in the interviews. 
Those respondents who give continuing negative perceptions of s~lf on the 
repertory grid are likely to be those who, in the ~nterviews, perceive the 
cause for their past literacy failure to have an internal locus of control 
orientation. 
Statistical test 
Rypergeometric - as very small frequencies are involved. As categorical 
variables are involved here the t-test and the other similar parametrio 
tests oannot be used. Chi-square cannot be used because of the low 
cellular frequencies. The bypergeometrio is the table equiya.lent of the 
bi-namial so is a suitable test. (See Mostseller, G. et a.l, 'Probability 
with Statistical Applications'. Addison Wesley 1972 for full details). 
Signifioanoe level 
5% i.e.o(. '" .05, one tailed 
Sampling diAtrlblltion 
Hypergeometrio. 
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Cri tioal reg19.U 
The sample i3 too small to allow the 5~6 leval to be aool1' ed l' e c' t' 1 
. ~~ ,.. r1 1C~ 
region is when the number of respondents who both internalize their reasons 
for literacy failure and who h8ve contimd%.uEgative perceptions of self 
is ~ 0, which is impossible. 
Result 
Not t~~tabre _ .. because of the lack of a suitable test. 
Hypotheses for the second phase of the stugy. 
As has been explained elsewhere some changes and additions were made in 
the ~potheses for the second phase of the sample. The methodologies for 
both samples have been discussed elsewhere (in the chapters describing 
the interviews, the repertory grid and Eysenck's Personality Inventory) 
as well as in the introductor,y chapter. 
The hypotheses for the second phase of the study ~e as follows. 
H:( .)othesis ~A 
H.O. 
There will be as many res.9ondents moving away from as towards the ideal 
self, as shown by the )resent self on the re ... 'Jertory grid. In other words, 
of those showing any movement between previous self and present self the 
probability of anyone moving towards the ideal self equals the probability 
of anyone moving away from the ideal self on the reperto~J grid. 
The distance between the respondent's id6lal self and the self prior to 
tui tion will be greatel.' than that 'oetween the ideal self and the ~)re3ent 
self on the repertorJ grid. I. e. res.;;londents will view thernsel v,-'·O; les9 
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negatively after tuition than before as e d 
xpresse on the repertory grid. 
NGB. All respondents will have received at least one year's tuition. 
Statistical test 
Binomial probability as there are two outcomes (afte1"'_ removine stationary 
respondents c.f. sign test) movinS towards and moving aw~. 
SiRnificance test 
5% i.e.o( = .05, one tailed 
Sampling distribution 
Binomial with N=47 (i.e. 2 showed no movement) and p=.5 
Critical region 
Number of respondents moving towards the ideal self;> 29 
Result 
On the null hypothesis th~t the .i:")robabili ty of moving nee.rer the ideal 
self is the same as not doi~g so (i.e. p=.5) the result obtained of 47 
moving nearer the ideal self is signifioant at the ~/o level. 
Hypothesis 2B 
HoO. 
There will be no differenoe in neurotioism as measured by Eysenok's 
Personality Inventory, between the research~r's sample and the normal 
population as established by Eysenok. 
£hi. 
The researoher's sample will soore more hiGhly on neurotioism, as measured 
by the EPI, than the normal popul~tion ~s established by Eysenok. 
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Statistical test 
The t- test as it is the difference between sample means. 
Significance level 
5% ,one tailed: 
Sampling distribution 
Student's t distribution with 2047 degrees of freedom. 
Critical region 
Greater than 10645 standard errors of differenoe between the m9anS in the 
direction indicated by H.1. (Student's t distribution with 2047 degrees 
of freedom is approximately the normal distribution). 
Resul t 
NZURorICISM SCORE 
Eysenck Clark 
sample size 20JO 49 
mean 9.065 12·408 
standard deviation 4·783 5·391 
On the null hypothesis that both samples are from the same population, a 
pooled estimate of the po[)ulation variance is 4.801. So a best estimate 
for the standard error of the difference between the means of the two 
samples is .694. The iifference betwe~n the ,neans is 3.343, i.e. 4.817 
standard errors in the direction indicated by H.1. 
The hypothesis is thus confirmed at the 5/: level, one tailed significance. 
Hypothesis 2C 
H.O. 
There will be no correl~tion between the degree of neuroticism, ~9 
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measured by the EPI, and the distance between the present self and the 
ideal self elicited by the repertor.y grid. 
The degree of neuroticism, as measured by the EPI, will correlate 
positively with the distance between the present self and the ideal 
self elicited by the repertor.y grid, those scoring highest on neuroticism 
being furthe~away from their ideal self. 
Statistical test 
Product-moment correlation co-efficient as it can be assumed interval 
scales are being dealt with. 
Significance level 
51~' i. e. c:><.. = .05, one tailed. 
Sampling distribution 
z transformation 1+r ) (Z m 1.15 log10 1-r 
on correlation co-efficient, yielding normal distribution. 
Crt tical region 
1.645 standard errors of Z in the direction indicated by H.1. 
Result 
Y NK = .536 (N = neuroticism. 
the ideal self). 
K = distance between the 9resent self and 
Using the Z transformation Z = .598. 
The standard error of Z is . 147 i.e. 1 ) 
1'149 - 3 
t there is really no correlation .598 is 4.068 With the null 4ypothesis tha 
standard errors from zero. 
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This result is signifioant at the 556 level, one tailed. 
HYpothesis 2D
d
, part 1 
There is no relationship between closeness to the ideal self as me~sured 
by the repertory grid, and the attribution given for failure on the self 
report questions. 
H.1. 
There is a relationship between closeness to the ideal self, as measured 
by the repertory grid, and the attribution for literacy failure given on 
the self report quest:i.ons. Those closest to the ideal self being more 
likely to externalize the reasons for their literary failure. 
Statistioal test 
Mann-Whitney U Test sinoe it is desired to avoid the assumptions of the 
1 parametric counterpart. 
Signifioanoe level 
5% ioe. D( = .05, one tailed 
Sampling distribution 
Mann-Whitney U with N1 (those classed as external)=12 and N2 (those classed 
as internal or mixed) - 37. 
For these figures U can be assumed to be normally distributed with mean 
1 N . 1 
2N1 2 and vanance - N N (N +N +1) 
12 1 2 1 2 
Ori tioal region 
U ~ 151.2 for the direotion indicated by H.1. 
(1) The method of generating the oloseness to the ideal self is likely to produce 
a sampling distribution of the difference between the means that is not no~l. 
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Result 
U haa a value of 136 and so is significant at the :)7~ level. 
Hypothesis ~,part 2 
H.O. 
There ia no relationship between closeness to the ideal self, as reported 
on the repe~ory grid, and seeing oneself as having more control over one's 
life (Internality) than either Powerful Others or Chance on Levenson's 
IPC Scale. 
Those closest to their ideal self, as reported on the repertory grid, are 
more likely to be those who see themselves as having more control over 
their own life than either Powerful others or Chance on Levenson's IPC 
Scale. 
Statistical teat 
Product moment correlation since it can be assumed interval scales are 
being dealt with. 
Significance level 
5%, i.e. ~~ = .05, one tailed. 
Sampling distribution 
Z transformation on correlation co-efficient yielding normal distribution. 
Cri tical region 
Greater than 1.645 standard errors of Z in the direction indicated by H.1. 
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Result 
Here a correlation co-efficient can be found. It would not be correct to 
take raw I (Internality) scores as these give no indication of which 
mode, I, P (powerful others) or C (chance) is dominant. For example, subject 
52 has an I score of 38, but a P score of 40. Whereas subject 4 has an 
I score of 15, but a P and C scores of 6 and 2. 
There are several measures which could be constructed. The one chosen here 
is based on the algebraic difference between the I score and the higher of 
the other two (p or C). To make the measure positive 20 is added. Thus, 
the measure for subject 52 is 18 (i.e. 38-40+20) and for subject 4 is 
29 (i.e. 15-6+20). 
When this measure (oalled here R) is correlated with the match between 
the ideal self and the present self, the following correlation co-efficient 
is obtained: ~ KR ~ .337 
Using the Z transformation we have Z = .350 
Using the value of .147 which is the standard error for Z, we have, with 
the null hypothesis that the correlation is really zero, a value of 2.381 
standard errors from zero. 
This is signifioant at the 5% level, since it is one tailed here. 
Hypothesis 2E, part 1. 
H.O. 
There will be no relationship between attribution given for failure on 
the self report questions and the variable R derived from scores on 
Levenson's IPC scale (as defined in hypothesis D, nart 2). 
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H.1. 
-
Those who internalize their reasons for failure on the self report 
w 0 see owerful Others and or Chance questions are likely to be those h P / 
as having control in their life, as e d b m asure y Levenson's IPC Scale. 
(R, as above). 
Statistical test 
t test on the difference between the means of R for those who 
inte~nalize and thosa who do not. 
Significance level 
5%,~-o05, one tailed. 
Sam?ling distribution 
Student's t with 47 degrees of freedom. 
Critioal region 
t > 1.618 
Result 
The standard error of the distance between the means is 4.056 The actual 
5 
difference between the two means is 6!86 which is 1.691times the standard 
error. 
This is significant at the 5io level. 
gypothesis 2:&, Part 2 
There will be no relationship between the attribution for failure given 
on the self report questions and the changes shown in the repertory grid 
to the elements 'A.3 I DS~D TO 3£ M~\)K": on any constructs as applied 
CLAS.:iES' and 'AS I AM NO'N' • 
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H.1. 
-
Those who internalize their reasons for literacy failure on the self 
report questions are likely to be those who show no change towards the 
positive pole on one or more constructs between the elements 'AS I USED TO 
BE BEFORE CLASSES' and 'AS I AM NOW' on the repertory grid. ioe. They 
will have continuing negative perceptions of self. 
N.B. Positive means more desirable to the respondent. 
Statistioal test 
Hypergeometrio test as categorial variables are involved here and 
cellular frequencies are too small for chi-s~uare. 
Signifioance level 
Sampling distribution 
Hypergeometric with m=30, r=7 and ~49 as defined in the table below. 
continuing negative perceptions totals 
No Yes 
internal stable 1(x) 6(r-x) 7(r) 
other 29(m-x) 13(n-m-r+x) 42(n-r) 
totals 30(m) 19(n-m) 49(n) 
Critical region 
x -<. 2 (for the direotion indicated by H.1.\ 
Result 
Since x is actually 1, the result is signific8nt at the 5% level. 
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~e3ul ts and implicati :ms of findinr;s. 
This fin."-l ch ,pter 3ulflJrlarizes '3.11 the fl' ndl' n;y.s f 
o rom the stull, ~s well es 
discussing the results of the hypotheses. 
The impl ioations of these results for adult ll'ter·.:lcv t t 
o:L v '1 ors ar~ eX3l1lineri, 
~nd su~gestions for further research are outlined. 
Summary of the finiings 
General findings 
The perceptions of self 8l1d general information eX;,Jras 'Jed by respondents 
during interviews in the initial [lhase of the study were as follows. 
The maj ori ty of the SaIDI)le h8d heard of the literacy scheme through the 
media. Those with ':l. partner had received encoura::;ement fro:'] t'iem t,) seek 
literacy tuition. In a partnership, receiving positiv2 support seemed 
to be a factor in their continued attendance at classes. There '.Vl~re two 
major reasons given for attending clas,-,es. One rc?fer::ced to the re3.?onn.ent' s 
work. This cOllld be a change of job, redundancy, or being offered more 
responsibility '3.t work. The second rea.son siv:::n was that seeins the 
television programmes (IOn the 'Move' or news pro~3l!lffies c,-wt':rin,:S' the 
li terq,cy cNnpaign), had encourd,:::-ed the respondent;:) to seek help with 
their literacy difficulties. Al'_ the res90nd~nts considered that their 
literacy had improved since attending literacy clas'3es: a few t, l111~ht 
this improvement hqd changed their, ife. Two respondents relJOrted they 
were now in a job with which they I¥ould have previously be n lmable to cope. 
Many said that they now read more, but with one excep:i.Jn this did not 
refer to novel readin3'. Most read only reference books 0n subjects sU0h 
reading ref-orp,,'d to was of 'n~,razines 3 .. 11<5 '1Q.\" 3. "'e""~ ":,'.".t:.> r,.'l.:1 ;:),...;t,',., tt") J-
"-' ....... .::; .... ) ...... - 'J • - J.
v 
..,L.,J.. v ........ r\, 
the paper he read (from the Sun to ".he :Jc> .. ily :,:3i1 ~ sayint: his ori G'in?_l 
reason for chnosing the Sun was that it W3.8 eas,l to read. :~one :"-2:::,l th~ 
"'luali ty" newspapers (except one res iJOnJent who claimed he re3.J the Sunne,y 
Times from c ,yer to cov~r, spendinG' "Ghe ~.hole of .3 mJey so d)i~b). 
Some other studies (e.~. Gazin 198)) ~ave re )orted disI1l?ted sch"oling 
and frequent truancy among adults with literacy difficulties. In t'!is 
sample , with one noticeable exce~jtion who be,;,;n school at eleven, 3.11 
respondents had attende'l school re,-"ul':lrlJ'. A_, in Ch'~rnley' s sample 
(1973) the Jll:l.j ori ty became ,Hlare they he.i a Ii tere.cj problem f'o.irly eOlrlj 
in their school career - while they were still at junior school. Ju~t 
about half h3.d been offered positive help by the school with their 
Ii ter::tcy problems. The majority of the sample h2 .. d other siblin:;-c3 0::" 
relatives who had expe:;::'ienced Ii terac,; difficul ties. nCf'::"v'''r, t:l'? cJclic::3.1 
pattern oftenlo;:>ocis tel wi th Ii ter3.8~r )roblems did. 'l( ,t sel~m to be 
children; this r:Lty be oec:luse none of the res~on:ient' s s ,)()llS~S 
eXl,p.rienced li ter,'c~ Jifficul ties. 
~ -
1 t 't~ t t' ey '---0 'e' tn U'al"j C"l"ll', .. ' ..... ,.-,_,'>', "'s Just oyer h8.lf the SB.1l1p e S ::3.'r'J na, r~ :1~'.A ~ b I .' -'::' 
well as im~rove their skills, as a result of enrclling f0r lit·~~cy tuiti~n. 
tb<:-n only skills tr3.inine· 
Thi~ thesis, 
b,lll t on trw 
This writ~r sharei some of Oh 1 ' 
-1.r:t ey s :'-=rc~~.,tions :,f al'llt el'lco;;':!...m, 
lJ2.rticularly his notion that a ),~ ~'::;on' S 8ens~ of l,1ersonal wort~ is 
paramount and that the li ter?cy schem~ sho,)ld e':J.bod.y tho" c:]DCe]t of 
adult education as 'a healing process' (). 178, 1979). nO'Never, 
Charnley's choice of the Etholo,:?cal methodology has rnee.nt t"nt no 3t:em~)t 
was made to impose a framework which allowed f:'r rigorous 3nalysio). This 
is probably a deliberate function of tr.e met 1odolocy chosen. 'hila it 
has the advantage of 3.l1ovrin~ the students' )e~'cepti ,tlS from tl:l':' in~ervj.t:'',11 
transcri?ts to be ex.;:'res:o>eJ , it has a J:'sadvantage. To use a doctor/ 
patient analogy, it is as if the doctoI' ac'~~ )ted only the patient's 
diagnosis of his d.isease, instr,'ad of t~kin0 note elf the patient' s '-"cci~ount 
but al':lo ap..)lying (lis own Jrofes::3ion"tl kn Jwlel..;e to 3.:1 assimil:::tion of his 
own and the patent's judgments. 
Charnley made no slJ.~Gestions for future areas of reseerc~l. T~ar'~fore, 
except for cert3.in areas in the interviev, scI·l8ll.ule, this study has c a "ted 
new ground in the fip.ld of adult literacy rese3.rch. 
This study, by examining the respondents' )erceptions of self al1d ap~)lyinc 
the leg rned helple~~..;ness model as e.. theoretical fr::uuework has e.ime,l to 
, ., h 10. be art 1.).Lf' 3.1ult educe_tion. WnlCn 8 0; ';c~_. 
It was not )racticable tJ repeat the interviei.s :3.t the spconJ 8 t a~'e of 
the study, but the repertory grid h'3.d be>"!". desicned so that ",xn8 ,ltil'?r 
uoeful information, as ..... ell '18 ~'=-c::'C'~ }tions of 
self, could emerge !:it this st,-l~'e of t:le '-)tudy. 
jnl 
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The elements t?~ ?L~ ~~O 
'~-'"'1 I_\.. 
unrealistic a) ,raisal of t' 'tl.-'· 
-- :1()se W1,rJ :lr.U wltho'lt liter?c.)r .lifficulti"'~. 
It was 8.1-:;0 C ;n3iderei useful to s~e hN closel
v
' tile 8-);1":,;,11e ic erltifi~i 
with the group who experienced literacy difficulties, 2.::3 this C,) ;1,1:181 
identify why they C8me fOT:WQrd for as ' t S'- 81S ance. 
Only eleven grids out of a total of forty-nine 8lJ;wed .,ol::.riz-1.tion (onlJ 
rr;.ting 1s or 53), sU3"gestine that most res)ondent constrl~'~~ -I;h,-:, gr'U~)8 
in 8, realistic way. 
,'{hi1e most res~)ondents viewed tb'clUselves neiSltively on th~ element '~i.3 I 
'p.-,r,p""--' ~J'"' FI1'T'> ':)1...:.'11'.1-. 1 ~T:-lI'T,...I,.~,~, 'T'T'" "'D' t' '1 "f' t' ~u .i.;~ 'H1V l.l~ U IUJtuJ !~ ~-/ Ii ~"\..L'.L' "'J/ 'Jr ::'l~~, _ I' J L'L , :le 1( en ('1 lC',l lon WI:iS 
n'-Jt uniformly clos8. Hov/ever, it is only )OS 3ible to s)ecuV~te whethe r 
this was a f8.ctul' in t~eir comine f;Jrw~~ for tuition. 
Most respondents identified a close L'1atch between tr,e ide'll self and 
I PEOPLE vrnO FIND RBAJjLW/,vRITLlG/3F~LLLJ,'} ,..." - ... ,-~. " - -,.,. r t 'J\ llD-J ~.(1.JJ 1 • 
The element 'I.-8 n~HjTR.tUJG-r:::w I w-' s incl udel to tr~T to establish n.,)W t!1e 
respondents f81 t in t(leir day to day enco.lnt~rs with peol.)le who wer~ 
neither work metes, friends, fa;nily or e.c1u"intanc~8. '~o clee>r pattern 
emer:,;ed. 
The rele.tionshii) with t~le family WelS divided into two SeIJ~r8.te ele:n~nts, 
The 1'e3.80n for t~lis, 8,3 
stateJ. earlier, was becausa durin:::- Hie in tervi? NS t, t became cl'2 i,l' t'; 1-: 
some re",pondent:::; were inhibited by the t),:m.,:;ht of Fleir c~,ilil'~n di,3c0v~ri'10 
their 1 i ter':lcy lifficul tie3. An extr2L:J8 "il12CJot ~l eX3J,~~:l,:: of t;1 i S 18 
, " C I r to ) '" 'l""l't" f',)'.' t'",,:.. .-".r,.n1'r'l:"" t ' '; 1 ," I'':'' '1 ["~ W":::; :::=, i r ,. • • .L,.V ,-, ~ - "'-n,-' l.:.i._ u __ ",·~ _ - --
chillren. Thos~ wh,)ji,l t~nJed. tu -':lve positivE: ratirr:::;s for t:-1~S ele:'1er.t, 
but those wi th old.~!' children included more ne~~)."':i '1'- r·. ~ ~ 'c'; -. T:::'is :.:leV be 
literacy diffi8ulti2s. Such ;o~sible re~3~n3 were ~:t robei ::!s 
Seventeen res~JUnd2nt3 did not h"ve )-1rtner3. Those forN~: Jill this element 
was relev3.Ut gave gener~ll.:r ~Josi ti V'3 r3.tings. Th":re were on:l.:/ tl1r'3,J 
excej..Jtions to this. Grids three anj ten gave onlJ neGative rJ..tin;s and 
grid sixteen rated only 3s. 
These [ligh ratings are perhaps surprisinj', btJ.t it maJ reflect th.e /ittern 
which emer~eQ frofJ. the intervi:,,-.'s. 
receivei i?03i~iv'C encou.r3.Jeoent from their )artn..;r; this lilay 08 an 
indic8.tion of a senerally ~'osi tiv;;; r\;jldtijnshi~j. 
The element 'ME AT !u11J{' was given a v'~ri2.ble r:'!.ting by res}ondents. 
Thirty-one res )ond~nts included. posi ti v;::: r':3.tings (-i-s or 53) an; only one 
grid (15) elici ted only nes-a "C,l v c r"tin~3. 
The element on the Tid,\'hich received the most c,nsistently neC'ltiv-:: 
Ii' 'J. J0:33' • 
'dhere any positive ratings were given t>ey tender';' to be for the constrJJ:t 
T . 1:;--;3' . 
These sit ua tions 3.re iem3.1lding of litera CJ' s kills so thi s negC".ti ve findin,,-: 
is unsurprising. Further findings relevant to the 5ri1 'Ni II be c,-,n3i-iel'sJ 
with the hypotheses. 
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Resul~of the hypoth~~~~ 
All the hypotheses (except hypOt"l,=sis 1..) in tc18 initial phase of the 
study) were cunfirmed at the five )er cent level 'Jf significance. 
Thus, it was shown that those adults with literacy difficulties who were 
respondents in this study rated the present self more ]ositively than 
they rated 'ME AS I l'3.:::D TC' 3~ 3:SF::.n~ CL .. ,:; 3"S~', as ex~p'e3 Jed on the 
Kelly Repertory ~rid. 
They were also more neurotic than the normal population, 3.S established 
by Eysenck. 
This neuroticism was found to be 3.3 ,0ci3.ted to the distance between the 
present self and the ideal self on the repertJry grid, those neO_i'est their 
ideal self having lower neuroticism scores than those furthest away. An 
association was also established between the closeness to the ideal self 
on the repertory grid and the attribution for literacy f3ilure given on 
the self report questions, those closest to their ideal self being more 
likely to externalize the reasons for their literacy failure. 
As well as externalizing the reasons f Jr tlleir Ii ter2C] failure, those 
closest to the idea~ self on the re)ertrYI'j grid also saw themselves as 
having more control over their own life than either chance or powerful 
others on Levenson's IPC Scale. 
Conversely, those who blamed themselves fir their literacy f3.ilure on 
the self report questions saw t lem.selvcs _3 ~1aving less control over their 
own life than either ch~ce and/or powerful others on Lev2nson's IPC 
Scale. They also showed c 'ntin,ing neG~tive perc8}tions of self on the 
repertory ~'Tij. As the links bet i,'een attribution and learned hel~le~3-3ness 
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are already establi.::lhed ( e.~. L,::,fco;.lrt 1 ;3)) this :ld'JitiJ.lS.':' link (using 
the re.9 0 'tor.t :srid) h'i3 implic:::.tLms fur 1.,[l:' i'Tt:ure J.ir,::,cti'}n in "';~lch the 
grid may be a valid research tOil in locus of control stuiiea, 
The need for additional technologies in locus of co~trol studies has been 
fully discussed elsewhere in this study. Further rese-',rch shuuld be 
conducted using the repertory grid (containi~g the elements, past, }resent 
md idee.l self) in locus of control studies to f-'lrthe~ ex8lDine the 
possible usefulness of the repertory grid in t~- is developin; 'ire2.. 
Those students who viewed themselves as more in control of their lives 
than either powerful oth-~rs mdlor chance on Levenson's IPC 3cale, tenied 
to attribute reasons for past _iteracy failure ~xternally, viewed the 
present self on the repertory .zrid as closer to the iiell self than the 
previous self, showed less neu~oticism on Eysenck's P.I. and less continuing 
negative Jerceptions)f self on the repertory grid/were S2enlS not likely 
to be impeded in their literacy by le:u'ned helplessness. This 
means they are more likely to be able to re3.ch their full cO;J"liGive and 
motivational potential. These students fo~ed the majority in this sample. 
However, some 2tuients, des}i te a percei'/l:d if.l~ _['ovement in their literacy 
skills, were deemed by the researcher to snow le3.~ned helplessness. (See 
, d h te for det ,,; Is ') These students viewed their lives 2.3 controlled grl c ap r a...., • 
more by powerful otLe_'_: -:; J,ni/ or chance than by the self. They tended to 
be those who sh,)wed c _ ntinuing neg'" ti ve _lerce ptions of self on the 
repertory gri,1_. They were more distanced from their ide Cl1 self 'ind showed 
h ' . t'c·sm scores These res)onden~s tended tJ be those who 19ner nsuro 1 1 . 
bl'lmed themselves f,ir their past liter_:cy flillre. T''lis attribution tenied 
be ~erc~iv~j across ~it~qtions. 
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Previously este.blisheci links between locus of control 311::: le3..rned 
helplessness (L~fcourt 19i:n) 8U::;J'8st th?t tJlose reslJoni':'nts are 
experiencing lee.rned he~?les3ne~s. 
Studies of learned helples:me,';s have id.entified the importance of attribution 
for failure (Dweck 1975, Abramson et 3.11978). It has also be:::n sh,wn 
that those students ex~eriencing learned helplessness are also likely 
(because they perceive themselves as not in control of the situation) to 
show a lack of )er.::3istence, passi vi ty 9lld a.'1Xiety CGein ani Seli~an 
1976, Roth and Bootzin 1974, Thornton and Jacobs 1971). These traits 
inhibit efficient le3..rning. Therefore, the finding that some respondents, 
while :lerceiving an improvement in their literacy skills, continue to 
experience learned helplessness, has implications fjr th~~r literacy 
tutors. If, for some rea ,Jond 'nts, an improvement in literacy skills is 
not enough to free them from learned helplessness then tutors will have 
to adopt other strat8 b::>-ies to assist tb::.ir students in alleviatin~ this 
learned helplessness, so that such a respondent ma;y ~:rogress towards full 
cognitive and motivational development. Before considering ways in which 
this [!lay be achieved, _Jossible ad i tions which could have been made to 
the present study will be discu30ed. 
P::rh~ps it SilOUld be mentioned here th?t although this diskrt:-ition h3..3 
chosen to focus on the perceptions of self in adults with literacy 
difficulties, it is recognised that these )erCe1?tLons are not the only 
consider~::tion in the literacy )rocess. There are many oth2rs (e. 5' the 
organis8tion of the e.iucation system, soci~l f3.ctors, the structure of 
society etc.). BecEo.use they are not the focus of this study and are, 
therefore, not mentioned is not to say that they are not considered 
import lnt. 
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An obvious a1 i tion to this stud.y wO'11 J have be"::n to find 3. satisfactory 
method. of checking the literacy .:.,rJJres.') of the students - Y' rhaps by 
consul ting their tu~ors. The researcher was reluct'~nt to do this 2.S it 
seemed an in~rusion, and would also be time consuming of the tutor's time. 
Since attempts to apply formal reading tests had caused such stress in 
Charnley's stu~ this researcher was reluctant to consider their use. 
The fact that they are de3igned for children andlor teenagers and are, 
therefore, not necessarily suitable for adults was a further consideration; 
time was another. Nevertheless, such infor.nation 2S they yield would 
have been useful in the study. 
The elici tins- of elements and constructs frof!! the reSIJondents for the 
repertory grids is a fU.rth,::r techni =lue which could have yielded more 
detailed perceptions of self. However, the time factor ensured this was 
not possible. 
The study would have benefitted from a l::;'l'3''':'r s:unple because, eVen with a 
second. sample siz'~ of forty-nine, the number of respondents giving 
internal, stable, global attributions (one-seventh of the total sample) 
was small. Clearer perceptions of thh~ :.;TOUl) cO.l.ld have emerged from a 
l~r~r sample. The smallness of the numbers attributing their literacy 
failure to an internal, stable, ~lobal cs.use could not bec '11e fully 
aptiarent until the d3.ta 'N'::lS beinr.; analysed. At the field work stacS~ it 
seemed reasonable t,) a33U!!le the sam.::,le W::,>,S of an adequate size. 
Pragmatically, for one researcn2r working alone) it '.vould .1.:-:ve been 
difficult to increa'3e the s8.J'Jple size to a meaningful degree. 
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Identi~yin3 helplessne:33 
Before those experiancing learned 11e1)le8 ness c~n be aS3istei to overcome 
this, .practical V,'8.:ls of identif)-ing need in those ?rho \ '::iV'': c:)ue f·:)rward. for 
tui ticm will have to be fOImd.. 
1) One possibility i,3 the scre l2nin; of res.9ond.'~nts upon ::ntry to a literacy 
scheme. For this, locus of control ani :..,'Tid. methodology ado)ted in this 
study, could be applied. Howev'or, these methx1.s may be c:)n8 iiered. too 
time consU!Jling and. demmding to "Jresent at an early st~<'.Se in the 
res.pond(2nts I ex[)!'rience of a literacy scheme. 
2) A less time conswning method could be, wher.'escreening )rocesses exist, 
to ensure that a self rel)Ort question concerning the 2.ttributil)n given for 
past literacy failure is included. Those ',·h,.) give internal, stable, global, 
attributions for failure cO'lld th.:m receive 3.;'Jecial tuition which 
attempts to redefin l,3 these attributions. r':eth,ds by 'Ihich this may be 
accomplished are c,)nsidered later in the chapter. 
The disadv.nt2:.;'e of this selection )roced.ure ma,y be that the st1~dent 
cO!lld distort the attribut.i..on in such CirC"Lllnstances (e.g. they :U':3.j feel 
too inl1i bi teu. to 'blame I the school if the intervieN is oeing conducted. 
in a school), or they may feel it is a test Jf some kind and, thprefore, 
distort their I true I answ'2r. 
3) A further possibilit.f is that the tutor could be t:;:2ined to illake the 
diab""I10sis of learned helplessness wh·?n they get to know their student. 
This could be accom.91i~:hed. by the tuto:;: )ayins careful ::ittention to the 
beh!1.vio'.lr of thei 1" student when confronted with a le2rnin3' faihlre 
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'I'm no good at learning', 'I'm stu,:->iJ', 'I qlw3.Ys make 8. mess ·Jf t ir.;:' 
etc., the tu~or c~ reco~~ize internal, stable, 510bal attributions, 
indicating learned helples.:mess. 
4) If the student is passive, lacks persistence and is inclined to be 
anxious, these can be taken 3.S furth.'r p083ible indic2.tions of belplessness. 
5) The manner in which success is handleQ is a furth2r indication of 
le~ned helplessness. For example, the student is unlikely to be willing 
to accept the credit for a job well done. If praised by the tutor hel 
she is likely to attribute success externally. For example, the student 
will reject the praise by using phrases such as 'I just got lucky', or 
'fmy kid could do this sort of work anyway'. 
N.B. In order for suchiata to emers'~ freely from the respondent the 
tutor will also have to be trained, as cCL:13311ors are, to monitor his own 
responses in situations. For example, many tu~ors may feel thre~tened by 
certain responses a student makes in a fail~r~ or success situation. 
They ;nay, therefore, tend to manipulate their student to respond in a 
certain way. 
In order to avoid this hap)ening tutors would need to learn 'neutrJ.lizing'· 
techniques for their own reactions so ths.::; the student is giv)'1 the 
opportunity for as free a res~onse as possible. 
If tutors are trained to recognise the signs of learned helplessness, 
steps may then be taken to alleviate this. 
How this ill3..! be accomplished will now be considered. 
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lUleviating le~'ned helples8ness 
As well as the work by Dweck referred to earlier, work by Abr~son, 
Garber and Seligman (1980) has isolated fO'l.r ways in which lea::-ned 
helplessness may be alleviated in individuals. The therapeutic inter-
ventions they suggest have been translated by the researcher into 
teaching models. 
1) One of their suggested interventions is identic~l to Dweck's notion 
of attribution reformulation. 
Dweck's study (1975) divided children with le~rned helplessness into two 
groups for attribution retraining. One sroup were labelled 'success 
only' and were given only math problems they could solve. The second 
group, named 'attribution retraining' were giv~n occasional 'unsolveable' 
problems, their inability to solve them being attributed by the tutor 
to lack of effort. After twenty five individual training sessions the 
'success only' children continued to evidence a deterioration in 
perform8llce whenever they encountered a failu.re situation. However, 
the 'attribution retraining' children did not. Their )erformance was 
either maintained or escalated . 
• The tutJrs task in assistinG the student to reformulate lis attribution 
for failure away from an internal, stable attribut~on, can be iefined ':is 
encouraging an internal, but non-stable attribution such as a l~ck of 
effort or lack of confidence, or any of the other attributions which do 
not damage self est)em. 
The tutor also needs to remember th':.it Dweck has shown tlLt t the teacher's 
resJ?onse to learned helples::mess is crucial. Any attempt to I gloss ~v',"r' 
the learning ~)robll~m encolmt~rcJ. '.'iill only Le:3.d to 2. continui:1C sense if' 
lec::.rned helples8nes3 in th~ ~Jupil. 
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2) A further 3u~~~stion is that the environment of the individual 
experiencing learned hel)lessness is manipulated in order to change the 
respondent's 'estimated ]robability of outcome'. 
For the teacher, this means encouraging in the pupil an eX::lectation of 
success, instead of an expectation of failure. A way of )roviJ.ing this 
would be to pay careful attention to the materi~l )resented to the pupil 
ensu :'ing that hel she is generally given t'lsks w!1ich natch his skill 
level and that th2 learning of new s~ills is structured so th:l.t he achieves 
more succes:> than failure. It must, however, be remembered that it is 
nec,,"ssary for the respondent to have some experience of failure. If the 
tutor presents only material -Nhich does not give the exp,-;rience of 
failure and therefore, the opportunity to learn co)ing str8tegies, this 
will only result in the continued expe..c-ience of learned helples3ness. 
Dweck (1975) stres,::;es that failure, when carefully mani.:mlated, can 
become a cue to escalR.te effort, where3.s continuous !:einforcement and 
errorless learning onl~T render the learner less able to cope with 
subseQuent errors. 
Obvio:lsly, it is imyortant that the tutor is sensitive to the pupil's needs 
and is aware of the a} )ro .)rLite time in the le8.rning progra.me 3.t which 
fsilure can be tackled to advantage. For example~ in the early staces of 
reading it is necessary that the student experiences S'lccess 'end builds 
up enough confidence to dev:·lo.[:, strategies f,)r coing with unfamiliar woDis. 
This first stage of confidence buiLiing ITl.:l .. / be )rolonged in the case of 
adults who have already eX.;.)erienced failure. iiev2I'theless, it is neC8s.:)~rj 
that the 'success only' syndrome be avoided and that failure is introJucei 
at an appropriate stice so that cO~)in~7 skills r.l8.J be le'Jrnt. 
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3) A further import'illt inte.::'VentL)1l is to :nake 'hi6'hlJc pre f'?l'red. 
outcomes less preferred. by rej,'Jcing the desirability of unoot ~n"'ble 
outcomes' (Abramson et II J? 33, 1980). 
Respondents who ·:,xperience literacy difficulties may carry /Vi th them 
two inhibitions relating to the above. They may h~ve unrealistic goal 
aspirations for themselves, and they may imagine that those without 
literacy difficulties have reached a 'Jeak of literacy perfection'. For 
the adult literacy student this may mean an expectation of achieving a 
standard of perfection which is unobtainable. Further, they m3.Y imagine 
that those who do not share their Ii t'2racy difficulties have reached this 
standard of perfection. The tutor shol~ld, therefore, aim to show the 
student that there is no such person as the ~erfect speller/writer/reader. 
There are several ways in which this may be achieved. The tutor could 
show th3t he/she expe.::-iences uncertainty about the spelling of some 
words, stressing the necessity to l'efer to the dictiona.ry on occasions. 
Rather than telling the students that this is so the tutor may achieve 
more by enacting it sometimes during a lesson. (:r .B. The tutor should 
be aware th"l"S this may initially arous':? the hostility of respondents whose 
expectations of the 'perfect tutor' are bein: disappointed). 
The tutor could aL30 notice spellinG mistakes in S~lOpS etc. anJ re,,)ort 
these to the students, ii.ld2-cating it does D)t reall;/ matter too much as 
long as the word is comprehensible. 3verythin; should be done to 
encourace the students to realize th~t everyone makes mistakes at some 
time. 
4) Finally, Abr,3IDson, Garber end 3eligman (19J\i) point. out that 2.3 '.'Jell 
as ex<,ecting to f:l.il IDd blar.1ing the!~!'3el ves for tllis, indivijuJIs who 
eXllerience le-~rnej h~l ,lesoll8d3 eXl-libit lmre3..12-3tic ::..ttributi.]n2 for 
success. (Jiener and ilNeck 1978, Jiener and Jweck in ~re3J) . 
. An anecdotal ex(~ple in the rese:c:.rch2r' s eX)2 rL~nce is a studant who 
alw~ys gave internal, stable, global ~ttributions for liter3cy fail~re. 
When the student had accomplished a task ... Jarticularly well the resec:.::.'cner 
praised him, 'You. did really Vlell today. Look at th'='t yaCe, not a single 
mistake'. The pupil replied., 'I didn't do well, I just got lucky'. 
(This kind of response to s'Jccess is a..'1other way in which tutors can 
identify learned helplessness:'. 
Therefore, as well as changing attributions for failure, tutors have to 
encourage respondents to chrlnJ'e their: attributions for success. 3tudents 
should be encouraged to ratf? their:>wn performg,nce realistic:llly and give 
themselves permis;;:;ion to say 'I did well' when this is the caS2. The 
tutor should aim to do this too - always ensuring that l.Jr'3.i~-;'! is siv2n, 
but only when it is due. 'Vlhen criticism is called for this shoJld not 
be shirked but it should. be handhd sensitively so that the student 
realises that his strategy for dealing with the work,not he/she as a 
person, is being criticized. The ind.ividu3.1 eXflriencing lea:r:'ned 
helplessness is likely, )~C"U3e of low self esteem, to misinterpret 
cri ticism as referrin'~ to the 'w~lole person' rather than just to a 
particula.r task. 
Criticism of the learned helplessness model 
Because Abramson et al's theory is in a 3t3.~e of zrowth there 3.re, 
inevitably, area.s to be clarified, weaknes-oes th3t need strengthening and 
methodologies to be developed. 
The theory is aplllic,-"ble in clinic3.1 '3.D.J s')ci3.1 .!}syohology ::UJ ·D.'Jor. 
rtesearch in ap~)lJing the learned be';"plessness raoiel t::; educati:.'n is ,., 
growin: area, (se~ ;)v.eckmd Goetz, 1977 for d review). 
Jackson and Larrance (1979) w ~ile acknowleubing t("a t the ref>rmula ti)"l 
(Abramson et al 1978) adds new insi",'hts, p)int to a lack of clarity in 
explaining the antecedents to the stable/unstable, global and s~ecific 
a-+J L~butions for helplessness "in terms which are themselves indel)endent 
of the helplessnes8 phenomena" (1979, p. 682). 
Wortman and Dint zer (1978 p. 82) also argue that circularity is a maj or 
weakness in the model. This is not wholly valid as Seligman 1975, and 
Hiroto and Seligman 1975, describe many experiments inducing helplessness. 
Nevertheless, this is an area in which work remains to be accomplL3hed. 
It may be for eX8.lllple, tll,,,"t personality factors not yet considered may 
contribute towards a tendency to exyerience learned helplessnes8. 
This study has ?'lot focussed on t:Jese criticisms as they are concerned with 
the oricSin of helplessness while this study has been concarned with 
establishing wheth~r or ~0t learned helplessness was being experienced 
by respondents. 
Abramson et al (1978) have noted that measurement of attribution is complex. 
",flile verbal measurement is one valid technique they acknowledge th'-lt 
development is needed in this area to ensure that all avenues are 
explored in the search for ade~uate techni~ues for defining attributiJn. 
This study has aimed to contribute in this 3.rea by postulatin€ a role for 
the re'pertory grid in locus of control studies. 
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Adult Literacy Tutors 
The relationship between the ~ellch r and. the taught !'la.') implic'.:.tions for 
all learning situations. Howev\:. r, ad.ul t Ii teracy h~s f)e.rticular oroble:ns 
... ... 
to overcome in this area. 
Firstly, the f-cct that the respond2nts are adults may [!lean that they 
have become more entrenched in their failure role. 
Secondly, since many literacy staff are vollLl1teers, not n'2cessarily 
trained teachers, they may bring to their role many assumptions about 
teaching which have n0t been clarified and/or modified by experience and 
'.vide re~ding of relevant texts, as ha~))ens during teacher training. 
Voluntary tutors may not be aVlare of the i ':',t;ortant relationship betNeen 
the affectivemJ the cognitive domains in learning situations. 
Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that some of them m~, in a 
kindly way, t.iin~ing to encourage their stIJden:, gloss over :3.J.1Y failuxe 
in exactly the wa
u
r that Jweck (1975) 112L3 shown leads to cmtinuing 
learned helplessness. 
In order for tutors to accomplish the tasks :mtlined t~leJ ','jill hav~ to 
aCCel)t a role f':!r r:J.ore demanding than that ::>f a trJiner in literacy 
skills and adopt a role more closely resemblins that of a counsellor. 
Perhaps the most s :itisL,,-,~tory guidelines to a ,::utually fruitful 
'partn~rshi~) are t:lOS e est ?bl ished by S.o~r3 (1959) as es senti&.l in a 
wi thin which he lncl 1.ldes teaching. 
They are con::;ruence (beins- open), em;,Jath;;r, ]oC;itive re,s'Td :l.lld 
uncondi tion31i t~' of r.:~S"~:rd.. F01" :t0Gers the lost Si;llific':ill: el..or:}·?:1t Ll 
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deter.nininb an '~ffectiv'? U "cOf:1e is t;1e quali ty of tLe inter)-:'.:'3 Yl:ll 
relationship. If voLmtar~' tutors wer2 familiarizei with this conce~t 3l1d 
the notion of including an element of cJunsellin; in th~ir role, where 
necessar/, they could fe'jl confident ~:i reassured of +~he relev:l.Uce of 
such an a))r .. )ach to a learning :-3i tuation. 
Training for tutors 
The trainin; procedLlres for voluntary liter~cy tutors is an area in which 
re8earch could Llsefully be conducted. For ex 3lIlpl e , is training 2.l W';/';C; 
;:,;"'i ven? Is there a cohesive programme for~ r .lining aV'lilE..ble to all 
local a.athori ties' (At the schemes with which the ITriter is familiar 
tutors are given a two hour group training session once a week for six 
weeks) • 
The training 1 i terat'J.re aVOliL.:.ble for literacy tutors seems to .::'eflect an 
literature (Rob:::rts, 197h) amouncin; itself a,s 3. 'practic3.1 ai,i int'~·n.ied 
to hel..:- the tutor of adult illiterate:::; 3.SSeS8 the students nt?.?ds a81<;el1 
as ,;,)lan a 11rogr3Jll!::l8 and ::~v3.1uat~ .::)ro-.:;re:'-::3'. The b)oklet is divided into 
four headed sections. 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Pl8.Xl1linC a.nd ~lrt?.i..H,ratory work before 'neeting the st'.lient. 
Activities a.nd skills to }repe.re for the e TI1ci sts5es of reaiing. 
Plannin', teachin,-." a.nd eV3,lua tion of the lno:u. c method. \,.J v .r: 
;:)u "estL:ms for intere:st m:::::.tc.:'i21s. uu -
';~11ile this is all valuable :ll'l() 'leces~ar'y informatL.m, to concentr3.te only 
on the cognitive domain, even in an introductory bandbook pur}ortins to 
discuss students nee.is, shows th~lt an l.Ulnec2:3::J3Xily na:,::r071 defini ti,Jn 
of netds h::1.8 sh~'.y?J the c0r.:ents of E18 oo,)k. 
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Any trainin3' of tutors could be said to be inc:o;n)12bc: unle:::,' it cont2...ins 
consideration of both cognitive 3.llG affectiv~ Jom=.ins. 
Until re.3eCU'ch is conducted in the 2::::'83. of t'ltor tr3..inin€;;' it is iI:1.~o3sible 
to ascert"'in how much, if any, attention i~~ ~iv'~'n to t~-lP 3.ff~ctiv-,::, 
domain. 
Further rese=.rch 
Severa.l methodoloL,ric3.l consid'~r3-tions arose from the st'~:iy which ffi3.Y be 
useful to explore furth~r. 
Further resee.rch could be conducted to examine the possible role for the 
repertory grid in locus of control studies. 
The relationshi? between an extezonal locus of control a.YlQ contin'-ling 
negative perceiJtions of self on the grid suggests that the grii may be 
a useful addition9..1 technology in locus of control studies if the 
previous, )resent and ideal sel:, ::ic)~)e3T as elements. Further research 
could be cond:-1cted which eX8 .. Eline r.:. the relationshil) between t:le dTi~ and 
locus of control in more depth. 
The researcher's stuly has established a link between nellrotici8ID :lll-:l the 
distance betwP'3n the ideal self 'ini the present 3elfJn the r~ y::rtorJ -.:ri,-l, 
those furthest away from the ideal self teniin...; to show more n·';'-1roticism, 
as measured on Zys~nck'3 ~I. 
Morre IIi, Krotinger and In:oore (1979) found ':3.. rela tionshiiJ between 
neuroticism, as measured by Eys1cnctc' s PI, 3,nd locus of control on Levenson's 
IPC Scale, those s~1owing most neuroticism bei:lg like I,;, to "believe they 
are not in control of :::,.::inforcem,;nt c"~ltinG-encies ani Llr'th ::nao~e, t, <3. t.: 
conse.:uences are deter;:linej by ch~nce" (l.)' 153,1'-17;:). 
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A locus of control study cOllIe. 3.ttem)t to j~velo) furth,_!' illatho::olocSi~s 
by relating 3.11 t!J.rer:: variable3. 
IPC 3cale). The role of the powerful otjers 5imens~Jn on ~ev~nson's 
scale appears to have been insufficiently investig3.ted in the l',:orelli, 
et 9.1, study and further work wo~)_ld also need to 'oe conducted in this 3..:'ea. 
During the use of Levenson's IPC Scale in this study it becane necessarJ 
to compare th? internality scores from this sorle ;: L th other variables 
o:ltside the scale. It became obvious that it would not be correct to 
take the raw internality scores, since these gave no indication of whether 
internality, powerful others, or chance was viewed as t~~ dominant mode. 
A measure (called R) was used, which W:~,,3 based J~l the alGebraic difference 
between the I score and the .higher of the other two (F:)r C). (For full 
details see st:Ltis tics chapter, hypoti1":::sis 2.0, }2rt 2, page 172). 
That statistic (R) could be ~8ed in furthe,r investigations of locus of 
control which include Levenson's IPC 3cale c.3 a measure and which -Nish 
to correlate an index of inter-relatLmship between internality and. the 
other two modes. 
Having outlined further rese-reh in the ".rea of metilOdolo,gy, considera.tion 
will n'J\V be Jiven to further research reLJ.ting di~·~ctly to tutors andlor 
students, and the alleviation of le~,-rned helplessness. 
The content and availability of training schemes fir voluntary tutors 
is a suitable area for further research. 
Perhaps a study in this area could include en examination of the as)ir:::tions 
and eXIJectations of volG.nt:iry lit9racy tutors. For ex~)le, it cOlld 8e 
fruitful to ('..0c,::·t~in the tutor'~ 3.ttitude ·~,:l.:i also to :hofine 'Nh,q+ lit~r0~y 
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repertury ;rid technique. 
The information which could be elicited from the volunt3.ry tutors by 
their completing re.pertory grids 'NO 111 be u32ful to those tr3.inin~ -:;;l~D, 
but would be equally valuable to the voluntary tutors themselves. 
Enabling them to become fully atlare of their own .gercel-'tions of literacy 
would be important in developine kno'Rle':.lc::e which could incr~ase their 
chance of becoming more effective tutors. 
An anecdotal example of how the tutor' s attitude to Ii ter9.cy c::.:n.iffect 
tuition can be illustrated by describing two students w~o join~d the 
researcher's literacy group after they had be~n t3.u;ht by voluntary 
tutors on a one to one basis. 
One student ~rrived Rt the class with a list of books ~e~ded '50 books 
you must read' which had been given to him by his indivilu2.l tutor. 
The student had been presented with Jne of t~ese books each week (they 
were established clas3ic3, Dickens etc.) told to read it and be 
lJrepared to discuss it with the tutor a week later. This 3tudent had 
stru::;-gled for some weeks before oJtin~ to attenl classes. 
Il'he second student was totally illiterate when indi vidu3.1 tuition 
comQ8nced and had been tauGht to read by usi~S the Ladybird reading 
scheme. She had been presented by her t~tor with the whole scheme, in 
numerical order, until she had read every available book, wnereupon the 
tutor sug;ested to her that she attend classes. ~o at~empt w~s m~de to 
in t roduce newspa}ers, m.agazines or 8'J.i table literature, which meant 
the student's concept of readinG' was J..nn~ce3saril.)r limited. 
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',Thile the3e may oe isola1::ed examplee t n"~r<::: is no way of composin€ a 
picture of the literacy ex,Pectati,)nc, of tutors until r(".se?..I'r.;!-: is 
conduct=d in this ~rea. 
In the light of th~ findings of lea.:..'ned hel1.Jles3ne3s in this st:J.dJ, a 
useful study c:)J.ld be condu.cted into the teaching meth,xls ttJ.:ors u.s'?, 
p;3-rticularly, the handling of problems and learning failure situations 
experienced by the students. 
Here again the grid could be a useful rese irCD. tool. :ihile such a study 
should include observation of tutors and their ~upils, understanding 
could be enhanced if tutors completed grids which elicited their 
perceptions of a 'eood' and 'bad' student. They cOlld also be asked to 
elicit situations with their ~mpils which they fo'md difficult to cope 
with, and situations in which they felt themselves to be at ease. 
The future role for volunteers in literacy schemes would seem to be 
established. Literacy tuition could not possibly have been available on 
the scale it has been without either voluntary labour or Utopian amounts 
of funding. Therefore, it se;ms important that re~earch is conducted in 
this area. 
The fou.r techniCJ..ues advocated by Abramson, Garber end Seligman (1930) for 
alleviating helplessness (outlined e>,.rlier) could be the focus of 
research examining the efficacy of the teaching strategies. 
A small study cO:.lld be conduci:;ed by comparing two groups of res~}ondents 
ex?eriencing learned helplessness. 
One grouiJ could be taught by :'l tutor a)...Jly.ng the above techni ~ues. 
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differenc~s in th~ two 3rau~8. 
A larG- r stuJ..y cO'Jld be carried O'Jt by in ~t1" r,·"t1· Y\ , Sl" X 
- - ___ .• ~ ;roups. 
4 groups could each receive ~:me ()f th0 tec:'milues. 
One group could receive a combination )f ?11 t2chni lues, while a further 
groufJ ~c,I;ld receive no 3}':Ocial treatment. 
ProgreS:3 could be monitored oVe:;r time and C')Ll 'crison for t;le efficacy 
of the Jifferent techni:fues could be made. 
T'ne 11"teracy mov~ment·. t t' f t _ - pas , _Jresen ana u ure. 
This study W;3.:c cO".l'lenced at a ~ime of o.,)timumievelo':'J."ll'lJt in the Ii teracy 
fic:'L~. The existence of la "it: nUlber3 of e.Jul t~~ with Ii ter8.cy iifficu1 ties 
had become 83tablishel3.,:3 a iJoli tical reality. The government h"tu s~t 
up a unit to co-ordinate information ani s -)lQe ,'.s.tJects of fundine for 
literacy, which W3.S to be 'provided at local authority level. 
The nati~nal television network wa. ahowin 7 a se~ies of literacy 
}rO~re.lllmes at pe3.k viewin,~' times, whi ch incLl.ded a tele~h'ne (wJ!1b~Jr whi ch 
This, and wide advertisint:S' of the scheme, which even included one l_-.r~e 
supermdrket chain distrib'Jtin::,' information le::..f1f::'ts, Cr2s.t,?U '3. ~:l1.;:rLite 
of-lub1ic awareness. (Full details of the ,'lev -loj)ment of the scr.8I2t:' 
are ~iven by Ch~rnley 1979). 
As '#3.8 S.lOwn in t1e int -,::::vh~w finiing3 in tills st ;iJ, many resp.>I'ld '1tS 
gOVfjrn,.:'.jnts, its orief '3.n1 title h9,v~ been CIl:J...'1. ~e::' so t:iat it now 
embr~ce s not 'lnly Ii tt::racy provisi:m but I1Uill~racy, bCi ':lie s~i118 and 
'~xtcndej, the funding has not, and t'! is inevi ta..bly :ne211S les:j 4'rovision 
of servi ces . Literacy no longer r'jc2i yes med.ia at tention. J:1rl-:- B3C 
televisi un prograrn:nes WF~re first L'luV~J fro!"l:. }e:ik v~.";'iil1~ time e....'10 have 
now virtually ceased. 
At the same tir:le the:r-2 is no reason to believe that tr~e literacy problem 
has diminiohed to the extent that media cove:!,''''! 'e miCht 3 I l0"S'';St. Of 
~l estimdted 2/3 million }2ople neeling literacj ielp, approximately 
200, ,)0:) have received tuition. How m::m.y of t~!e:3e i8ve ce(:L:lt~d '~'~i ti,Jn 
oec::lU3t;; they are 82.tisfied .vi th the st3.ndard. th ';} hav2 reached and how 
ffii:l.1ly left for )t[l~r :>:,2asons is not :Z-:'10wn. 
The future _'lJ 3TIosi '3 for th,:; w:101e of a,)ul t educal~ion a~);)ea:r3 very bleak 
at the present time. fthis is refl'?cted in the Gov·,rnment fi2"'JJ'2 for 
3pending on edu.c2, t ion for 1983/4. Out of a total of ~~ 12,548 "lilli on, 
aJul t education rec,=,ived a tin;:,' .::-ro)ortion. The ficuI'l~ for o:u3ic 
ed..ucatim is 3.bo"t 0/~5~·~ (i.e. 1/2:)00). ACl;'C~ calculate that; 3 million 
i.,'.:'ople ne:=d he1) wi tll b3.3ic e:::1ucati::Jn (1/2()) of the ~o)lJ.lation. It cm 
be Se ~~n t:12 t at "-JreJ ent it would be impossible to )rovide hel) to 3.11 
t~lOse in new.d. R8UI';anisation of local ge'vcTllJlJ.'.?lE fundin; io -eJUttilLC 
increasing ~.)res~iure 0:1 local au thori ties. A~ II t eJ..J..catio~1 is the onlJ-
br:Ulch of e~J.1"C3.ti(m, ?,t ~)r~sent, WlLich there is no st·~tutory obli!jation 
on a 10c2l authority to orovide. 
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All the cc'lc~J.latiJn9 of tlk munbers 
t:-le fuf,ure, if all 3chool le3.vers I'k::,::: te.':5ted in :J?.sic skills. At t.::E: 
low to allow t~em to cope g.deQuatelJ Hi th ::v·~l:Jcl3..J J.>?I:l3.nJs. 3uc!: 
information would be -'lseful to schools ani colle.;c:s in hel)inc' wi th 
curriculum ~jl2.nning and the allocating of rGSOurct?3. :;011e.""e3 're no'v 
est~blishing a Youth Tr2.ining Scheme for yo ;n:;; url":,c;:.i:!loyed schoi)l le:lv'rs 
·:..cni such courses as t:'1is could. :;>robably be :,;lanne" more effectively if 
such a statistic were available. 
This thesis could end vfi th a discJ.3 -.:;i"n about -C'l<::- im..:-ortance ;Jf acceS3 to 
Ii terde,;' in a. clemocratic society. The -,-~raist:;Northy conce)t of life Ion: 
education, the che.nce for ?~ll tc ste) 02.8k on t~~e et Jcatio1131 1 ad (_,:::r, 
even at th~ bottom ~lng,could be ~lvocated at length. Inste3.d, the 
'Nri ter Vl')i)ld like to give tlie l:lst word to her stud l3nts. 
One wan, a te211':i~er in the d3.Y-: l~ollowinG the war wh·~n Ii ttle Ii '>3rQcy 
provisim was available, describes how he thoJ311t of tryin]; to obtain help 
by 6etting into prison: 
"I knew they ecl:lcate.i you, if YOJ,'!ent insi·}e I cos it ~13.:) ened to 
one of .1;;r m~~ tes. g:e Ie: ned to real 3r ... d sri te insi~e. YO'.J;-:'· ,ow 
when you I re 16 or so yo'~ alwa;fs ;3t a ch<nce to become a ::'I)gue. 
I often wondered vlhethe:r to do it. See; i"S wouldn I t have bothe red 
me if I got caught 'cos I could have lea:rned tl • 
It seems a sad r~flection on a society that he s~w the only 3.cces~ to 
educ3.tion as bein~ throllgh the )rison system. 
There will ,;.Jrobably 3..1w3.)'3 oe some stui:::-nts W10 G·J ~lC·t take the 
0l).cJortunitie:3 offered them ~t schJol. The door should theref0r,~, 
1'"'11 • 
_, __ 1!;3 
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should be easily available to all (co~unity colleges are an int~resting 
development in this area), and it is importmt that no stigm3. is 
attached to returning to a 31 tuation of )reviou.s fail'J.r~ 8eC3.1';':'~, 3.3 one 
student's remark show'~, the decision to return to a f3.ilur2 3~t'_;::;..t.~:m 
m':.y t~ke some co .... raZe: 
"What do they teach you at school? They teach y()U ){le t<iJl(j -
tha t yo C'll' t do an.Yt~ling. T'ley teec~l you tha.. t you're gool 
for nothinG'''. 
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APPENDIX ON~ 
ilefining p~rceptions of self 
A search for the definition of what is meant by 'self' has fascinated 
philosophers through the ages and early psychologists arg~ed about the 
extent to which it belonged within the former discipline. The history of 
the self in psychology begins with James (1890) and has been developed 
since by the Symbolic Interactionists and Phenomenologists. Behav~ourist 
psychology (Skinner 1938, 1953) influential in the 3econd to fourth 
decades of this century could find no place for 'mind' or mental events 
which were not amenable to rigorous scientific methodology. To t1:1e 
Behaviourist the study of self represented a subjective interpretation 
of internal experience, difficult to meq~ure or validate. ThLs assumption 
that aspects of the self were closed to experimental validation was 
constantly challenged (Blodgett 1929, Kubo 1933, Todd 1916 ). WOEk was 
carried out on the relations'~ip of self ratings to rtings by others, 
self pictures of various ethnic groups, self concept of delinquents and 
self concept assessed by adjectival check lists. 
The Behaviourists gradually widened their stance as evidence accl~ulated 
:ihich was incomprehensible unles'S credance was given to internal processes. 
Burns (1979) suggested that although Behaviourist and PhenomenoloGical 
self theories have quite distinct models of man, they support each other in 
that while the latter stresses that self at~itudes influence behaViour, 
perceptions, needs and goals , it does not s~lOW how change can occur in the 
self concept, perceptions or behaviour,and that behaviourist principles 
can be introduced at this stage. For example, someone with feelings of 
failure needs to be lJresented with ~)osi tive reinforcement cGntingencies 
as a way of increasing self esteem. 
i 
Symbolic interactionism sees the self as 'closely knit' with society. 
Cooley (1902) and Mead (1934) sug;ested that a person reacts to his 
environment according to the way in which he interprets that environment. 
The way in which they interpret is seen as a ~roduct of social interaction 
~ I 
which is modified by individual interpretation. 
The Phenomenological a9proach has dominated the study of self for t :le 
past twenty years. It is realized that the self is not directly 
observable, but that all that is available for study are gerceptions based 
on inference and interpretation of obse~ed behaviour. Behaviour is not 
viewed only as a response to o';.tside stimulii in society; equal importance 
is given to the individual's feelings about himself. For example, whether 
a person has a negative or ~ositive self-concept is likely to 'colour' 
the way he perceives his reality and the way he behaves. In order to 
maintain a consistent picture of self the individual tries to avoid 
conflict and incompatible ideas and situations. Therefore, his perception 
of 'reality' is selective and distorted by defence mechanisms, motives, 
goals and attitudes (Bruner and Goodman 1947, Vinacke 1952, Judson and 
Cofer 1956). Kelly's (1955) interpretation of 'man the scientist' has 
its basis in phenomonology, Kelly's view being tnat man observes the 
universe throllgh bi-polar goggles (or constructs). The re.,8ertor-.r grid 
was developed by Kelly as a w~ of observing these constructs and, 
thereby, building a picture of the individual's ~miverse. The grid has 
the further use that it can be subjected to statistical analysis. 
Having briefly outlined the main areas of development in understanding 
what is meant by 'self' the work of some influential psychologists will 
be discusaed in greater detail since the notion of 'self' is central to 
t llis study. 
James (1 89J) identified the self as an object of kno,fledge consisting of 
all the individual regards as belonging to himself. Included in t~is are 
the social, spiritual and material self. The social self includes the 
individual's perception of how otners view him. His emotions and desires 
are seen as contained within the spiritual self, while the material s21f, 
as well as containing the individual's body, extends outside himself to 
include family and possessions. James sawall as]ects of the self as being 
able to evoke heightened self esteem and, therefore, satisfaction, or 
lowered self-esteem and, t:lerefore, dissatisfaction. He felt t"lat 
limitations eith2r of time, talent or both) could prevent maximization of 
our varioQs selves and he suggested that man, therefore, choos€s a 
particular self !ton which to stake his salvation" (p. 310). Y~'hen this is 
chosen self-esteem can be raised by achievement or reduced by deficiencies, 
but this only applies to activities relevant to that aspect of self. 
J qmes ~)1Ulliued this up neatly-, referring to his own choice: "I who have 
staked my all on being a psychologist am mortified if others know more 
psychology than I. But I am content to wallow in the grossest ignorance 
of GreGk" (p. 310). James summed up self esteem thus: 
self esteem :a success 
pretentions 
Cooley (1902) defined the self as "that which is desibrnated in COi:unon 
speech by pronouns of the first person Singular, me, my, myself, mine" 
(p. 136). He developed the idea of a 'looking glass self' - that is the 
concept of an individual perceiving himself as ot~ler3 .Jerceive him. This 
idea was extended by Mead (1934) who }ointed out that individuals learn 
to perceive the world as others do in order to anticipate their reactions. 
Mead suggested thece are as many selves as the~~ are s00ial situati)ns. 
Tnese different selves var, in the 3i91ificance they have for the 
individual, some per30nali ty vJ.riable8 be ~~~; V81'/ 8i tU'.:L ion specifi:). 
iii 
;\'lead saN behaviour beinG regulated. in the absence of external pressure 
by the individual jud,;lng how 'generalized othe!'s' w0,Jld. re 39ond. to his 
actions. For him the development of a stable and. realistic self image is a 
si:;n of mat uri ty. 
For Lecky (1945) the self concept formed the nucleus of the Jersonality. 
The J~rsonality is seen as dynamic,involving continuous assimulation of 
new ideas and the modification or rejection of old ideas. However, the 
major motive is seen as seeking for uni tJ since any t:,reat to the 
organisation of the p'ersonality produces distress. "Behaviour expresses 
the effort to maintain the integrity and unity of the organizati',m. The 
nucleus of the system, aro~ which the rest of the system revolves is 
the individual's idea or conception of himself". (p. 29). 
Snygg and C~mbs (1949), following Lecky; defined the self concept as the 
parts of the phenomenal fields which the indiviiual has differentiated 
as definite and reasonably stable characteristics of himself. They 
cri ticize behavLmrism as giving rise to "a mechanistic conception of 
human beings as physical objects whose behaviour is the result of forces 
acting upon them". (p. 310). They stressed that tfman is not a puppet 
bandied about at the mercy of forces exerted upon him. He is a creature 
of discretion who selects his ~erceptiJns from the world he lives in. 
He is not the victim of events, but is capable of perc·",iving, interpreting, 
even creating events". (p. 312). They see man as "a growing dynamic 
creature being continuously in search of adequacyl!. (p. 312). 
Rogers (1951) built on this conception of self which ~ad fused self-as-
prooess and self-as-object. His self t;ieory developed from his clinical 
work and was redefined later (1959). Initially he defined self as 
"composed of S'.lch ele::nents as the pe2'ceptj.)fi3 of one's ch :r::cteristics 
iv 
and abilities, the percepts and concepts of self in relation to others and 
to the environment; the value qU3.li ties which are perc:::iv2.1 as associ3.tei 
with exp·:riences, objects, goals and idee.ls which are perceived a.s having 
positive or negative valence" (p. 136). When he redefined his theory 
'self actualization' became the only motive and s21f concept was defined 
as lithe organized consistent, conceptual, Gestalt composed of the 
characteristics of the 'I' or 'me', the perceptions of the relations_:ips 
of the 'I' or 'me' to others and the various aspects of life together with 
the value attached to t:lese perceptions". (p. 200, 1959). Here Rogers 
seems to use self-concept to lean what others have c?lled 'self'. He also 
introduced the idea of an 'neal self' as ''The self conce ot which the 
. -
individual would most like to £)ossess and upon which he places the highest 
value for himself". (p. 200, 1959). For Rogers the individual is always 
in a state of becoming; when he does not feel threa~ened he will be able 
to as.-3imilate new experiences which will involve changes in his self 
image, moving positively towards the 'true self' he c~ become. 
One of the most recent developments in 'self' has been Epstein's (1973) 
suggestion that the self concept should be identified as a self theory. 
He sees this theory as a conce~tual tool for accomplishing a purpose: to 
optimize the pleasure/pain balance for the individual. For him this is 
fundamental and it is only after this that the individual uses his system 
to facilitate maintenance of self esteem (whether high or low) and to 
organize the 'd8ta of experience' so that it can be effectively handled. 
Epstein admits that his theory has much in common with Kelly's (1955), 
but he says that unlike Kelly's 'man the scientist' who needs the distinction 
between self and non-self to study the objective world, Epstein's 'man the 
human being 'needs this distinction only in as much as it contributes to the 
satisfaction of ;)ersona.l ne ds and hap 9iness. .c;~\8tein' s inc e rpreta t ~ un 0: 
Kelly is, of co lrse, cpen to q-_~estion. 
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Because Kelly's personal construct theory (1953) is important to the 
methodology of this study his idea of self will be considered in greater 
depth in the chapter dealing with methodology. It is briefly outlined here. 
Kelly, while acknowledging a debt to Lecky,took the vie~ that self con-
sistency is not the major motive for man. He s l J.ggests that, "It is seeking 
to antioipate the whole world of events anJ thus relate himself to them that 
best explains man's psychological processes. If he acts to preserve the 
system it is because the system is an essential chart for his uersonal 
.. 
adventures, not because it is a self contained island of meaning in an 
ocean of inconsequentialities" (p. 59, Kelly 1963). Kelly's theory is 
built upon a fundamental postulate and a series of eleven corollaries. 
His fundamental postulate is "a person's processes are psychologically 
channelized by the way in which he anticipates events" (p. 46). Kelly refers 
to 'self' as, "a group of events whioh are alike in a certain way and, in 
that same way, necessarily different from other events. The way in which 
the events are alike is the self ••• The self having been thus conceptualized 
can now be used as a tning, a datum or an item in the context of a 
superordinate construct ••• Vfuen the person begins to use himself as a 
datum in forming constructs, exciting things begin to hap)en. He finds 
that the constructs he forms act as rigorous controls upon his behaviour 
••• this behaviour in comparison to other peo1)le is .:.)articularly affected. 
It is of course, the comparison he sees, which affects his behaviour. 
Thus, much of his social life is con~rolled by the comparisons he has come 
to see between himself and others". (p. 131, 1955). Personal Construct 
Theory oan view the self both as a construct and an element (these terms 
are explained in detail in the methodology chapter). The self as a construct 
is the 'me-ness' or consciousness permeating the whole life; the self as 
an element is ourself in the different roles we play (functions we perforl..l) 
in our life. For \:Cxam~le 'me as husbana', 'me 3..::i 1':1. th:=r', 'me a:) lect'Jr';r' 
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'me as friend'. It is this second aspect of self thit would be measured 
bJ any self measuring technique, including the Rep::~tory Grid. 
It can be seen that notions~f self are not always easily or clearly 
defined. Although the phenomenologists fused some of the contradictions 
in notions of self t:1eir unwillingness to admit the influence of the 
unconscious leaves a still incomplete picture. Altho,gh the idea of self 
in tnis study owes much to phenomenology and to Kelly it was felt that by 
using the term 'perceptions of self' rather than 'self concept' such 
confusion cO;lld be avoided. The self conce Jt can be interpreted in many 
different wayso What is mQant herQ by peroeptions of self is BOmg of 
the views a person holds about himself. There is no suggestion t '[at these 
are all the perceptions he holds; they may not be the most important ones 
to him. Because they are concerned '!lith his role as a person with 
literacy difficulties who is functioninB in a society which values literacy 
they are the most im)ortant as i8.r as this study is conce.rned. The ideal 
self is seen as attributes of the self that the in~ividual t~inks he 
would like to possess. Repertory 6Tid studies have sn~wn that the ideal 
self can be surprisingly stable over time (Bannister and Fransella, 1971). 
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APPENDIX TVlO 
Interview schedule 
Section one - .remembering 
1 • What decided you to come for help? 
Probe: Could JOIJ. t~link if tl~8~;e was an actual incident that 
made you decide to come? 
2. How did you hear of the scheme? 
3. How did your family feel about yOll.r joining the scheme'; 
Probe: Were they not very interested or lid they encourage you? 
4. Was it reading, writing, spellinG or all of these you felt you needed 
help with? 
5. Before you came to the class can you remel-:J.ber what you imagined it 
would be like? 
Probe: ) 1 • 
other students) )2. 
tutor 
) 3· 
) 1 • )2. 
) 3. 
) 
6. receiving GROUP tuition: 
like you, therefore, you didn't feel 
bothered. 
friendly/unfriendly 
encouraging/not encouraging 
friendly/unfriendly 
helpful/unhelpful 
telling you what to do/letting you help 
in decisions about what to do, 
Vfuy did you decide you woLl like to be tau~;!lt in a _-roup? 
receivinls ONE to ONE tuition: 
vrhy did you decide on 1 - 1 instead of group t".l.ition? 
.00 you t:lini.< you will eventually join a sroup? 
If no: why? 
receiving BarH types of tl;.ition: 
What is it you 1 i.ke about being able to come to ooth'~ 
7. When yo 1. sta:cted what did YOL thin~ you wo ld get out of j oinine5 the scheme'! 
Probe: help with readinJ/writing/spelling 
confidence 
both 
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80 When you joi_ned the scheme, how long lid. you t[:ink it wOLld. take to 
reach your goal? 
9. Now, are your ideas about this different. 
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3ection two - Now 
1. Have your ideas aboi..;.t classes/tutors chan~ed with experience? 
I f Y'r~S: How? 
2. Are you able to study at home'~ 
Probe: physic~l conditions 
time 
inclination 
3. Has coming to classes made a difference to wh3.t you do in y;mr s,;>are 
time? 
4. Has coming to classes made a difference t'J wha.t you do in your spare 
time for enjoyment? 
Probe: Do you feel you are doing more reading? 
If Y~S: Ilell, being able to read more of what·~ BJoks, newspapers, 
magazines? 
5. Since starting tui tLm are there ways yo,; fe,,,,l different e.g. 
at home, at work, with your mates? 
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Section Three - Educational back,3ToLilld 
Now I'd like to look back to your school days. ,Ve' re t:ilking :ibout 
when you were at school. 
1. While you we:::e at school do you think they knew at home, :..hat you 
had problems with reading/writing/spelling? 
If YES: Can you give any example3 of ways they tried to help you? 
2. Do you think any other members of your f~ly had difficulties with 
reading/writing/spelling? 
Probe: parents 
brothers and sisters 
3. ~Vhen you were at school can you remember when you first became aware 
of having reading/wri~ing/spelling difficulties? 
4. -What do you think the reasons were thut you had difficulties? 
Probe: Some people think it's because they had trouble with 
hearing/eyesight, or Lussing school through illness or 
moving or maybe something to do with school. 
5. What did the school do about it? 
6. How did the school help you? 
7. What are your memories of school like? 
Probe: Swmnarise their memories and ask 'so, on the whole 
are your memories of school pleasant or unpleasant? 
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Section Foux - Future 
1. How do you think you'll know when you're rel3.d.y to leave the class? 
Probe: (a) Is there something you will have done that makes 
you feel 'this is the time'? 
(b) Vfuen your readingfw.ri tingj spelling reaches a c8rtain 
level? What level? 
(c) 'When you feel confident? 
(d) When your tutor suggests it? 
2. Do you think you'll go on to further classes? 
If YEs: What? 
Why? 
3. Since you st~rted attending classes has what you want to do with 
your l1.fe chan'ed in any way? 
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Section Five - Heturn to probe 
1. Do you think there has been an improvement in your reading/writing! 
spelling? 
If YES: (a) Why? 
(b) Can you give me any examples? 
If NO: (a) When you do improve do you think it will change your 
life in any way? 
(b) Why don't you think you've improved'? 
(c) Can you give me any examples? 
2. Do you. think this improvement has changed your life in any way? 
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Factul'il Section 
Sex 
Age 
Married 
Job 
Length of time attending class/tutor 
Thank you for your helve Is the:ce anything you'd like to ask me? 
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APPENDIX T~ 
Back-up InteL~iews 
Provision was made for eight further interviews to back up the thirteen 
original ones, to be conducted. A tQtal of ten students were asked to 
participate; there were only two refusals to take part. 
Between the arrangement to conduct these interviews and their elicitation 
various changes took place in the structural organization of the college 
concerned which meant that there was a redefinition of roles for the 
person from whom permission to conduct the interviews was obtained. There 
were now, in effect, t'NO people with equal responsibility for running a 
department which one of them had previously been running. This change 
had caused considerable feel-Lngs of insecurity and. t'1reat, as well as a 
personality clash between the two people involved. ~e researcher became 
a victim of this clash. After four interviews had been conducted in 
conditions replicating earlier interviews one of those in charge sought to 
conclude the research by suggesting that the students were being co-erced 
since "nobody could possibly want to talk about her/himself for an hour". 
The researcher asked that the person involved accompany her when she met 
the student as arranged to satisfy himself that no co-ersion was involved. 
When it became obvious that the student was ~uite happy to participate in 
the interview the person became ~uite agitated and said that it was 
impossible for the interview to last for more than thirty minutes. AlthoQgh 
it proved possible to Cjver the schedule in this time it was decided that 
it would be better to terminate research at this centre. 
V{hen these five interviews were compared with those from the initial 
responden~s, there was no si,s'TIifica.nt variation in the responses of the 
xv 
two groups. Since those interviewed had been selected randomly from 
those who volunteered to participate (i.e. they were not the first five 
to volunteer) it was decided that it would not be necessary to locate a 
further centre and conduct more interviews at this stage. The original 
thirteen interviews were then taken as generally representative of this 
type of student. 
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AP PENnIX FOUR 
Specimen interview transcript 
N.B. Quotations used in the main text are shown underlined. 
Student 13 
Student 13 is a 37 year old male who has attended classes for 2~ years. 
R Right, the first question is, I wonder if you can remember what 
decided you to come for help? 
S Urn, I saw the advert on the television and, er, it was just on the 
s ot decision. That was it. I 'ust icked u· the hone and run . 
Don't a - I don't know why laugh couldn't tell why. I'd seen it 
before - the advertising on there. And it didn't do anything to 
me. But this 9articular time I just picked up the phone and rung 
the number. 
R Was it, was it something about the programme do you think'? 
S No, I think I just came to terms with meself you know. I said 'well 
I'm going to do it'. I don't think it was anything about the program~e 
as such that persuaded me. I was just sort of watching it and I 
thol_lght 'Right I'm going to do it now'. I'd thought about it before 
but didn't have the courage, and er, but this time for some reason I 
just did it and that was it. 
R VJhat made you watch the tJrogramme. Can yO'J.. remember that? 
S Um (pl) Yes. I was off work and I had 'flu and I was watching the 
horse racing (laugh) and it happened to come on (laugh) either before 
or in between (laugh) I didn't put it on specially to watch it at all. 
R But you had hapgened to see it before? 
S Yes 
R Had you specifically watched it before? 
s No, I'd seen snippets and heard about it, 
did for the libraries - and often stop.)ed 
changed me mind again, you know, and urn. 
from the advertising that made me do it. 
something I looked at and thought 'Right 
was ito 
R Did YOil used tu go to the library then? 
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and seen the posters they 
and thought 'yes' and then 
So there was nothing really 
I was just. it was just 
I'm goin::s to do it' al1G. that 
S I used to pass the library because the wife used to go to the library 
and get out books. And um, I used to attempt. I'd say 'well g8t me 
a book'. She used to get me a book and, urn, I used to attempt it 
and have trouble in reading it to start with. All right if the first 
tNO or three words you knew. You come to t~e next six you didn't _ 
you just used to ohuck the book down and put the book away _ you know. 
Struggling to get to the end of the sentence ~d, er, just put it 
down then. You just didn't pick it up any more then. 
R O.K. How did you hear of the scheme? 
S (P2) Just through the newspaper I think mainly. 
R You used to read a newspaper? 
3 Yeah, urn (p2) 'The Sun' because it was the easiest one to read. But 
knowing the symbol, you know, knOwing it I noticed it and, er, mainly 
got it from there (p3). 
R How did your family feel about you joining the scheme? 
S Er urn. Well the wife was pleased you know. Um (p2) That's it mainly 
you know. The rest of the family (p2) didn't really know, you know (p2). 
R Was it reading, writing, spelling or all of these you felt you 
needed help with? 
S No, mainly spellin0 (p1) and, er, some rea~ing naturally. But mainly 
it was spelling. Writing always ••• you know ••• I can copy anything 
down you know. 
RYes 
S No trouble with the writing at all. But my main thing was the spelling 
(p5) 
R 
s 
R 
s 
R 
Before you came to the classes can you remember what you imagined it 
would be like? 
Frightening (laugh) Umo (p3) Not really. I think~ urn, back to when I 
was at school and thinking how that was frightening (laugh). That was 
about the only thing that got me nervous - meeting other )eople I 
suppose, nervous about it and having to learn. Didn't discuss it -
never discussed it, with anybody in me life. So it was all of a sudden 
finding yourself speaking to other £eople and realising there was other 
people the same as me •.• had tro~lble. And er, I t},ink that was the 
main, the main thing at first. 
That was how you imagined the students, can you remember how you 
imagined the tutor would be? 
(p3) Well having had a private tutor at home before I came to the class, 
urn, I knew exactly how you would be (laugh). 
OhI 
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R 
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No, you know I knew that I could speak to you abo-lt it and. not feel 
(p2) like I used to feel urn, veri frightened, and frightened to speak 
about it, nervous and sA'eat (laug-h) you know. This •.• I think this 
happens to quite a few you know. Even talking to some of the class 
at the moment - the feeling is exactly the same. You get tight inside 
and go to pieces completely (p4). 
Er, why did you decide you'd like to be taught in a CToup'~ 
Um, I had a tutor at home for about a year and a half (p2). She - we 
both felt she'd. done what she could for me at home. She thO:lght it 
was time I met other people in the same situation in a class. Ani, er, 
I felt yeah I would like to try it now ~~ving a little bit more 
confidence. Yes I would like to try a cl9.s3. And, er, I went you 
know there and the feeling was still there (laugh) you know, it was 
still there (laugh) (p3). 
So, do you come to both? 
No, I only come here now, er, to the class. Urn, my teacher has just 
had a baby so that's taking up mO:lt of her time at the moment. But, 
er, I find c()ming to the class and doing the homework and I read a 
lot more now than I ever used to .•• More confident - and I 've }ro~'Tessed 
from 'The Sun' to the 'Mail' (laugh) which is nice you know. I read 
that every day and I also have occasional books from the library. 
And, er, I find that, you hlOW, at the moment its enough, with wh9.t I 
can take in myself, you know. Um, I ~::~o.v me tutor sort of had fears I 
may get ••• have too much coming at me and I may get bogged down a bit. 
But er, the amount I'm doing now - feel confident that I can handle 
th9.t. Plus working, plus everything else ;vi thout, you know sort of, 
too heavy on me, you know. 
Yes 
And liable to throw it in and say ••• if you know I can't do it. 
O.K. fine. vfuen you started - this is not when you started the class, 
but when you started goinc to your individual tutor - what did you 
think you wOllld get out of joining the scheme? 
(p3) Just the __ ~bili t,y to ~LeJ:1.~_ Tha!.. was_~~'_Lc?~~T!.~~~r,,-e.t 'N9.~~ 
ona--.thinru1J. ReallYJ-I didn't LJ __ diin' t ~~~e-,_ you know, any big 
dreams. Bu~~~t_t~ be able to spell when you're confronted with urn, 
a form to fill in. YO~Ast fill it in without panic. The.t's the 
main thing. 
R Right (p3) Vihen you joined the scheme how long did you think it would 
take to reach your ~oal? 
S (p1) I don't think I set my~elf a timeo I knew it would be - you 
know, I knew it would. take time - t :ike a long time. Urn, I didn't t (_in",( 
well, a year and I shall be able to do it. I didn't even thin~ of how 
long it would t9.ke, you know. I jU8t wmted to be able to do it. So 
I w~sn't worried if it W9.S a ye2r or two or three or four. ~o I didn't 
think about it at ~ll • 
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(p3) I _S~ill, I'm still not -\7ell I want to be able t:J d) it by the 
end of.ttl~s year. Just •.• no '" I haven't, I hav·?n 1 t ree.ll;}r thought 
about l.t l.n that term you ~l)V{, start and finish. I haven't tholJ.;)'ht 
about it like that at all. -- 0 
O.K. well this sections abOtlt now. 
Mmmm 
Have youx ideas about classes and tutors changed with exp'?rience? 
Yes, um, I'm certainly not frightened any more. That's the main thing 
(p1). I enjoy it, urn, the help, talking to oth8r students in the 
class, which I find easy now I've got mJr2 confidence now than I've 
ever had. And I know it's only since I've been doing the scheme - the 
confidence. But the confidence has just bubbled out now. Perhaps a 
bit too much (laugh) (p2). 
That's nice. Are you able to study at home? 
-:> Yes. Well when I say yes - when I've got the tLme, yes, you know. 
R Yes, well have you sot a particular place that you keep where you go 
to study? 
S Yeah. Well it isn't too bad. See I've got two living rooms, so you 
can be in one room with the television and eVerythinG' else going on 
while you're in the other room by yourself. But the wife helps me 
with stu~ying at home. 
R She works with you? 
S Yeah, yeah. Well she's around all the time if I need helE. Well some 
things we do we do togethel" you. know 2 go through it together and I 
find that helps. 
R What sort of things? Things you've already done in the class? 
S Yes things we've done in the class. Things I've done with the tutor. 
Um, I got a book what me tutor got. It's an English book and its got 
sentences in it and differ'nt words and associe.tion with words and 
crosswords so we sort of work through that .,ve work on th3.t together. 
Specially, the crosswords, you know. Whereas before you'd just look 
at a crossword and go 'phew' now I think 'we'll have a go at a crossword 
tOnight'. Vie both sit down and we do it and I find that helps with 
spelling, you know. .:jpecie.lly, if you're not sure of the middle ~llrt 
of a word. and you have the letters set out from the other clues. You 
think 'oh yeah' you can see a word fitting in there which I could 
never do before (p3). 
R How, how often would you say you worked at home? Is it something you 
do regularly or just when you have time, or when s()mebody else tells you? 
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Um (p2) I like t~ try and do it about twice a week which, with coming 
to the clasdes glves me three times a week, you know. But someti~es 
I'm not always able to. There's ~eople knockin~ at the door and 
'What's hap~ening?' but I try, you know, a couple of nights at home. 
Has coming to classes made a difference to what you do in your spare 
time? 
(p3) No, I don't think so. Not me spare time. Well, yes, except for 
reading. Yeah, reading. I tend to read a book now, and enjoy a book 
if its good. other than that no, because I've alw~s had a busy spare 
time anyway. 30 it's just slotted in with whatever else I do (p2). 
You don't feel its taking away from your spare time at all then? 
No, no (p3) 
Can you remember what the last book you read was? 
Um, urn, Bruce Tully 'The Long Distance Runner'. It was, it was about 
running. I like running. I like athletics. I tend to, urn ••• read 
sports books anyway. I like boxing - Henry Cooller naturally (laugh) 
urn, any sports. Mainly I like so I stick to s~orts books mainly at 
the moment. 
And is that what your other spare time activities used to tend to be -
mostly sport? 
3 Yeah, mostly sports and growing vegetables (laugh). I sU2Pose that's 
a sport as well really. But I don't know (laugh). 
R A worthy one. Um, since starting tuition are there ways you feel 
different either at work, at home or with your mates? 
3 (p2) Yeah. Mainly the confidence 'you knc)W (p2). That's the main t(ling 
I think yOQ know. Because if you can sta~ to spell now and someone 
comes up with a piece of :)aper in their hand and says 'look at this' 
you know you can stand and read it and not make out you can read it 
which I did in the past. And I think most geople make out they can 
read whether they can mr not. In that way I think it's helped. 
R That that's at work, and wi ~h your mates that sort of thing would apply? 
3 Yeah 
R Vlha t ab out home '? 
s now we ••• ~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o_u_t __ t_h __ e
a bit of reeuonsibilit 
writing off for things. 
you know. I think that's the main thing. 
R 30 when you first got rnarl:ied she had to do 3.11 th )se sC)rt ,)f thin()s 
did she'? 
.:::> Yes 
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R And how did you feel about that? 
S (p2) .,'ell I suppose its, urn, it was hidden. It was hidden. It's 
been hidden from way back, from when I oan first remember from the 
school, you know. You t~J to hide the feeling you had, and I sup00se 
because the wife did it and I was glad for her to do it and it wa~ 
easy for her to do it, ther:efore I was hap_.iy. If it had been the 
situation where she can't do it or no she wasn't going to do it 
things would have been different, you know. I don't know, but because 
she was willing to do it I thought 'that's good' saves me!' But then 
again I'd no need to bother, you know. Um (p1) and so I might have 
felt differently about it. But at the time I didn't you know. 
R So when you talk about hidden feelings, you mean that you hid the 
feeling from yourself or from her or both? 
S Both I should s a;j I think. I think, everyone, well who I've spoken to 
who's been in the same situation as me hides it from theirself (p1). 
I think this is the main thing. I know I did until that fateful day 
I got on the blower to do something about it. (p1). But it needed a lot 
of courage as well. It did need a lot of courage you know and (p1) I 
can't sa::! where the courage came from and that I just did it. 
R You can't remember ~ particular incident? 
S No, no, there's nothing sort of sticks in my mind which made me think 
'all right I must do this' (p2). For some reason, I don't know 
whether I just come to terms with meself (laugh) and just did it. I 
don't know. 
R So, now what do you think the feel~ng you were hiding from yourself 
and everybody else was then? 
S Um (p3) um (p1) Shame I suppose. It's a funny thing. You have trouble 
with reading and spelling and anybody who's never had that problem 
don't lalow the feeling you get. Its, um (p2) it's hard to ex~)lain. 
Um (p5) I don't know the best way to explain it. Um (p4) I suppose 
you're basically •.• You tend to think that you're com)letely thick 
because you ce.11' t take something in. And um, you find that somebody 
can't add up. They say 'I can't add 2 end 2' and people laugh. If 
you say you can't spell then t ere's something wrong with you. You 
know, they don't want to know you. But if it's arithmetic or you 
can't add up 'Oh well, huh, he can't add 2 and 2 'and they laugh. But, 
er, you know, if you can't write and you're confronted with somebody 
standing over you and they say 'can you spell so and so' and you just 
don't know, you lalow, then I think every bit of life drains out of 
your body you know. It really does you know, you just panic. You 
feel yourself panico You just feel your heart pound, you start to 
sweat you know. I don't know, you k2ow, other than that (p3). 
R Now I'd like to look back to your schoolda;js O.K.? We're talking 
about when you were at school. So while you were at school do you 
think they knew at home that you had problems wi toh your reading and 
spelling? 
S No, no 
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R They didn't know? 
~ No. Um (p3) Neither ~ mother or father took any interest at all in 
sohool work. Um, basically you went to school and you came home from 
school. Basioally other than that I oan never remember my father 
sitting down and readinr. to me (p2) you know or even - there was books 
around. Yeah ••• we always had books around. and he read. and me 
mother and that. But never not once personally did one of them ever sit 
down with me and went through a book with me. I've got no recollection 
of that whatsO'3ver. So I've always had problems, ri01t from the very 
first. At school we used to go into the headmistress's class twice a 
week for reading. So riebt from the beginning I had trouble, you 
know, and urn, I started going to a sohool when I was four and I oan 
remember when I was six going into the class and sittine there and 
reading a booko I think it was about Bob. I think I oan remember. 
But um, I always had )roblems but it was never ... Whether the school 
ever told them I had problems with me reading or not I don't knowo I 
oertainly never told them. Um, the school reports all used to go 
home but whether they used to look or not, I don't know. But I oan 
never remember having any help at all (p1). 
R You don't know if it was on your sohool report? 
S Well, later on at me seoondary sohool yes I knew that was there. Urn 
'Tries hard could do better in English'. That was about it, you 
know. Um. Arithmetic I was a.lways good at, you know, but you know, 
urn (p1) other than that I can never remember. I can't imagine my 
father if he had known not doing somet'r:ing about it. Obviously he 
wasn't that, what can I say, interested, but he didn't see I wasn't 
reading proper or you know he just accepted that I wasn't reading and 
that was it. I don't know. 
R Mmmm 
S But I never, as I say, I never had ~ help. I never had any homework 
to take home. Never did homework all the time I was at school. 
R Vfuat, they just didn't give you any or you just didn't do it? 
S Je didn't have any. We just didn't get it. Never. I've never had 
to do homework at horne. This is at my secondary school as well (p2). 
Urn, I know, well I can always ••• it must have been the last two or 
three years at school that •.• Urn •.• This is when there's f Jrty in 
the class you know, and urn you'd get a word written up on the board 
and they'd throw it out 'Right spell so and so'. You was only asked 
once (p1) and that was it. Then you was left you know, and you was 
at the back and that's where you stayed. Urn, it was only at the first 
school they took an interest in our learning. I had trouble reading 
but certainly I was never helped, never at all in secondary school. 
R And did it help when yO\.l. went into the headmistress's to read? 
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S Urn, yes. I can always remember it at the jun;.or school thit I did CO:'1e 
first once in the class. Once. I think the only time in me life. 3'.tt 
I can still remember that you know. So obviouslJ it did help. It did 
help. 
R That was after you'd received help for .ceadine W3,S i t~' 
S Yeah, that was towards, just before I went up to secondar
c
' school. But 
from the secondary school no help at all. None at all, and because, 
because, of that you tend to sink dO'Hrl and down and down. YO"l si t-',t 
the back and you know, you don't want to be seen. You sort of, you 
know you're going to make a fool of YO'.lrself, and this is probably one 
of the reasons you do it even. You tend to sit in the corner and not 
say anything because you didn't want to make a fool of yourself in front 
of your mates (p2). Urn. And so being in a classroom where there used 
to "Je forty in a class was just one or two in a class and that's where 
you stayed. Not like it is today where you. know th It a lot more is 
done to help children who are b ••.. er, er, a bit backward in reading 
and speLling, where the teacher will spend more time with t'lose than 
the ones W:10 are bright - which makes sense. But when I was at school 
it was the other wa,f round. You know if JOU was good you wi".s all 
right, but if you was a bit slow you was left behind. Urn. 
R So what do you think it was particularly abl)ut this Jear when you came 
first in your class? 
S (p3) Just the fact of coming first I think. You know, just, you ~10W, 
you, you know (p2) you got on with it a bit, I suppose. 
R Was it a different teacher? Do you think that could have made a 
difference? 
S (p2) No we had the same teacher right the way throl.gh (p2). You. did 
in those days (laugh). It's a bit, it's quite a few years ago. Too 
many years ago (laugh). 
R Urn, we're going back a bit. Do you think other members of your family 
had difficulties with reading, writ ing or spelling? 
S Urn. I think me brother and sister did. Me sister did until she left 
8chool and went to work. Then she se:~med to be all right. But, wn, I 
seem to get bits and .:)ieces because I t ci!lk me brother had f'roblems. 
Not so bad as me, but I think, when I look now it looks to ':'e my 
sister was one step down, my brother was two and I was three. 
R Mmlnm 
3 In the reading and Sl)elling, ,you knoiV. 
R 
s 
',vnat sort of things made you feel t:lat? Can you "";ve me 3 • ...'11 eX'3.ffi)les? "';'J. " • 
(p3) No I think it's just a feeling I've sort of got inside ffi= you 
know. I couldn't sa;! anythin3' pacific, (sic) you know, gives me th~t. It's 
just ::i feelin.e. Thdt' s how I feel you \mow, or how I felt tl12t tlln u""3 
were, yuu know. I can't think Jf anything t'rl3. t could. ~)Ut it cle'=.r8 r 
than that. 
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t R What about yOllr ~)arents. Do you think they ha.d difficulties':' 
(p2) Me father didn't. Me dad's good and whell I say good I mean good. 
As I. say me father, m~ :ather always did ~ll the bills and Enything to 
do Wlth money, and wrltlng. Me dad always did that. But now he's 
gone and.m~n ~as to ~o it and she's coping all right. So basically 
she ••• lt S Just whlle they was together and that was it you knO'R. 
Mum's O.K. too. 
R Yeah O.K. Can you remember when you were first at school. Can you 
remember when you first became awareJf having r2~ding and spelling 
difficulties? 
(p1) Um (p4) Yes, when I was really about six. I sort of, YOll knOVl, 
all of a sudden. I was in the headmistress's classroom for this one 
lesson. Just for readin~ you know, and then I remember all right, I 
was ha.ving tronble you know. But, um, spelling must have come a bit 
later on, you know. 
R Yeah, how many were the:re in her room? Can you remember? 
S (p2) Five or six (V2) 
R And how did ita,) ,)e;1.r? I mean wa:..; it like a. trea. t going to her room? 
s (p4) Yes, yeah. Probably goin~ back to it really it's being in the 
same class with children, well grown-ups now, who are having the same 
problem, knowing that she knew that you had this .?roblem and you 
wasn't trying to hide ito I think even then you were trying to hide 
it from the other children in the class (p3). 
R What do YOIl t:link the reasons were th~~t you had trouble? 
s (p4) I don't know. 
R \'{ell some peOI)le think it's because they had tro').ble with their eyesi~l-}t 
or missed school through illness or moving or maybe something to do 
with school. 
S No, I had none of these - touch wood. We lived in the same place for 
twenty years. Er, I only went to two schools, the junior and the 
senior school. Er, I never had any trouble with my eyes or anything. 
Um (p2) I alwqys went to school. I can nevel' remember not going to 
school. Very seldom played truant (laugh). I used to get a r i 8ht 
hander and it used to hurt (laugh). No, but I can't remember being 
weeks or months off at all. I know I was •.• Well me brother and me 
sister ••• well I was the youngest. I w2nt when I Wd3 four. They 
went when they was five but they run back home. But aPJarently I went 
when I was four and stayed there. 
R Mmmm 
S But, er, it wasn't through missing school or anything like th9.t at 
all. 
R So you. don't really know? 
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No, no it's a, it'g a mystp-r,y to me - evan now I can enjoy s~orts. I 
oan do lots of sports. I'm handy. You know hdndy jobs I can do in 
the hou~e, you know I mean decorating, cu)boards, builriing, anyt},ing 
to d:) Wl th me hands. Anyti1.ing like th-s.t you know. Arithm~tic was all 
right at sch~ol. But it was just urn reading and spelling, for some 
reason. ObVl.ously to me they're the two th1t go together - readin.cr 
and spelling. The otner things was all ri.:;ht. Handwriting was all 
right. No trouble with that at all (p2). Perhaps if I'd been 
encouraged at home it would have helped, like I said. (p3) But other 
things at school I managed. 
R Mmmm. ¥fuqt are your memories of school like? 
S Er (p4). Not too bad exce)t for the English class (laugh). I mean 
other than that I wasn't too bad. But there ~ was. It was forty 
words on the board and 'Right look 8t those. Right spell 'em.' You 
know, but my history and geography I like, urn, I always got on all 
right with those. Naturally games I liked. But the rest of it -
science, biology, I was all right. 
R What about reading in those subj ects? That didn 't give you any 
problems. 
S No, I think mainly bec~use the teachers, from what I can remember, 
went throtlgh what you were reading at the time. You know, if you 
was reading a book the teacher wou.ld come down and help JO'l over two 
or three words. But when you was doing English for some reason you'd 
be on your own (p1). You know the teacher wasn't worried about 
coming rOll.nd and seeing if you wqs all right and helping you. You 
was on your own and you. started to panic as soon as they said 'spelling'. 
You know you couldn't do a thing. You just - that same feeling come 
up and, urn, your heart started to pound and yOIJ.. sweat. A terrible 
feeling you know. It's the only time I've ever felt anything like 
it before. But as soon as your mind gets to that sta3"e that is it. 
It just goes blank completely and what bits you do know goes. This 
is it - everything goes (p4). 
R Fine. Now ·we're going to look at the future. How do you think you'll 
know when you're ready to leave the class? 
s (p6) Um (p2) Could be when somebody oan dictate something from a 
newspaper and I can write it down and only make the odd mistake. 
I'd feel that yeah, I've got it. You know I've grasped all the 
lessons and the work I've been doing previous. 
R Mmcun 
And 
S Something like tha~ where I'm writing something down and I know t'U?t 
I can look at it meself and think 'right, well I've made one mistake 
there' and I'd think you know 'Viell I tllink I've got it now'. I'd 
know then. 
R Fine. Do you think you'll go on to further classes? 
S 'vyould like to (p2). Yeah, now I would (p1) 
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R What sort of clas.~es? 
S Um (p3) Well, ~ thin~ I'd like to go on and try for 0 level' 
English, I think to prove to myself that I'm there you know.l.n~hat it 
would be fl.~rt -- self ou know mainl. Where I think eah - now 
I 've~d~oln:.;;:e:.....==...::-~~~~_.:!:.I~t~h~:.:i.!.!n:.:!k~I..:..' ~d~ge~t---E.grEe~a~' t~s~a~t~i!:..:s~f~a~c~t~i~o?!n~o~u~t~o~f~t~h~a~t~. 
IT;Ugh) 
R Good (p2) Sinoe you started attending classes has what you want to 
do with your life ch31lged in any way? 
S (p2) No I don't think so, no. 
R You haven't, um, ohanged yOllr ambitions about the sort of job you 
want for example? 
S No, no. The job I'm doing I've done for tNenty-two years now. So I 
think I'm stuck with it. 
R You're quite happy with your job~ 
S Yes I enjoy it. I enjoy it. I always have done you know. Um. 
Anything using me hands I enj oy you know. I still get the same 
feeling that I've done a good job even now that I had when I first 
st2rted. To me that's what I meant to do. That's the one I'm meant 
to do you know, like you know. Naturally there's been some Jrogress. 
Urn. I've got me own depa.rtment what I run. All right, I wO~lldn't, 
I wouldn't like to go right through not doing any work on the bench 
because as I say I enjoy it. To me if I started a load of office 
and paper work yOQ know. Um, I couldn't do it yOQ know. I'd sooner 
be on the .bench working. 
R When you say you couldn't do it, do you mean you could do it but you 
wouldn't do it? 
SOh, I could, but to me it would be a waste of time. Yeah. 
R You mean? 
S For me to sit down and do paper work all day when I coQ!d be out t ~lere 
making something, to me would be a waste of time. Oh yeah, I could 
do it but I don't think I ~iould get any satisfaction out of it. In 
fact it woald drive me to drink, I think you know. I cO-clldn't stand 
bei;~g stuck in one ~)lace, you know, all the time. But give me a 
drawing and a sheet of metal and say 'make this' well that's fine. 
My ambition would be to work in a firm where they do prototypes. 
Where you'd do something that's never been done before, you know. I'd 
enjoy that where you, everyone's in the same boat and you start off 
thinking like, 'well we'll try this and we'll try it this way and 
see if we can do it'. You know, I'd enjoy that. SometIling like that. 
I'd enjoy sorting out the problems like that. I would enjoy one offs 
you know. 
R Mmmm 
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Well, I'm so used to it. Well I don't know any other work (laugh) 
Terrible isn't it? 
No, it's not terrible (p1) Do you think there has been an improvement 
in your reading and spelling? 
Yes 
Can you give me examples? 
Um (p2) I can write cheques out now (laugh) and pay the bills (laugh). 
No things like that really, Um. (p2) I enjoy sitting down reading 
now whereas I, you know, didn't enjoy it. Before I couldn't read 
or enjoy a newspaper. Whereas before I used to start to read and put 
it down. But now, you know, I enjoy sitting down and reading a 
newspaper, which to me, you know is fantastic, you know. Well to read 
a newspaper (laugh) but to me it'~, you know, it's a hell of a lot (p4). 
Do you think this improvement has changed your life in any way? 
Really, just confidence mainly. A lot more confidence now. I've always 
been a bit (laugh) What can I say? (p3) I think mainly laughing and 
joking started when yOI_l 1100 trouble reading and writing and spelling, 
you know. You sort of cover it up laughing about it you know. Making 
a joke in that sort of vein. 
Mmrrun 
But now, urn, the confidence is gushing out of me (laugh) No, well I 
prefer it now actually. For me to be sitting here now talking about 
reading and spelling. Well three year ago, two and a half year ago, 
no way. I wouldn't even have sat here with a tape recorder or talked 
about it at all. So it, you know, it has made a vast improvement. 
It certainly helps you to talk about it whereas before you tried to 
hide it, you know. Now you come into classes like this. "What are 
you doing tOnight?" "Oh, I'm going to evening olasses tonight". "What 
are you doing?" "Oh I'm doing English". Well for me to say that now 
instead of years ago moaning about it at night. I wouldn't even t[link 
about a night school because of that filling in a form. When I think 
about it now t~lere' s probably lots of things now th8.t I wo,)ld have 
done. You know the different clubs and that I wo_<ld have joined 
probably. You see I do go now. I know if they give me a form to fill 
in I can fill it in quite easily. But before like, give you a form.~ 
you ~ou:)..d sby aw~y like, all the time. See in that respect, you know, 
see it's given me that. But, um, I'm (p1) I'm sitting here talking 
about it. 
I think that's the main thing now. That and confidence. The confidence 
in myself and to do it, and to do anything now you know. I just 
don't oare now, you know. Anything that some along - Yeah 1 ( lau6h ) 
xxviii 
I'll do it! Before I used to you know. "I'm not sure, I'm not 
sure about th3.t". But now, Yeah! you know. Probably it's (p2) 
I don't know, wha l, I wO'.lld have been lj ke if I'd done reading and 
spelling at school (laugh) I would have been terrible. I'm bad 
enough no',';. I'd think I'd be worse. 
R Thank youo That's nice. I've been as~ing you all tbese questions. 
Is tl"ere anything you'd like to askme? 
S (p3) No I don't think so (laugh). Not really, no. 
xxix 
Table One shows reslJOnses:;btained during intf::rviews with thirteen 
students, taught by the interviewer. Interviews conducted 
Feb/April 1980). 
Table Two Replies to each ~uestion are given individually. 
N.B. The total may not be 13 in every case as sometimes respondents 
gave two reasons in an answer. 
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scI school 
c confidence 
sp spelling 
r reading 
w writing 
pron pronunciation 
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n no 
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Has coming to classes made a 
difference to what you do in your 
spare time? 6 7 
2(4) No watch read less TV less 
more pub 
Has coming to classes made a 
difference to what you do in yo)r 
spare time for enjoyment? 5 3 5 1 
--
2(5) more mo 
confidence worse different 
Since starting tuition are there 
ways you feel different, e'6' at 
home, at work, with yOIJ.X mates? 8 1 14, 
3 (1 ) 
Yes Yes did. No 
nut hel) 
While you were at school do yOJ. think 
they knew at home that you had 
difficulties with your reading/ 
writing/spelling? 5 3 5 
~(2) Yes No 
Do you think other members of your family 
had difficulties with readingj w:r'i tingj 
spelling'? 8 5 
3(3) Infant Junior Secondary Army 
y/hen you were at school can you rel:le;ober 
'Hhcn yo.) first became aware of h3.ving 
- 1 readin~wri~ing/spelling roblerns? .f "j ) 
3(4) home scI. self d'~m't know war 
What do you think the reasons Nere? 3 6 ') 1 1 
3(5) nothi:lg junior secondary 
nothing nothing 
~Vhat did the school do about it? ;' 4 3 0 
3(6) extra 
lessons nothing 
How did the school help you? 7 6 
3(7) pleasant unpleasant both 
Vlliat are your memories of school like? 
(pleasant or un.Jleasant Jr both) 4 5 4 
~ (1 ) reach vrhen family :ie l)ends cert3.in neV8r teacher on 
standard says pressure fut'.U'e 
plans 
How do you think you'll know when 
you're ready to leave? 6 2 3 1 1 
-----
4(2) yes no don't know 
Do you thin~: you'll go on to f'~rther classes? 6 6 1 
4( 3) ves v no 
Since attending classes has what you want to 
do with your life changed in any way? 4 
q 
/ 
- ~. '. VI -
5( 1 ) yes 
:00 you think there has been an improvement 
in your reading/writing/spelling? 13 
5(2) little vast no different worse 
Do you thin't<: this improvement has chmged 5 3 your life in <", 4 1 any way ~ 
APPENDIX FIVE 
General grid findings 
The elements for the repertory grid were designed so that some other 
relevant information could emerge, in addition to the elements )revious, 
present and ideal self. 
Two groups, those W:1U eXlJ :.!rience Ii terc-,cy difficulties and th ,se who do 
not, were considered important and theywere included as two elements: 
f PEOPLE WHO FIND R.2~ADING/WRITING/SPELLING HA..1ID' and 'PEOPLE 7[>-1\.. FIND READING/ 
WRITING/SPELLING COMES EASY'. It was felt that if respondents tended to 
polarize the two groups this may indicate an unrealistic appraisal of those 
with and wLthout literacy difficulties. It was also considered useful to 
observe how closely the respondents rated the ")revious self and the group 
with literacy difficulties. It was felt that if they did not identify 
closely this may be a factor in their feeling able to come f·~rward for 
tuition. There was very little polarization in either of the two samples. 
In the second samplc_' 11 grids out of a total of 49 grids showed polarization, 
suggesting that most respondents construed the groups in a fuirly realistic 
way. 
Whilst most respondents viewed themselves negatively 9 rior to tlition and 
saw themselves closely resembling the grOU} 'r'EOPL"6 vmo FIND READING/ 
h'RITING/SPELLING HARD I, the identification was not uniformly close. However, 
it is only possible to s oeculate whether this W3-S a factor in their coming 
forward for tuition. 
Most respondents identify a close match betwen the ideal self and the 
group I P31PL3 WHO FIND READING/WRITING/SP3LLING C0:lffi3 EASY'. 
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The element 'ME ViITU 3rrRANGERS' was included to try to establi sh how the 
respondent felt in day to day encounters with people who we~e neithe::' 
workmates, friends, family or acquaintanoes. 
for either sample. 
No cle~r pattern emerged 
The relationship with the family was divided into two separate elements: 
'ME 'HITH MY PARI'NER I, 'IvB WITH :lY CHILDREN'. The reason for this, as 
stated earlier, was because during the interviews it became clear that 
some respondents were inhibited by the thought of their children discovering 
their literacy difficulties. A small minority of the first sample did 
not have children. In the second sample of 49, 29 did not have children. 
In both samples respondents with ch_~ldren tended to give positive ratings 
for this element, but those wi "h older children included more negative 
ratings. This may be due tJ'"1 factors other than fear of the children 
discovering the parents literacy difficulties (as in tile interviews).. SUch 
possible reasons were not probed as they are outBide the range of this study. 
In the first sample under half of the res ~)ondents did not have partners. In 
the second sample 17 respondents did not have partners. Those for whom 
this element was relevant gave generally ,ositive ratings. There were only 
three exceptions to this. Grids 3 and 10 gave only negative ratings and 
grid 16 only gave 3s. 
These high ratings are perhaps surprising, but it maJ reflect the pattern 
which emerged from the interviews. This s~owed th_~ responden~s had 
reoeived positive enoouragement from their partner; this may be an 
indication of a generally positive relationship. 
The element 'ME AT WORK' was given a variable rating. lio clesr )attern 
emerged. Some enj oyed their work, oth.-,;l's iLl not. In the 3 econd sample 
- xxxix: -
31 respondents included positive ratings (4s or 5s) ~d only one grid (15) 
elicited only negative ratings. 
The element on the grid which received the most consistently neg;~tive 
ratinc:':s from all respondents was 'FILLING IN FORMS/ APPLITNG FJ::\ JOBS' • 
These situations are demanding of literacy skills and this negative finding 
is unsurprising. Where any positive ratin6s were given they tended to 
be on the constructs 'STICKS AT Td:INGS/GIVES UP' and 'R@1E:..ffi2J.3 TrlI~JG-3/ 
DOESN'T REMEMBl!.:it TliINGS. 
The elements previous, present and ideal self are discussed in det~il in 
the grid chapter. 
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Student 
Number 
22 
47 
4 
41 
21 
27 
44 
3 
24 
20 
11 
39 
19 
25 
12 
43 
46 
23 
5 
31 
40 
26 
37 
6 
30 
33 
35 
1 3 
16 
49 
14 
TABLE OF DATA FOR SECOND SAMPLE 
Sex Age 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
111 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
25 
29 
28 
20 
31 
24 
19 
30 
28 
26 
19 
33 
19 
47 
47 
23 
17 
18 
22 
18 
32 
26 
35 
35 
30 
29 
37 
18 
40 
26 
23 
Closeness % shift 
Length between towards 
of present/ ideal 
tuition ideal self 
(yrs) self 
5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1f2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2~ 4 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
5 
1 
3 
2 
4 
96 
89 
85 
85 
85 
82 
78 
78 
78 
78 
75 
75 
75 
71 
67 
67 
67 
64 
64 
64 
60 
60 
57 
57 
57 
57 
53 
53 
53 
5J 
24 
54 
78 
46 
32 
18 
25 
14 
11 
46 
25 
33 
21 
60 
35 
28 
25 
50 
39 
G 
46 
39 
15 
48 
32 
50 
7 
50 
21 
50 
- xli -
I 
cf4 
38 
15 
34 
38 
31 
26 
30 
31 
28 
26 
45 
25 
14 
37 
34 
44 
25 
24 
26 
41 
31 
33 
34 
22 
16 
35 
43 
42 
30 
p 
23 
27 
6 
24 
29 
33 
24 
8 
19 
27 
24 
25 
13 
19 
26 
28 
16 
16 
16 
27 
29 
15 
29 
28 
16 
34 
35 
31 
25 
23 
13 
C 
23 3 
30 9 
2 :;, 
31 7 
27 13 
33 8 
24 17 
15 15 
19 5 
24 6 
18 11 
24 4 
27 22 
18 1 
28 14 
25 6 
13 9 
8 9 
44 14 
8 5 
28 5 
15 15 
31 9 
26 14 
20 12 
1 9 
16 10 
28 16 
30 15 
24 10 
39 23 
IU 
1'1 
E 
E 
M 
E 
E 
M 
M 
E 
IU 
IU 
E 
IU 
IU 
13 
IU 
M 
M 
M 
'--' ~J 
N 
N 
N 
N 
If 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
v 
R 
<i1 
28 
29 
23 
29 
18 
22 
35 
32 
21 
22 
18 
15 
2:; 
29 
48 
29 
o 
19 
32 
36 
22 
26 
22 
2 
28 
~2 
32 
20 
2~ 
Lengtn 
of 
Student 
Number Sex 
rtl 't' A ~Ul lon ge 
48 
1 
38 
7 
28 
42 
32 
15 
45 
50 
2 
36 
34 
18 
29 
8 
52 
10 
KEY 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
Iv! 
F 
F 
F 
40 
35 
55 
53 
33 
30 
19 
34 
17 
31 
32 
24 
2) 
22 
24 
24 
45 
44 
2 
1 
1 
3 
L:-~ 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
I = Internality 
P = Powerful Others 
C = Chance 
Closeness 
between 
present/ 
ideal 
self 
50 
50 
46 
46 
42 
42 
42 
42 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
35 
35 
21 
) 
i G sh ~ft 
towards 
ideal 
self 
43 
50 
43 
18 
25 
29 
25 
39 
3 
21 
25 
18 
29 
11 
4 
o 
35 
21 
I P 
38 9 
30 24 
29 30 
39 37 
20 23 
25 32 
29 43 
31 29 
32 26 
39 6 
32 30 
45 35 
-, 
v 
21 11 
18 14 
30 21 
36 22 
33 14 
30 17 
34 14 
34 20 
23 13 
17 10 
13 14 
43 19 
40 24 29 13 
28 31 29 13 
34 28 30 24 
18 31 22 11 
38 40 33 14 
26 39 32 19 
) on Levenson's I?G Scale 
) 
N = Neuroticism as measured by Eysenck' s 1'. I. 
E N 37 
IS Y 26 
IU Y 19 
M Y 22 
IU Y 15 
:~I Y 13 
IU Y 6 
M ~~ 17 
IS Y 26 
M Y 42 
IS Y 22 
IS Y 22 
IS 
M 
13 
Y 31 
Y 17 
Y 24 
Y 7 
N 18 
Y 7 
A = Attribution for literacy failure given on self report '1uesticn3. 
E = External 
11 = Mixed 
IU Internal Unstable 
IS = Internal Stable Global 
NEG= continuing negative )erceptions of self \Yes/Uo) 
It = :Jornin~-mce score for Levenson's IPC (see st3.tistics C:l-' t,-,,, 
\ for full. expL1.nati,:n) 
t 1 of t'le r· ::;,.:"nt self :0 N.B. 3tudents ~rrdn~ed in or~er 0 c os~nedS I 
th0 ide'll self. 
--:l~i 
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